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CEPisDoingtoHawaiifortheFirstTime
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Accountants and financial managers in Hawaii will have an unusual opportunity
the week of June 2 -6 to participate in NAA'S Continuing Education Program.
Seven courses selected to serve the needs of Hawaiian industry will be offered.
e
e
e
a

Fundamentals for Management Information Systems Design . . Mon. -Tues.
Managing by Objectives for the Financial Manager . . . . . . . . . . Mon. -Tues.
Economic Evaluation of Capital Expenditures . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mon. -Tues.
Management Accounting for Banks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mon. -Tues.
Effec ti ve Cash Managem ent .. .. .. .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. ... . W ed. - Thurs.
e Data Processing — Concepts and Information Systems . . . . Wed. - Thurs. -Fri.
• Com m unicat ions and Report W riting .... .... ..... .... Wed. - Thurs. -Fri.
The program is open to members and nonmembers alike, not only from Hawaii
but to anyone interested. Mainlanders may find that attendance at the courses can
be combined with a company business trip. Or a vacation.
' He Ka Mua m eans F irst T im e.

R113TRATlOf1FORM

RIGIVRATIOf1
InFORmATIOf1

(Pleas e typ e o r p rint)

Name

To register for any of the Courses
described in this folder, fill out and
return the registration form on this
page together with your check to:

SICHAMUA
Social Security No.

Title
Divis io n, Plant o r O ff ic e

National Association of Accountants
919 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
Fees (Members and Nonmembers)

Company
Street Address

2 Day Courses — $200
3 Day Courses — $300

City
Firm's Principal Product or Service

The fee for NAA Courses includes
daily luncheons, refreshments, comprehensive workbooks and technical materials.
These courses meet the guidelines
for continuing education credit set
by the American Institute of
C.P.A.'s. In Hawaii, California,
Washington and Florida, NAA has
qualified its CEP courses at the rate
of 8 hours credit per instruction
day. These courses qualify also at
the same rate of credit for maintaining the Certificate in Management Accounting.

NAA Member (Chapter)

Zip Code
Business Phone
(Account No.)
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Please send me NAA membership information.
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Please register me for the following Courses in Hawaii:

'
Dates

Fundamentals for Management Information Systems Design
Managing by Objectives for the Financial Manager
Economic Evaluation of Capital Expenditures
Management Accounting for Banks
Effective Cash Management
Data Processing — Concepts and Information Systems
—
\E1 Communications and Report Writing

Fee
$

PRESIDENT'S PERSPECTIVE

Boon Or Boondoggle?

a

To quite a number of onlookers the Federal Trade Commission's
line of business reporting program, officially launched last year,
seemed like a good idea. Wouldn't it help investors, security
analysts, expansion- minded companies, and trust - busters to have
at their fingertips figures showing various industries' overall
profits, sales, expenditures on advertising and R &D, and the like?
At worst, it was argued, it could do no harm.
The business community saw it in a completely different light,
most businessmen agreeing with the Wall Street Journal's
assessment of the LOB program as "one of the most frightfully
expensive, totally worthless bureaucratic boondoggles ever
conceived in Washington." Carrying out the program, said the
Journal, would require, among other things, an additional 6,500
accountants, several new law schools, and an outlay of $125
million a year just for paperwork. And for what? For worthless
statistics. Worthless because accounting practices vary so widely
among companies that combining their figures is a meaningless
exercise. Worthless because, by the FTC's own rules, an
establishment operating in two or more lines of business has its
entire operation categorized by its principal line. And not only
worthless but potentially damaging because, for one thing,
nobody is particularly reassured by the FTC's fervent promises of
confidentiality. For another thing, when a line of business
contains only a few companies it may be possible to deduce a
good deal about individual companies from the aggregate
figures, using a concept known as "disaggregation."
Of the 345 large companies which last year received the FTC's
"Order to File Special Report," 216 —over 60 %— formally
requested the Commission to abandon the program. Many took
the issue to court, and in February seven were granted temporary
relief from complying with the order.
Accountants have been in the forefront in protesting the FTC's
ill- advised LOB reporting venture. Like most of those affected,
they see some form of line of business reporting as inevitable. But
let's hope for, and help to bring about, something that
provides a much better return on the investment of time and
money involved than the FTC's present Rube Goldberg creation.
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REACTION TO NYSE WHITE PAPER'S CALL FOR DISCLOSURE

By James J. Benjamin and Vincent C. Brenner

In late 1973, the New York Stock Exchange issued a "wh ite pa per " a nd becam e an
active participant in the call for more complete disclosure by corporations. To determine the current attitudes of those who were affected by the white paper, the authors
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with emphasis on costs. The effort to account for and reduce costs
of industrial organizations formed the nucleus around which early
20th Century American managers gathered to form the National
Association of Cost Accountants.
This drive for economic efficiency was wildly successful, helping
to make our industrial machine one of the most envied in history.
Today, however, accountants and businessmen are faced with rapidly growing costs emanating from an entirely different direction and
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These are costs imposed by Government on industry to satisfy

lames D. Collier

G o ve r n m e n t reg u la tio n s. Th ey a r e m u s h r o o m in g at an in cr e dible

MANAGING EDITOR

rate. According to E. Douglas Kenna, President of the National Assn.
of Manufacturers, 17 new federal agenci es were created between
1967 and 1974 to regulate the American business community, cost-

Erwin S. Koval

in g b u sin es s m e n m illio n s to m e e t t h e e ve r c h an ging re q uir em e nt s .

President Bartholomew this month alludes to the Federal Trade
Co m m iss io n 's L O B p r o gr a m , a n e x am p le o f t h e kind o f G o ve rn m e n t

regulatory program now being imposed on businessmen with questionable benefit to the consumer. The cost of the SEC disclosure
regulations is touched upon in our interview with Chief Accountant

Burton. Mr. Burton believes that the benefits of added disclosure
will m o r e th an o u t w eig h th e co sts of o b t ain in g th e in fo rm at io n.
Corporate executives , however, are dubious .
H. C. Knortz, exec utive vice president of International Telephone
and Te le g ra p h , es t im a te d in a re ce n t Wall St re et Journal int er view
that if the SEC adopts its propos ed ruling on interim reports, ITT's

audit fees could increase 25 %. Considering the size of ITT, this is no
mean su m.
There seems to be a growing reco gnition in some quarters of the
Federal Government, at least, that over - regulation can have a chilling
effect on industry. The railroads, for example, have not exactly prospered under the guidance of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
and the Civil Aeronautics Board's regulation of the airlines industry
has kept the cost of air travel high with little discernible benefit to
anyone,
That businesses by and large still flourish, despite the handicaps
imposed by regu latory agencies , is a t ribute to the s trength of our
system. Some regulations, admittedly, are necessary for the public
welfare but at what point do the regulations stop being a boon and

become a bane?
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TO THE EDITOR

DP Costing—Right On
John E. Finney's article, "Costing in a Data Processing
Department," in the October 1974 issue Of MA NA G E ME NT
AC C O UNT ING , was right on target in exploring the overhead
factors and simple arithmetic involved in costing out data
processing services. The article was clear, thorough, and should
provide temporary salvation for the controller, cost accountant
or data processing manager who looks at his computer department's skyrocketing budget and unabsorbed overhead and
intones, "Why me, Lord ?"
The use of role - playing in portraving the Vice President for
Administrative Services, George Gray, as the straight man, was
ingenious; George cooperated by asking all the lead -in questions
which displayed his total ignorance of project control. If Mr.
Finney had implied that the readers were as naive as poor old
George, he would have laid bare the vacancy of our intelligence
and insulted us mightily.
The development and maintenance of a data processing job
cost system which utilizes budgeted hourly rates does indeed
provide the normal benefits for financial management and
budgeting purposes, but most important, generates a continuing awareness and appreciation of both time and cost to all
department personnel.
Richard F. Asbury, Jr.
Controller
St. Jude Children's Research Hospital
Memphis, Tenn.
Briloff Urges Auditors to Think Twice
I refer to the article, "Managing the Income Number," by
Richard F. Bebee, Lawrence L. Steinmetz, and William D.
Wilsted, in your February 1975 issue. The article by three
professors, respectively of Accounting, Manpower Management, and Business Policy had as its objective "... to examine
the nature of income management, why management appears
to find its practice desirable, and the actual practice of income
manipulation." The professors conclude their analysis by asserting:
"It appears that income smoothing is indeed practiced,
and effectively so. Some loopholes have been eliminated
... but there are still many legal tactics available, allowing managerial discretion in smoothing income. Furthermore, managers will continue to manage income. Perhaps they have to, or at least feel they have to if they
are to compete in the market. Their relation to their
stockholders requires that they do, or so it seems, and
their own ambitions make them want to. Even though
'real' information is available to stockholders they seem
to refuse to look beyond the flat earnings per share figure
they are given. Managers will therefore attempt to manage or smooth income and their accountants will assist
them in the task." ( Emphasis supplied.)
Difficult though it may be for me, I will move to the professors' wavelength and avoid the "moral aspects" of the
income management game. Instead, I will maintain that the
authors are preaching malicious mischief destined to attract

civil, if not criminal, actions against those who might be beguiled by the article.
Thus, it is almost a decade since Continental Vending, with
its categoric decision by the United States Court of Appeals
for the Second Circuit, holding that reliance on generally ac
cepted accounting principles, with its potential for income
management, will not exculpate the accountant if the resultant
statements are unfair. The case was especially well summarized
by SEC Commissioner A. A. Sommer, Jr., in an address before
the American Bar Association some years ago, saying:
"... the first law for accountants was not compliance
with generally accepted accounting principles, but rather
full and fair disclosure, fair presentation, and if the
principles did not produce this brand of disclosure accountants could not hide behind the principles ... In
a word `present fairly' was a concept separate from
'generally accepted accounting principles,' and the latter
did not necessarily result in the former."
Those who are too young to have experienced the Continental Vending trauma (or prefer to forget it) are urged to read
the even more strident language in Herzfeld v. Laventhol,
Krekstein, Horwath & Horwath or the SEC complaint against
the auditors in Penn Central: or even more poignantly, Judge
Tyler's charge to the jury precedent to their conviction of the
two auditors in the National Student Marketing case.
Finally, while "managing the income numbers" may well
be management's "way of life" (as the authors allege), I
strongly urge the auditors to think twice before they "assist
(management) in their task." I urge the auditors to recognize
that management's risk - benefit calculus is not symmetrical with
that for the accountant. If, then, the latter determines to proceed with the income management charade, at least let him do
so recognizing the serious contingencies, and not be beguiled
by the professors' amoral analysis.
Abraham J. Briloff
Professor of Accountancy
Baruch College
The City University of New York
New York, N. Y.

Measure of Productivity is Available
Professor Shu S. Liao, in his article, "Human Assets, Human
Resources and Managerial Decisions," in the November 1974
is s u e O f MA NA G EM EN T A C C O U N T I NG , questions whether human
resources qualify as assets to be reported as such on a firm's
balance sheet. He also notes that even if they do not qualify
as assets, ". . . management should have data relevant to
human resources for making sound decisions." He proposes
that productivity variables be used to indicate the value of
human resources to the firm as there is, "... a direct relationship between productivity and end - result variables."
I agree that if during a specific time period productivity is
increased with no increase in plant it indicates that the contribution of the human element has increased. I am not certain, however, that an increase in the current year's productivity
Continued on page 58
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THOMAS A. MURPHY, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, General Motors Corp.
MARSHALL S. ARMSTRONG, Chairman, Financial Accounting Standards Board
ELMER B. STAATS, Comptroller General of the United States
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C A T H R I N A BAUBY, President, Interpersonal Communications
STUART ATKINS and ALLAN KATCHER, Atkins - Katcher Associates
P A U L Y N E GOLDEN, Controller, Screen Actors Guild
ALBERT A. KOCH, Partner, Ernst & Ernst
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Gains or Losses from Extinguishment of Debt Must Be Treated as Extraordinary Items
As expected, the Financial Accounting Standards Board issued Statement No. 4 requiring that
gains or losses from extinguishment of debt be reported in corporate income statements as an
extraordinary item. Based upon comments on its exposure draft issued earlier, the Board made
two modifications. It originally proposed that the statement be made retroactive. In the final
version, however, retroactive application is encouraged but not required. The second modification is that gains or losses from cash purchases of debt made to satisfy sinking -fund requirements are not required to be reported as an extraordinary item.
Board Tells How R & D Statement Applies to Computer Software
In an interpretation of Statement No. 2 on Accounting for Research and Development costs,
the Board has stipulated that costs incurred to acquire or develop computer software that is
to be used in an enterprise's selling and administrative activities are not research and development costs. All costs incurred to develop software internally for use in the enterprise's research
and development activities are R &D costs, according to the interpretation.
What 'Fairly Presented' Means, According to CPAs
The ubiquitous auditor's phrase "fairly presented in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles" has been defined in an AICPA pronouncement recently issued to CPAs
for comment. The statement stresses that the accounting principles used in a financial statement must be "appropriate in the circumstances." It also states that an auditor must exercise
his professional judgment as to whether the accounting principles used have general acceptance; whether the financial statements are informative about pertinent financial matters;
whether the information is presented in a reasonable manner, neither too detailed nor too
condensed, and whether the financial statements reflect the underlying events and transactions
so that a company's financial positions and results of operations are stated within a "a reasonable and practical" range.
Opposition Builds to SEC Proposal to Increase Interim Reporting Disclosure
SEC's proposed amendment to Regulation S -X which would increase disclosure of interim results by registrants has generated widespread opposition from corporations. (See Burton's
comments in this issue beginning on page 19). The specific proposal causing most of the
controversy is the regulation which requires companies to disclose, in footnote form, in their
annual financial statements, net sales, gross profit, and net income per quarter for the two most
recent years. Because such a rule would probably involve auditors in the quarterly reporting
process —and thus significantly add to auditing costs — corporations have vigorously protested
the necessity of the rule. MAP Chairman Robert A. Morgan in a letter to the SEC wrote, in
part, "Because of a prospective added cost burden, we take sharp issue with the requirement
for a note to the annual financial statements which would contain certain interim data... .
Estimates of the costs attached to greater public accountants' involvement in quarterly reporting have been made by several CPA firms —the ones we have seen predict increases of from
10% to 25% of the current annual audit fee. We feel that additional expense of this magnitude
is simply not warranted, in view of our prior stated conviction that an overwhelming number
of U.S. corporations give due considerations to proper reporting. To our way of thinking, such
a requirement would effectively penalize 'paper inundated' corporations for the shortcomings
of a small minority."
Columnist Sylvia Porter Writes About Socio - Economic Program
In what is probably the greatest public exposure given to NAA's Socio- Economic Program to
date, syndicated financial Columnist Sylvia Porter devoted a column in March to a description
of the program, with a referral to the NAA office in New York for needed financial and accounting counsel. Miss Porter's column appears in 500 papers.
IESC Wants Specialized Executives to Go Abroad
The International Executive Services Corps, which sends retired executives on expense -paid
volunteer projects as temporary advisors to firms in the developing nations, has thus far assigned nearly 150 accountants (some of them NAA members). Now it is calling for referrals on
other kinds of talent. It is looking for retired executives with top -level experience in apparel
and textile production, computers (system analysis), canned food and meat processing, plastics
production, shopping- center development, metal castings production, tools and dies. IESC is
located at 622 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.
For more Data Sheet, turn page
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Auditors Plan to Expand Scope of Annual Report Reviews
Under an exposure draft on auditing standards issued by the American Institute of CPAs,
auditors may soon be reviewing other parts of the annual report, including the president's
letter, to ensure that the information is consistent with the audited portions. The proposed
standard, called "Other Information in Documents Containing Audited Financial Statements,"
was issued for comment by May 15. It provides, in effect, that if the auditor finds information in
other parts of the report to be inconsistent with what is disclosed in the audited financial
statements, it is his responsibility to call the discrepancy to the notice of management. If
management cannot substantiate the assertion, it would be required to change it to meet the
auditor's concern. If management refused to comply with a request for revision, the auditor
would be required to modify his opinion on the financial statements.
FASB Sets Hearing on Establishing Criteria for Determining Materiality
A public hearing will be held in New York starting October 30 on establishing criteria for determining materiality, the FASB has announced. As the basis for the hearing, the Board issued a
246 -page discussion memorandum analyzing the concept of materiality in financial accounting
and reporting. One of the objectives of the project, according to the Board, is to establish
materiality criteria, the application of which will result in consistent financial reporting. Because
of the numerous considerations relating to the topic, the Board, with the advice of the task
force working on the project, has limited the scope to consideration of criteria for determining
materiality which would be applicable only to the general purpose financial statements of
profit- oriented enterprises. Copies of the discussion memorandum can be obtained from the
Publications Division, FASB, High Ridge Park, Stamford, Conn. 06905.
Manufacturers Will Cut Back Capital Appropriations, Says Conference Board
The largest 1,000 manufacturing companies are expected to cut back their capital appropriations
in 1975, but capital spending is expected to rise above 1974 levels, according to a Conference
Board analysis. The Board's estimate does not include the petroleum industry. Board Economist
Elliot S. Grossman expects a rise in capital spending because of a high level of unspent appropriations from a year before, the need to increase capacity to meet long -term needs, and
industry's fears that supply shortages are likely to reappear in the near future. The Board
projects inflation to decline to a rate of between 6% and 6.5% in the last quarter of 1975.
Job Offers Rise for Accounting Majors Despite Recession
Cutbacks in recruiting of college graduates are evident this Spring, according to the latest
report of the College Placement Council, but accounting has not been affected. Accounting
majors received 13% more job offers than at the same time a year before, the Council said.
The Dangerous Business of Cutting Back the Workforce Is Studied
Cutting back the workforce has become a legal minefield, according to the Research Institute
of America, Inc. The business executive who ignores the maze of laws and regulations that now
govern this activity could run afoul of the law and incur added costs. The Institute has condensed a guide for businessmen called "Legal Pitfalls in Firings and Layoffs" into 24 pages. It's
available for $7 a copy from Department 111, Research Institute of America, Inc., Mount Kisco,
N. Y. 10549.
Full Cost or Successful Efforts Accounting? Which Method Should Be Used?
A study published by a number of publicly -held companies in the petroleum industry analyzes
the advantages and disadvantages of "Full Cost vs. Successful Efforts in Petroleum Accounting."
Purdue University Professor John H. Myers, author of the study, recommends accounting with
large cost centers not only for depletion and capitalization limits but also for the capital /expense decision and associating with cost centers all costs of searching for reserves. He also
recommends disclosure of data on oil and gas reserves. A copy of the study can be obtained
from Dean M. Bloyd, Tesoro Petroleum Corp., 8700 Tesoro Drive, San Antonio, Texas 78286.
British Accountants Also Use General Purchasing Power Accounting
British accountants, who often move on parallel tracks with their colleagues in the United
States, are already stating their financial results in supplementary statements adjusted by means
of a general index of the purchasing power of the pound. The British accountants came to a
similar conclusion in 1974 as the Financial Accounting Standards Board (see March Data Sheet)
that the best way to remove the distorting effects of changes in the general purchasing power
of money was to restate financial statements in supplementary accounts, using an appropriate
index, in this case, one called the general index of retail prices.
12
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REACTION TO
NYSE WHITE PAPER'S
CALL FOR DISCLOSURE
While the respondents seemed to favor more disclosure, many
were truly concerned about the excessive amounts of required
disclosure and particularly of information already available to
stockholders from other sources.

men indicated that they were "... generally dubious about its ( NYSE) effort, on the ground that
In response to the increasing demand for meaning- already too many different authorities were making
ful corporate disclosure, the New York Stock Ex- pronouncements, on disclosure and accounting matchange ( NYSE) published a "white paper" on ters.", However, surveys of 1973 annual reports
financial reporting in December 1973. In the indicate that some companies are apparently folpaper, titled "Recommendations and Comments lowing some of the recommendations of the Exon Financial Reporting to Shareholders and Re- change
Obviously, there are various questions raised by
lated Matters," the Exchange indicated that it is
"... intensely concerned with the effects of prob- the issuance of the NYSE white paper calling for
lems of corporate acceptance on the marketplace increased disclosure. Indeed, the publication of the
and must assume a prominent role in dealing with document has resulted in considerable discussion
those problems." The paper provides 16 recom- in the business community. The purpose of this
mendations concerning disclosure practices. Some study was to obtain data as to the current attitudes
of the items covered include quarterly reports, of those who are affected by the report —that is,
availability of Form 10 -K to shareholders, line of financial management of listed companies. Given
business reporting, and including supplementary the increasing demands upon corporations to exfinancial data in annual reports. Although some of pand the scope of their financial disclosures, it
the items suggested in the report are already in seems that a survey of the current attitudes of
many annual reports, other items are rarely in- corporate accountants concerning the various reccluded. Some of the latter items, however, are ommendations and suggestions made in the NYSE
currently required in filings with the Securities and report would increase our understanding of the
disclosure issue.
Exchange Commission.
Although the NYSE has the ability to force
listed companies to adhere to standards, the dis- Methodology
In order to determine the opinions of corporaclosure items covered in the document are not
required. Instead, the Exchange views the recom- tion management concerning the New York Stock
mendation as a call and a challenge to the capabil- Exchange white paper, a mail questionnaire was
ity of corporate management to improve financial sent to a sample of 400 controllers of corporations
reporting. The Exchange expects a major impact listed on the New York Stock Exchange.$ Of the
as a result of the document from voluntary compliance by publicly traded companies.
"Big Board's Pager on Financial Disclosure in Companies'
Gets Mixed Reac tio n," Wall Street Journal, December
Because the disclosure recommendations of the Reports
17 1973.
Stee for example, John H. Allan, "Annual Reports: Some
NYSE are not mandatory, it appears that there Progress on Disclosure," Th e N ew York Times, Map 4 1974;
A New Diet of Data Fattens Annual Reports, ' husincss
might be considerable reluctance by corporate and
Week, April 27, 1974.
tio nnaires were s ent to a sample o f 200 co ntrollers of
management to adopt some of the proposals in stheThe500ques
largest ind ustrial firms (1973) and to 200 controllers of
their financial reporting system. In fact, at the time NYSE firms not included in the Fortune "500." The response
ratio by groups was: Fo rtune " 500" c ontro ller-40. 5 perc ent and
the document was released, some corporate spokes- other NYSE c ontroller3-41.5 p ercent.
By James J. Benjamin and Vincent C. Brenner
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400 individuals selected, a total of 164 usable
responses were received for an overall response rate
of 41 percent. The questionnaires were mailed several months after the release of the final version
of the NYSE document.
The focus of the research was to obtain a basic
understanding of the opinions of corporate controllers regarding the recommendations of the
NYSE on financial reports to shareholders. Those
V. C. BRENNER surveyed were asked to indicate their agreement
Baton Rouge Chapter or disagreement with the proposals of the NYSE.
(Roanoke 1969), is In addition, written comments and explanations
Chairman and were received from many of the respondents.
Associate Professor
The results are presented in the same four overof Accounting at
Louisiana State all categories used in the white paper.a These
University, Baton were: Policy Statements and Recommendations,
Rouge, La. Dr. Disclosure —SEC Related Matters, Disclosure —
Brenner holds a B.S. Exchange Comments, and Disclosure—Experimendegree from Mount
St.Mary's College, tal Suggestions. The responses to the questionnaire
and M.B.A.and Ph.D. are illustrated in Exhibits 1, 2, and 3.
degrees from
Pennsylvania State
University.

Policy Statements and Recommendations
The questions and responses relating to the
Policy Statements and Recommendations appear in
Exhibit 1. The first statement in the questionnaire
asked the respondents if they believed the business
community should support all pronouncements of
the FASB A majority (62.2 percent) of the
respondents agreed (strongly agreed and agreed
responses) with the statement. Several of the
respondents who did not agree with the statement
felt that there may be cases where pronouncements
may not be appropriate because of some extenuating
circumstances. Some of the respondents, however,
indicated that the business community should take
an active part by presenting their differences of
opinion to the FASB before, rather than after a
pronouncement.
A majority (64.5 percent) of the respondents
agreed with the NYSE paper that one of the
mandates of the FASB is to reduce the number of
alternate generally accepted principles and to consolidate the wide diversity of accounting practices
within industries. Several of the respondents indicated general agreement but felt there are and will
be areas where some flexibility is needed. Apparently, there is concern that the FASB may become
so intent on limiting alternatives that it may overlook cases where circumstances may differ to such
an extent that meaningful disclosure will require
alternate accounting principles.
The NYSE paper stated that ".
outside
directors can add perspective and objectivity to
corporate decision- making. In many cases, they
function effectively as representatives of both the
public interest and stockholders, and make substantial contributions to improving corporate credibility." The Exchange currently requires that a
newly listed company have at least two outside
directors on the board of directors. In the white
paper, however, the Exchange recommended that
there be a minimum of three outside directors on
the board of each listed company. A large majority
(85.4 percent) of the respondents agreed. The
.5
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support seems reasonable since a recent study
showed that 86 percent of nonmanufacturing and
71 percent of manufacturing concerns had a majority of outside directors on their boards.e
The white paper also presented recommendations
concerning audit committees. It stated that ".. .
these directors can support the independent role of
the outside auditor and can promote independent
and critical thought. They aid the outside directors
in fulfilling their responsibilities to the public,
enhance the corporate image, and provide improved
communication with the outside auditor." The
Exchange believes that an audit committee can
bring about improvements in financial reporting
and increase the credibility of corporate financial
reporting. Again, a majority (84.1 percent) of the
respondents agreed with the NYSE recommendation. A majority (59.2 percent) also agreed with the
Exchange in that these committees should be composed exclusively of outside directors. Some of
those who did not agree felt that the audit committee should be predominantly but not exclusively
outside directors.
The Exchange also set forth various functions
that it thought the audit committee should perform. A majority of the respondents believed that
the audit committee should have primary responsibility for selection of auditors (62.8 percent), reviewing the adequacy of internal controls (69.5
percent), reviewing the scope and results of the
audit (90.8 percent), and assessing the accounting
principles followed by the company relative to prevailing practices in the industry (69.8 percent).
Several of the respondents felt some of the above
functions may be beyond the realm of the audit
committee's accounting expertise. Other respondents pointed out that even though these may be
the primary functions of the audit committee, the
whole board and management is still responsible.
The Exchange also recommended that companies
consult with their independent auditors throughout
the year and especially before the issuance of quarterly reports. An overwhelming majority (97.6
percent) of the respondents believed that corporations should consult with their auditors during the
year on such matters as the impact of new accounting rules or principles, results of operations, and
current problems facing the company.
Currently, the listing agreement with the Exchange requires listed companies to publish quarterly reports, and the SEC requires widely held
public companies to file quarterly reports on Form
10 -Q. However, there is considerable concern that

4
A comparison was made using a chi square test between the re.
spouses of the Fortune "500" controllers and the other controllers.
The results of this test indicated no significant differences between
the respondents of the two samples at the 0.01 levels of significance.
Therefore, the responses from the two groups were combined and
a s ummary of there lies are pres ented as Exhibits 1, 2, and 3.
3
The Exchange stated in its white paper that it strongly supports
the Financial Accounting Standards Board. It indicated that the
credibility of the FASB is critical to any effort to improve the
climate of financial reporting. The Exchange also stated that it
hoped all c oncerned w ould strive to insula te the FAS B from unwarranted pressures.
s Jeremy Bacon, "Corporate Directorship Practice: Membership
and Committees on the Board," a point study of the Conference
Board and the American Society of Corporate Secretaries, 1973,
p. 2.
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although such information is published, it is not
readily available for all users. Therefore, the Exchange recommended that all listed companies mail
quarterly reports to their shareholders. Most (95.1
percent) of the respondents agreed. However, less
than forty percent (37.2 percent) of the respondents agreed with the Exchange regarding inclusion
of quarterly data on sales and earnings in comparative form in the financial highlights section of the
annual reports. Some of the respondents felt that
the quarterly data should be presented, but not
necessarily in the financial highlights section. Many
of the respondents felt that since this information
is presented in other places, the 10 -K and in the
quarterly reports themselves, there is no need to go
to the additional expense of presenting them in the
annual report.

Disclosure -SEC Related Matters
The next section of the NYSE white paper
discussed disclosure of SEC related matters. These
include liquidity, line of business reporting, differences between book and taxable income, details on
earnings per share calculations, five -year financial
summaries, transactions with affiliated or related
parties, and availability of 10 -Ks to stockholders.
The responses relating to these recommendations
appear in Exhibit 2.
In 1973, the SEC established new disclosure
requirements regarding compensating balances and
other liquidity information. In the white paper the
Exchange recommended that when the information
included in the 10 -K was material it should be
summarized and included in the annual report.
Slightly less than a majority (45.1 percent) of the

"... quarterly
data should be
presented, but
not necessarily
in the financial
highlights
section."

Exhibit 1
POLICY STATEMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Percent response
Recommendation

Strongly
agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

1. The busine ss co mm unity s ho uld
support all pronouncements of
the Financial Accounting Standards Board,

21 .3

40.9

11.6

20.7

5.5

2. The Financial Accounting Stan da -ds Board must reduce the
availability of alternative generally accepted accounting principles.

16.6

47.9

10.4

22 .1

3.1

3. All publicly held corp orations
should have at least three outside direc tors on its bo ard.

37 .8

47.6

7.3

5.5

1.8

4. All publicly held corp orations
sho uld have app ointe d c orp orate
audit co mm itte es .

39 .0

45 .1

7.9

7.3

0.6

5. Audit committees should be composed exclusively of outside directors.

23.2

36 .0

9.8

28.0

3.0

18.3

44.5

10.4

23 .8

3.0

14.6

54.9

7.9

17.7

4.9

26 .8

64.0

6 .1

3.0

0.0

13.6

56.2

9.9

19 .1

1.2

7. Corpo ratio ns s ho uld c onsult with
their auditors d uring the year o n
such matte rs as the imp act of
new acco unting rules or principles, results of o perations, c urrent problems fac ing the company, etc.

48.8

48.8

1.8

.6

0.0

8. All publicly held corp orations
should mail quarte rly re po rts to
stockholders.

50.0

45.1

3.0

1.8

0.0

9. Quarterly data on sales and
earnings should be included in
the financ ial hig hlights sections
of the annual re po rt.

6.1

31 .1

16.5

40.9

5.5

6. The audit com mittee should be
primarily re spo nsible fo r:
a) Selection o f auditors,
b) Reviewing the adequacy of
inte rnal controls,
c) Revie wing the scope and results o f the audit, and
d) Assess the acco unting principles followed by the company relative to prevailing
practice s in its industry.
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"A majority . . .
agreed that

..

".

corporations
should make
10 -Ks available
to stockholders."

respondents agreed that annual reports should disThe Accounting Principles Board required disclose requirements relating to compensating bal- closure, under certain circumstances, of earnings
ances and other liquidity information. In their 1973 per share calculations. This type of information is
annual reports, "... virtually all of the companies required in the 10 -K report. The Exchange supports
made mention of credit arrangement, [and] 40 these requirements. However, only slightly more
percent went into considerable detail." : Some of than half ( 53.1 percent) of the respondents bethe respondents felt it was not necessary to put this lieved the information should be included in annual
information in the annual report since it was reports. Some of the respondents who disagreed
available in the Form 10 -K report to those who stated that they felt that such presentations would
were interested. A substantial majority (86.0 per- add little, if anything, to the annual report since
cent) of the respondents, however, did agree with most readers are not sufficiently sophisticated in
the Exchange recommendation that where com- accounting to understand the presentations.
plicated debt structures exist, a schedule of annual
Currently, the Exchange requires the inclusion
debt maturities for the succeeding five years should of a five -year financial summary in annual reports
be provided.
as a condition of listing. The SEC also requires
For years there have been efforts to get corpora- this information in the 10 -K report. Practically
tions to disclose results of operations by line of all of the respondents (95.2 percent) agreed with
business. This information is required in the 10 -K the NYSE recommendation that five -year sumreports but has not been readily available in the maries should be presented in the annual report.
annual reports to stockholders. A recent survey of The Exchange stated that because of the im1973 annual reports indicated that:
portance of the president's letter and financial highlight section of the annual report any financial data
a random sampling of annual reports
presented therein should be consistent with the
from 100 large U.S. industrial companies sugaudited financial data. In addition, the Exchange
gests that no new ground had been broken in
suggests that these two areas of the annual report
giving investors sales and earnings results by
be reviewed by the firm's independent auditor. All
broad product lines ... only 58 percent of
but two of the respondents, who were undecided,
the companies gave that kind of product -line
agreed that the figures should be consistent with
breakdown on their 1973 financial results —
audited figures and over half (67.1 percent) agreed
roughly the same number as last year." 8
that the material should be read by the auditors
to insure its consistency with audited financial data.
The NYSE recommended that line of business
The white paper states that any corporation
disclosures be made in stockholders' annual reports
should be fully able to conduct its affairs
and that these disclosures be at least as informative without recourse to questionable practices —and it
as that set forth in the Form 10 -K annual report. should be free from any suspicion that can stem
A majority (70.7 percent) of the respondents from transactions with insiders." The report sugagreed with this recommendation. Some of those gests that such conflicts usually relate to business
who did not agree stated that since the information transactions with affiliated or related parties, inis already available in the 10 -K there is no need for cluding officers or directors. The SEC requires that
duplicate disclosure. Othel respondents voice the information regarding such conflicts be presented in
argument that it would provide important informa- proxy materials and 10 -K reports. The Exchange
tion to their competitors. In addition to the finan- recommends that when such transactions or recial disclosures, the Exchange also recommended lationships are material, this information should
that ". . . sufficient textual `description of the also be presented in the notes to the financial
business' be provided to help readers understand statements. A majority (64.4 percent) of the rethe nature of the various lines of business in which spondents agreed with the recommendation. Some
the corporation is engaged." This disclosure might of the respondents felt that since this information
include data relating to competitive conditions, key is disclosed on proxy statements, there is no need
customers, new products, markets, means of dis- to disclose it again in the annual report.
tribution, etc. A majority (82.8 percent) of the
The NYSE also recommended that all listed
respondents agreed with this recommendation.
companies make available to stockholders and other
Last year the SEC adopted a disclosure require- interested parties a copy of their 10 -K annual rement relating to income tax. When a corporation's port. While these are public record, they are not
income tax varies significantly from the normal 48 readily available to all stockholders. A majority
percent rate it must disclose the reasons for the (59.8 percent) of the respondents agreed that
discrepancy in their 10 -K reports. The Exchange corporations should make 10 -Ks available to stockrecommended that where material differences exist, holders. The Exchange suggested that even if all
the information reported in the 10 -K should be listed companies make these available to stocksummarized in the annual report to shareholders. holders, the corporate annual report should noneOver half (68.3 percent) of the respondents agreed theless include significant 10 -K data which might
with the recommendation. One study indicated otherwise escape the attention of the stockholders.
that more than half of the companies studied chose
to disclose this tax information in their 1973 ' "A New Diet of Data Fattens Annual Reports," Op. Cit., p. 63.
e Ibid., p. 65.
annual report.e
Ibid., n. 63.
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The Exchange believes that the annual report
should be able to stand alone in providing significant information to the stockholders. Again, a
majority (67.1 percent) of the respondents agreed
that such information should appear in the annual
report to stockholders. Some of the respondents
who disagreed felt that since this information
appears in the 10 -K report there is no need to repeat it in the annual report, especially if the company makes 10 -K reports available to its stockholders.

Disclosure- Exchange Comments
The next section of the white paper dealt with

the following additional areas for disclosure: material deferred charges, material provisions for unusual items, and supplementary financial data.
Responses to these recommendations appear in
Exhibit 3.
In recent years, there has been an increase in
the frequency of unexpected write -offs of deferred
charges. In the report, the Exchange indicated that
such write -offs have raised doubts about the credibility of corporate reporting. Because previously
deferred charges have been related to many such
write -offs, the Exchange recommended that annual
report disclosures relating to deferred charges include: the rationale for deferral, a description of the

Exhibit 2
DISCLOSURE -SEC RELATED MATTERS

"The Exchange
believes that
the annual
report should
be able to
stand alone in
providing
significant
information
to the
stockholders."

Percent response
Strongly
agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Stro ngly
disagree

1. Corporate annual reports should
disclose requirem ents relating to
compensating balances and other
liq uid ity info rmatio n.

2.4

42.7

12.8

36 .6

5.5

2. W here c omp licated de bt s tructures
exist, a schedule of annual debt
maturities s ho uld be provided.

11.0

75 .0

5.5

7.9

0.6

3. Corporations should disclose line
of business inf ormatio n, such as
that in Form 10 -K, in the annual
report.

8.5

62.2

9.8

16.5

3.0

4. A textual description of the business should be provided to help
readers understand the nature of
the vario us lines of b us ines s.

8.6

74.2

7.4

9.2

0.6

5. Where material, the differences
between book and taxable income
should be disclosed.

5.5

62 .8

9.1

17.7

4.9

6. Annual rep orts s hould provid e details of the c o m p utatio ns of e arnings per share f igures.

5.5

47 .6

8.5

30 .5

7.9

7. Corporate annual reports should
provide a f ive -ye ar s umm ary of fi•
nancial data.

22.0

73.2

1.2

3.0

0.6

8. Inf orm ation presented thro ug ho ut
the annual report and in press
releases should be c onsistent with
audite d financ ial data.

44.5

54.3

1.2

0.0

0.0

9. The inf ormation discussed in 7
above, should be reviewed by the
com pany's aud itor before it is
made public.

17 .1

50.0

9.8

18.9

4.3

10. Corporate annual reports should
include footnote disclosures of
poss ible c onf lic ts of intere sts aris•
ir g from business transactions
with affiliates or related parties,
including officers or d irectors.

11.0

53.4

14.1

17.8

3.7

11. Corporations should make copies
of their F orm 10 -K annual reports
available to the ir stoc kholde rs .

12.2

47.6

11.0

22 ,6

6.7

12. Corporations should include in
the ir annual reports signif icant
10 -K data, which mig ht otherwise
escape the atte ntio n of the stockholders.

7.3

59.8

12.2

17 .1

3.7

Recommendation
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"...some
respondents
believed . . .
certain
information
would tend to
fill the annual
report with
`excessive
details." '

types of costs deferred, the composition of such tization for current and prior years (71.4 percent)
costs, information concerning the period and and the estimated amounts to be amortized in
method of amortization, the amounts of deferrals succeeding years ( 59,7 percent) should be disclosed.
and amortization in the current and preceding However, some respondents believed that presentayears, and the amounts to be amortized in suc- tion of certain information would tend to fill the
ceeding years. Some of this information is already annual report with "excessive details."
included in the basic financial statements. Less
The Exchange also recommended that disclosures
than a majority (39.0 percent) agreed that the for material provisions for usual items such as
rationale for deferrals should be disclosed. Over future losses, discontinued operations, foreign
three- fourths (84.1 percent) believed a description operations, future costs, etc., include details as to
of the types of costs deferred and the period and amounts reserved, subsequently used, and remainmethod of amortization should be given, while ing available at year -end. Over half (65.9 percent)
only about half the respondents believed the com- of the respondents agreed with this recommendaposition of these costs should be disclosed. A tion.
majority of the respondents felt that information
Another Exchange recommendation was that a
concerning the period and method of amortization separate section of the annual report be set aside
(79.9 percent), the amount of deferral and amorContinued on page 38
Exhibit 3
DISCLOSURE- EXCHANGE COMMENTS AND
EXPERIMENTAL SUGGESTIONS
Percent response
Recommendation
1. Annual reports should disclose
the fo llowing inf ormation c once rning m ate rial deferred charges:
a) An in -depth ratio nale for the
deferral;
b) A description of the types of
costs deferred (e.g., start-up
costs, R &D, and pre- operating
expenses);
c) The c ompo sition of suc h co sts;
d) Inf ormation concerning period
and method of amo rtizatio n;
e) The amount of deferred charges
amortized to income in the
curre nt and preceding year
versus amo unts de fe rred each
year: and
f) Estimated
am ounts
to
be
amortized in s ucc eed ing years.
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Strongly
agree

Agree

Undecided

Disagree

Stro ngly
disagree

3.0

36 .0

17 .1

37.2

6.7

7.9
3.7

76 .2
47 .9

9.1
17.2

6.1
29.4

.6
1.8

6.1

73 .8

5.5

13.4

1.2

4.9

66.5

10.4

17 .1

1.2

2.4

57.3

12 .8

25 .6

1.8

2. Annual report disclosure relative
to material provisions for future
losses, discontinued operations,
foreign operations, future costs,
etc. should include detail as to
the am ounts
reserved, subseque ntly used, and the am ount
rem aining available at ye ar end.

3.7

62.2

15.9

15.9

2.4

3. Annual reports should include a
separate section to dis clo se such
supplementary financ ial data as
line of business reporting, comparison of operations between
years, earnings per share calculations, etc,

.6

37 .2

23.2

34 .1

4.9

4. Annual rep orts s ho uld includ e five
year inf ormation on such market
data as s to c k pric e ranges, price earnings ratios, dividends, and
rates of payout, etc.

1.8

28.7

25 .6

37 .2

6.7

5. Corporate annual reports should
include a comparison of the operations of the curre nt year with
the pre ce ding year and s ignif icant
variances should be explained.

6.1

67 .1

8.5

12.8

5.5
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AN INTERVIEW
WITH JOHN C. BURTON
In June 1972, John C. "Sandy" Burton, then an that type of policy decision will wind up.
Then, in addition, I have a substantial responsiaccounting professor at Columbia University, was
named Chief Accountant at the Securities & Ex- bility in the area of communicating to the accountchange Commission. The office hasn't been the ing profession what we are thinking in the accountsame since that time. One of the most activist chief ing area. In that connection I do quite a lot of
accountants ever to hold the position, Mr. Burton talking. I guess I give somewhere between 50 and
precipitated a stream of Accounting Series Releases 70 speeches a year and make appearances on panels
and proposed releases that shows no sign of abating. and other things of that sort. Then I'm also inBecause of the widespread impact that the 42 -year- volved as an advisor in connection with the Comold accounting professor has had on the accounting mission's enforcement activities. Whenever the
field and corporate financial reports in the last three Commission has an enforcement problem which
years, the editors of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING relates to financial statements, they will generally
arranged for an informal conference with him in ask my advice before taking any action. Therefore,
the NAA office to get his views on current issues I will first work with the Division of Enforcement
and proposed actions of the Commission. Partici- as a case is being developed and I will secondly
pating in the interview were James D. Collier, di- advise the Commission on the accounting issues
rector of publications; AI Cohen, senior editor, and and make recommendations regarding the actions
Robert F. Randall, feature editor, Of MANAGEMENT they might take.
ACCOUNTING; Donald E. Keller, director of technical services, and Louis Bisgay, manager, MAP
Is there any set term for the office of Chief
development. Following are excerpts from that Accountants'
meeting.
BURTON: I am appointed by the Commission
and serve at the pleasure of the Commission so
Would you summarize the responsibilities of there is no set term. I am the fifth Chief Accountant in the Commission's 40 years. The office hasn't
the office of Chief Accountant as you see them?
BURTON: The Chief Accountant's responsibility turned over very frequently.
is to advise the Commission on all accounting
How does the Commission hammer out promatters and that has many dimensions. In the first
posed
disclosure regulations?
place, it deals with the problem of disclosure requirements, that is, what requirement should we BURTON: Well, I guess it's done in a number of
impose either through Regulation S-X or through diffierent ways. In the first place, problems are
our forms. It also contemplates dealing with regis- called to our attention in different ways. Some are
trants who have specific accounting problems that received internally through our review of registramove beyond the level where they are handled by tion statements and other filing documents. Some
are called to our attention by individual registrants
the reviewing staff.
The staff in the Division of Corporation Finance or by public accountants. Some are called to our
review registration statements and '34 Act filings, attention by analysts. Occasionally they arise out
lOk's and so forth on a primary basis, but some- of our enforcement activity. Sometimes it's a comtimes their comments or other things they notice bination.
For example, take one of our most significant
lead into problems which will come to me ... or
sometimes a registrant has an unusual problem current proposals —the area of interim financial
reporting. This is a problem which was called to
which comes directly to me.
For example, if a registrant wants to include our attention initially by a number of analysts who
appraisal data or present data on a range basis, or complained that there is not adequate information
something else that's quite innovative, he'll usually in regard to interim results. I had a couple of memstart in my office because he knows that's where bers of my staff serve as a task force to look at this
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNT ING /MAY 1975
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problem. We also asked the Financial Executives
Institute for some assistance and their committee
on relations with the SEC put together a subcommittee headed by Al [Allan C.] Crane from A.O.
Smith Corp., Milwaukee, and that committee gave
us some input as to what they thought could be
done and what would be difficult. We also heard
from various public accounting firms.
This all happened in the stage when we were
just thinking about the subject and, of course, one
of my beliefs is that as we are thinking about a
subject, I like to mention it in speeches and let
the world know we're thinking about it so that we
can get input from various people as to what can
and should be done.
In addition, we had a number of enforcement
cases where there were serious deficiencies in the
interim reports. But I don't think this was an
area that primarily arose out of abuse but rather
out of a perceived need on the part of the investment community for better interim data, and, particularly, as the economy moved into a tight
liquidity position the annual balance sheet seemed
to many people just not to be sufficient.
Interest capitalization, a disclosure regulation
which we put out last year, provides a somewhat
different example. This problem was primarily
called to our attention by two public accounting
firms as a result of research which they did using
the NAARS system [National Automated Accounting Research System] and also the pressure they felt
from clients. They were concerned and we agreed
that it appeared there was a danger that a new
accounting principle would be adopted more or less
by default in the face of high interest rates.
In addition, of course, the staff of my office and
the staff of the Division of Corporation Finance
are continually talking about disclosure problems.
Both have responsibility in that area so that we
often talk internally about problems as we see them.
Once a problem is identified, very commonly—
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representatives of my staff and representatives of
the Office of Disclosure Policy in the Division of
Corporation Finance. The task force will start the
process of developing possible regulations. In many
cases, we conclude that perhaps nothing should be
done. In other cases, we develop alternative approaches. We can, of course, exhort, as we did in
the case of inventory profits and in the case of
business uncertainty at the end of the year. We
can propose disclosure rules, which may include
amendments to Regulation S -X. There are various
approaches we can take, but generally the task force
will develop some proposals and the senior staff of
the divisions will sit down and talk about the proposals and the areas where they are deficient.
During this period of time, we will also be
talking with representatives of the accounting profession and the business community. As we go out
and talk in various places we get a number of inputs
and, finally, we will get to the point where we are
prepared to recommend a proposal to the Commission for publication.
Sometimes some of the Commissioners will be
involved earlier. For example, Commissioner
Sommer is very frequently involved in disclosure
proposals before they reach the stage of getting up
to the Commission for action. He will do a lot of
talking and discuss various ideas with the staff.
Some ideas may be exposed in his public speeches.
If the Commission concludes a proposal is meritorious, they may make some modifications and
then will approve it being issued for comment.
There is then a comment period that runs 60 to
90 days. The staff reads and evaluates all the comments. In addition, the Commission's legal assistants read all the comments. Some of the commissioners will read them all; some will read some
of them. The staff summarizes the comments, indicates its responses and then recommends a final
rule for adoption. Then, presumably, it's adopted.
Do you hold public hearings on any of these
issues?

BURTON: In some cases. It's not common, but,
for example, on the subject of forecasts we held
hearings. We are going to hold hearings on the
subject of going private.
How big is the staff of the Chief Accountant?
BURTON: At the present time the staff of the
Chief Accountant is 12 professionals. We are
authorized to add one more this year so it'll be up
to 13 professionals and four administrative. This
group is basically policy oriented. In addition there
are about 65 accountants in the Division of Corporation Finance who review registration statements
and filings. I have what could be called staff author itv for all accountants in the Commission because I
have responsibility for accounting policies of the
Commission. Nationwide there are between 100
and 125 accountants in the Commission.
MANAGEM ENT ACCOUNTlNGVMAY 1975

How would you characterize the nature of the
disclosure regulations since you've been Chief
Accountant? Is there one single objective or is
there a series of objectives on the part of the
Commission?
BURTON: I think the objective is to give investors
more analytically- oriented information so that they
can develop a better understanding in depth of
what is going on, while at the same time putting
upon management a responsibility to provide the
average investor a textual analysis of what's going
on. We have adopted a number of disclosure rules
in the area of leases, tax expense, analysis of short
term borrowing, interest capitalization and a number of others where we have asked for substantially
more detailed information, primarily oriented toward the person who wants to devote a lot of time
studying the annual report and getting the information out of it. Then, in Accounting Series Release
(ASR) No. 159 we have also required a substantial
explanation of what is deemed most important by
management through the vehicle of what we call
management's discussion and analysis of the summary of earnings. I guess I would say if I were to
identify the trust of SEC actions, it's in the direction of what we characterized as differential disclosure, more detailed information for the analyst,
for the professional; better summarization for the
average investor.
What do you hope will be the long term effects
of these disclosure regulations?
BURTON: In a broad sense we hope it will contribute to a more efficient capital market. That's
a very broad motherhood -type objective but a very
real one in terms of what we are trying to achieve.
The way in which we hope that will be achieved is
first by giving investors more confidence that they
are getting the whole story and second by encouraging the development of better tools of analysis
and more responsibility on the part of the professional analyst to understand what's going on. We
think that by giving them better data we can encourage them in the direction of doing a better
job, thus leading, we hope, to more effective capital
markets.
Some corporate officers have stated that disclosure requirements imposed within the last
couple of years entail added costs to business in
a time of business downturn?
BURTON: I think there's no question they have
entailed added costs and we don't deny that. The
difficulty is in how you weigh costs and benefits.
The business community tends to see the costs,
and the benefits are less clear to them because the
costs are of an immediate short run nature; the
benefits are of a longer term nature associated with
a better capital market. As businesses and the
market begin to turn up at some point, we will
have built a sound basis for continued confidence.
I think in most cases our disclosure requirements, while they may involve a substantial oneMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /M AY 1975
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time cost, their incremental cost is not very large
once they become built into the information system.
Chairman Ray Garrett, Jr., in one speech hails
the evolution of the CPA from an examiner of
books to a continuous partner in reporting. Isn't
this an indication of a lack of confidence in the
internal accounting staff?
BURTON: I think the Commission does not have
any lack of confidence in the internal accounting
staff. I think it believes that professional accountants whose principal professional skill goes to public
reporting and measurement, who do it in a large
number of companies, and who have a great deal
of experience with it are likely to be able to make
a significant contribution to the quality of public
financal reporting, and therefore, it is appropriate
to place upon them a responsibility in this direction.
Further, in today's legal environment, it appears
that the CPA is perceived as jointly responsible because he gets sued just as much as management
does where there are deficiencies. As a practical
matter, therefore, it seems to us, he is a partner in
the reporting process.
Could you outline the SEC's working relationship with the FASB?
BURTON: I think it's very good. I believe that the
objectives of the FASB and the SEC are identical.
They are both concerned with better financial reporting and I think our relationships are good. We
are in frequent communication. We discuss our
problems with each other and I think that we are
working well together. For instance, a problem
came up from a registrant filing dealing with early
extinguishment of debt and how it should be accounted for. We thought it was a problem beyond
that one registrant. We had seen it in a number of
different cases. The matter was referred to the
FASB with a request for prompt action and the
21
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FASB took prompt action. At present, they have
outstanding an exposure draft` dealing with this
problem.
They've also put some of our longer term concerns on their agenda such as interest capitalization,
and business combinations. These have been items
which we, as well as others, have urged them to put
on their agenda. I personally think in the financial
reporting world there is more than enough for us
all to do. I think, basically, an active SEC is beneficial to the standards board in that it pushes them
a little bit, which I believe is useful. As long as this
activism is not in different directions from the
standards board but is complementary and supportive, it should serve to improve financial reporting.
Do you foresee any time when the SEC would
be setting accounting standards?
BURTON: No, I don't believe so. I think that we
now have an active role in the broad areas of disclosure and financial reporting, and it comes into
with inflation, it seems to me, you have to move
accounting in a number of respects, but I see no away from historical costs —and the general price
reason to think that the SEC is going to become level adjusted figure is merely an adjusted historical
the center of accounting principles in the foreseecost figure. I think if we are going to move in the
able future. I think our system which has been one
direction of supplemental data, it would be more
of reliance upon the accounting profession has
desirable to move in the direction of replacement
worked well. Some people have said not fast enough, cost data rather than general price level adjusted
but I think right now there is evidence it is workdata, although there is something to be said for
ing pretty rapidly.
moving in both directions since they are not mutually exclusive.
What action do you think the Commission will
I would anticipate that we would put out some
take as to forecasts, if any at all, this year?
proposals for certain replacement cost disclosure
BURTON: Well, I would suspect that by the 1st and allow comments to be made. This would be in
of April we will have published for comment a addition to what the FASB is proposing.
series of proposed rules and releases which the staff
is now actively working on. I would expect that
Are you particularly concerned about the possithese rules and releases would largely implement ble problem of a lack of objectivity insofar as rethe statement of policy that was issued two years placement costs are concerned?
ago. They will not, as they are currently being de- BURTON: No, I think it's do -able. I think there
veloped, mandate forecasts. They will permit them is some lack of objectivity but I would guess that
under certain controlled conditions. They will atestimates there can be made every bit as objectively
tempt to provide certain protections to those who as estimates that deal with the economic life of asforecast as long as they fulfill certain responsibilsets and things of that sort which are estimated all
ities. I would guess that the only major change
the time. A number of companies have been doing
from the statement of policy will be that the proit for a number of nears and they found that it was
posals will no longer prohibit the association of ex- do -able without undue costs and it provides some
perts with forecasts. The statement of policy said useful management information. I've heard from
that there will be no expertising permitted in the quite a few financial executives who feel that if
forecasts. I think that probably we will allow ex.
they have to do something they should at least do
pertising to the extent people want to, subject again something that gives them useful internal data, and
to certain constraints.
the ones that talked to me seem to favor replacement costs. I suppose the other ones just aren't
You are on record as opposing supplemental
talking to me.
general price -level adjusted financial statements.
What is your alternative?
Regarding the proposed amendments to ReguBURTON: I think that the article that I wrote in lation S -X calling for expanded interim reporting,
Business Week [Nov. 30, 1974] suggested that do you think the requirement for inclusion of secertain replacement cost data would seem to me to lected quarterly data in the notes to the annual
be more meaningful than data based on price -level financial report will lead to the CPA becoming
adjusted historical costs. If you are going to deal more and more involved in the production of
interim reports and to the actual certification of
' Final standard was adopted on March 14.
such reports?
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BURTON: I don't believe it will lead to the
certification o f in terim repo rts. I th in k it will lead
to substantially greater involvement with interim
reports and it will b e b eneficial fo r the sam e reason
I believe CPA involvement is desirable in other
respects. Again , I think it is n ot so m uch a q uestion
of CPA involvem en t to check o n th e man agem en t
as it is CPA involvement to improve the general
quality of interim reporting. I think that with
auditor invo lvemen t th ere will be a far greater ten dency to develop a better controlled system for
interim repo rtin g. There are certain ly a n u mb er o f
companies tod ay that m ake th eir in terim estim ates
pretty casu ally an d it seems to me desirab le that we
encourage these co mpan ies to develop better con trolled system s fo r interim repo rting.

in the next six m onths and som ewhere in between
th ere probably I'll leave. I think that some day I
will go back to the academ ic world. I love teaching;
I love the academ ic world. I'm also enjoying what
I'm doing now and I just have no way of knowing.
As long as I wake up each day looking forward to
the day I can't complain too m uch.
Are either of your two children interested in
business or accounting?

What other areas is the SEC considering that
will affect fin an cial an d m anagem en t acco un tin g?
BUR T O N : I would anticipate that we will do
something th is y ear o n the sub ject of p en sio n disclosure in coordination with the FASB. In terim
reporting and replacement costs are going to be our
two largest projects this year.
Do you have any personal guidelines on how
long you are go ing to stay in Wash ington?
BUR TO N : I do n't see m y self stay in g there until
I retire at th e age o f 70. I d on 't see m y self leavin g

BUR TO N : My daughter's nam e is Eve and she is
interested in expenditures; revenues are less clear.
No, I don't think either of them has expressed
any particular interest for accounting.

projects this
year."

Did it turn gray in government service?
BURTON: Yesl 1 wasn't gray at all when I went
down from Columbia.
❑
IMPEDIMENTS TO THE USE OF MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION
by Henry Mintzberg
A study carried out on behalf of the National Association of
Accountants and the Society of Industrial Accountants of
Canada.
Why don't managers make better use of Management Information Systems (MIS)?
MIS specialists have been asking this question rather frequently
lately. Mintzberg proposes that the answers lie in three areas:
the information itself, the organization and the brain. Basically,
a manager's use of information is determined by the complex
relationships between the information made available to him,
the pressures imposed upon him by his organization, and the
ways in which his brain receives and processes the information
available. Anecdotes and current, pertinent examples enhance
Mintzberg's well- written explanation of why managers don't
make better use of MIS.
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HOW LIFO BEGAN
The concept and technique of LIFO was not created in seven
days. It evolved over a period of years. The author, an accounting
pioneer of the concept, traces its rocky road from relative
obscurity in the Thirties to fame in the Seventies.

By Herbert T. Mc An ly

H. T. W ANLY
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During the latter part of the 19th century and the
early part of the present century, some companies,
particularly those engaged in the processing of basic
raw materials, designated a fixed portion of their
inventory as base stock and valued it at a constant
low arbitrary price. They did this to minimize the
distortion of profits from mere fluctuations in price
levels of this necessary inventory investment.
At the inception of the Federal income tax law
in 1913, only actual inventory cost was accepted.
Later, in the early '20's, the lower of cost or market
was recognized as acceptable in the pricing of inventories. The use of the base -stock method was
proscribed by regulation. The U.S. Supreme Court
in Lucas v. Kansas City Structural Steel Company
( 281 U.S. 264 (1930)) upheld these regulations
and held against any form of the base-stock inventory method which froze an arbitrary quantity at an
arbitrary price.
In 1938, the last-in, first -out (LIFO) method,
an adaptation of the base stock method, was recognized by Congress as acceptable for ore processors
of basic metals and for tanners of hides. The LIFO
method in substance corrected the objections to the
former base -stock method by defining both the
quantity and the price of this base stock. It permitted the portion of the quantity of the ending
inventory equalling the beginning inventory to be
valued at the beginning inventory price and only
any increase in the quantity of the ending inventory over the beginning quantity to be valued at
current costs.
The limited 1938 legislation was deemed discriminatory, and in 1939 Congress extended the
right to adopt LIFO to all taxpayers. However,
since LIFO originated in industries where the levels
of inventories could be readily measured in quantities of common product units, the early regulations issued by the Treasury Department were writ-

ten to deal only with quantities of items, implying
specific identification of goods of uniform physical
likeness or composition. Thus, the extension of
LIFO to all industries, as interpreted by the original
regulations dealing only in 'comparable physical
units, was impracticable, due to style or design
changes, temporary fluctuations of quantities of
individual items at any specific inventory date, substitutions of materials, changes in production methods, etc. The Treasury Department did not propose
to broaden the regulations to make LIFO practicable and continued this negative attitude for the
ensuing ten years.
In order to accomplish the real objective of
LIFO, i.e., to charge against current operations the
increased cost of carrying required continuous inventory investments, the dollar -value LIFO method
was conceived in 1941.1 This calls for dealing with
inventory as a composite in terms of dollars and
computing an index of price change contained in
the ending inventory compared to the beginning -ofyear costs. The index of price change applied to the
end -of -year inventory cost makes possible the determination of inventory equivalents at beginning of -year price levels. If there was an increase in the
aggregate quantity of inventory measured in terms
of beginning -of -year cost dollars, the increase would
be valued at current -year cost by adding to such
increment the price increase factor.
The dollar -value LIFO method was adopted by
a number of industrial companies and large department stores in 1941. The then Bureau of Internal
Revenue contended that LIFO could only be applied where there was a matching of specific items,
and a Tax Court case resulted, involving Hutzler
Brothers Co., a Baltimore department store.2 Trial
before the Tax Court occurred on November 13,
1945. On January 14, 1947, the Court, in a 14 -2
decision, held in favor of the taxpayer. The court
held that specific identification of goods was not
MANAGEM ENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1975
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MR. LIFO
Herbert T. McAnly, 77, who retired in 1964
as a partner of Ernst & Ernst after 44 years
with the firm, is known in accounting circles
as "Mr. LIFO." Although he did not develop the concept of LIFO, he was instrumental in developing the dollar value Last In, First -Out Method of Inventory Pricing
which made the use of LIFO practicable in
the pricing of any inventory regardless of its
complexity.
He first described the concept in an
address delivered at the Accounting Clinic
and the Central States Accounting Conference in Chicago in May 1941. As the
accompanying article explains, the early
regulations only applied to inventories of
common product units. Mr. McAnly's contention was that "If the principle is considered to be one of sound evaluation, it
seems that it should be possible to develop
a practicable means of applying it which
would permit its use valuing all cost elements in the total inventory of an enterprise
whose operations embrace the production,
jobbing, or retailing of a wide variety of
items which may include thousands of individual products."
Now retired and living in Delray Beach,
Florida, Mr. McAnly says it was a long,
hard road getting the dollar value concept

required, that the inventory could be expressed in
terms of departmental total dollars, and that the
application of indexes of price changes resulted in
compliance with Section 22(d) of the (1939) Internal Revenue Code.
On March 4, 1948, Treasury Decision 56053 was
issued, permitting retailers to use the dollar -value
LIFO method, and retroactively so if they had
elected to use that method and had been denied its
use by the Bureau of Internal Revenue. On November 2, 1949, Treasury Decision 5756" was issued.
This administrative release permitted the use of the
dollar -value LIFO method by any taxpayer —not
just retailers. Thus, ten years after Congress extended the right to use LIFO to all taxpayers, the
Treasury Department reluctantly approved measures to make its application conveniently prat
ticable. In this ten -year period, prices had more
than doubled and many companies had been misguided and deterred from LIFO elections that
might otherwise have been made. As the author
has observed elsewhere, the interpretation of legislative provisions follows, but rarely precedes, business
practice.
During the past twenty years there have been
many discussions with the Treasury Department
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNT ING /MAY 1975

accepted. Indeed, after Mr. McAnly had outlined the proposal in one of his earliest
speeches on the topic, a prominant accountant sitting next to him said if "they"
knew something like that was going to be
proposed, the use of LIFO would never have
been extended to all taxpayers. "He then
went on to tell me how terrible it was,"
Mr. McAnly reminisces,
An Emeritus Life Associate and past national director of NAA, Mr. McAnly spent
many years publicizing the concept in
speeches and articles. One of his articles on
LIFO published by NAA won a Certificate
of Merit. Not only his colleagues, but the
government required a lot of persuading. "I
worked with the Treasury Department trying to get more realistic, practical regulations," he recalls.
The recent shift by many companies from
FIFO to LIFO inventory accounting does
not surprise this accounting pioneer. "It's
just natural, otherwise they're overstating
their profits."
Mr. McAnly, who still keeps in touch
with his firm, is designated as a consultant
and occasionally he finds himself called
upon to offer advice or clarify some accounting matter. Often as not, that matter in.
volves LIFO.

Treasury
Department
reluctantly
approved
measures to
make its
[LIFO's]
application
conveniently
practicable."

and the Internal Revenue Service regarding the
mechanics to be employed in using the dollar -value
LIFO method, primarily related to pooling or
grouping and to index calculations. Actually, a
single group or pool for the entire inventory investment, coupled with a reasonably sound index of
price change, is the appropriate way to reflect income under dollar -value LIFO. As a compromise
with Treasury thinking, which favored multiple
pools and tended to generate more taxable income,
the natural business unit concept emerged. Thus, a
single pool is permitted for each "economic activity" within a business. A broad interpretation of an
"economic activity" generally should permit the
use of a single pool. Regulations relating to the
dollar -value LIFO method were finally issued on
January 20, 1961 —more than 20 years after LIFO
was extended to all taxpayers by Congress.
Despite the restrictive administrative interpretation of the 1939 LIFO statute, this inventory
method has had wide acceptance. However, two unsound provisions in the Internal Revenue Code
relative to its use have served to curtail its use.
First, if future price levels recede to a point below the beginning -of- the -year cost as of the date
of LIFO adoption, the LIFO cost becomes a price
25
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floor in determining taxable income. Thus, the
lower -of- LIFO -cost or market is not permitted for
Federal income tax purposes. We have experienced
constant inflation during the past 30 years. Companies in existence in the early '40's which then
adopted LIFO have little to be concerned about
this restrictive cost rule which freezes their early
LIFO costs as a floor for future taxable income
determination. Companies which did not exist until
more recent times, as well as companies which have
been misguided by the general confusion created
by controversial administrative interpretations of
the LIFO statute, may have reason for concern that
current price levels may be too high to freeze in the
determination of future income under LIFO.
The second provision contained in the Internal
Revenue Code pertaining to LIFO requires that
LIFO must be used for financial reporting in order
to be acceptable for tax accounting purposes. On
the surface this may seem a reasonable requirement. However, many complications and exceptions
necessary in these times of continuously changing
and improving financial reporting and disclosure
requirements —all in the public interest —cause this
restraint to become an unnecessarily burdensome
obstacle. A relaxation of the strict financial reporting conformity requirement to permit desirable
disclosures in the public interest would help elimi.
nate much of the remaining administrative and
judicial controversy accompanying the use of LIFO
for tax purposes.
It is interesting to note that while the use of
lower -of -LIFO cost or market is not permitted tax wise, a reserve to market when lower than LIFO
cost is permitted for financial income determination. This would seem to be in conflict with the
provision which calls for taxable and financial income to be on the same basis under LIFO.
It is also interesting to note that LIFO, which
has had a 30 -year struggle to get established for
taxable income determination, is followed by the
U.S. Department of Commerce in its computation
of national income. This was first seen in the 1951
edition of its National Income Supplement which

states: "The LIFO method of inventory accounting
yields results most akin to national income practices." Subsequent editions have followed the practice.

Refinements Urged
The LIFO technique has come a long way but
additional refinements should be considered. Regulations pertaining to the development of indexes of
price changes should be broadened so that all reasonably accurate and practical procedures are available. Department stores on LIFO are permitted to
use National Indexes of Departmental Price Changes
developed for the industry by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics in the computation of their dollar -value
LIFO inventories. Perhaps it is in order to suggest
that indexes developed by other recognized Government agencies may prove to be acceptable in dollar value LIFO calculations.
In the early '40's, LIFO users were protected
in the Internal Revenue Code from the economic
effects of involuntary liquidations of their basic
inventory due to shortages occasioned by war. Such
provisions should be reestablished in the Code to
cover not only war but other uncontrollable liquidations of basic inventories.
In an inflationary period, such as currently exists,
the use of LIFO by taxpayers with inventories results in a more uniform and realistic reporting of
profits for tax, dividend, wage and price purposes.
On the other hand, it produces less immediate national taxable income since it removes from current
income the increased cost of carrying basic inventories until it is realized as profit through future
price declines or reductions in quantity.

I

Developed by H. T. Mc Anly and published with his addresses
delivered at the Central States Conference, Chicago, III., in
May, 1941, under the auspices of CPA State Societies, Loyola
University and the American Ins titute of Accountants.
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LIFO AND INFLATION
A unit is always a unit, but a dollar is not always a dollar. The
dollar is not constant in terms of its purchasing power and,
therefore, it is not constant in its measuring ability.

The basic advantages of LIFO are that in inflationary periods, tax dollars are reduced and cash
flow is improved. In a deflationary period, LIFO
effects are just the reverse. However, as is painfully
evident, we are now in a dangerous period of worldwide inflation. The United States is now experiencing double -digit inflation and most other countries
are experiencing worse falls in monetary purchasing
power than we are. Painful though it is, we are not
being realistic if we assume any quick, long -term
reversal of the general upward price movement. The
economic history of this century supports the statement that LIFO adoption, in gross terms, is not
particularly risky.
The following highly simplified illustration demonstrates the basic advantages of LIFO.
Assume two companies are completely identical
except that one uses FIFO and the other uses
LIFO. See Exhibit 1. Beginning inventory for
both was 100 units at $1 each. Purchases during
the year equalled 200 units at $1.50. Sales during
the period amounted to 150 units at $3. Thus,
just by selecting LIFO over FIFO, the one firm
pays $24 less taxes than the other and this firm
therefore has $24 more for immediate use simply
by wise selection of accounting alternatives.
With a 48 percent corporate surtax rate, any
reduction in taxable income obviously is a savings
to be considered. Rather simply in the above illustration, if the company were to elect to remain on
FIFO in an inflationary period, it would be voluntarily electing to pay higher taxes —a rather interesting election. Another extremely important factor
to be considered is the current tight money market
and high interest rates. Oftentimes now loan
money for expansion or whatever other purpose is
not available at all and if it is, the interest rates
are a bit mind - boggling -12 to 15 percent is not
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1975

at all uncommon. Thus, the improved cash flows
resulting from LIFO could result in hard dollars
that may be used internally, ending perhaps, a need
to go to the money market.
Another advantage of LIFO is connected with
disposable income. Double -digit inflation, coupled
with FIFO or similar inventory methods, produces
income figures that simply are not usable —not
usable for external reporting and not usable for
internal management purposes. With rising prices,
FIFO tends to result in paper profits, as the following illustration shows:
Inventory cost
Sales price
Latest purchase price
FIFO profit
LIFO profit
Dollars available after unit replacement

$30
50
$40
$20
$10
$10
$

By Orville R. Keister

The $20 reported FIFO profit is not usable
profit. Part of it is a paper profit. If the $20 profit
were fully distributed in the form of a dividend,
the company could not even replace the sold unit
in order to continue business. FIFO profits are
thus misleading profits that may be costly to use
in union negotiations, dividend declaration decisions, expansion decisions, etc. LIFO profits are
more usable in that they come closer to representing disposable income. As shown, LIFO can save
dollars —by lowering tax payments, by reducing
interest payments, and by influencing against wage
increases out of nonexistent profits.
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Disadvantages of LIFO
The advantages of LIFO are certainly there,
but there are disadvantages too. Relatively few
companies use LIFO, so there must be reasons. In
the 1973 issue of Accounting Trends and Techniques published by the AICPA, 377 of 600 com27

"The main
disadvantage
of LIFO is that
reported
profits will
probably be
reduced—
sometimes
strikingly so."

panics used FIFO and only 150 of the 600 companies reported used LIFO in whole or in part. In
1973 the accounting firm of Arthur Young & Co.
surveyed 247 of 2,450 companies on the American
and New York Stock Exchanges and found only
ten percent using LIFO in whole or in part. (Of
interest, however, is that 20 percent of these had
adopted LIFO in the last year.) Statistics such as
these demonstrate a reluctance to change to LIFO.
Some reasons causing this reluctance are discussed
below.
The main disadvantage of LIFO is that reported
profits will probably be reduced — sometimes strikingly so. In the first half -year interims of the period
of change to LIFO, duPont's earnings per share
ratio (EPS) was reduced from $6.27 to $5.10 by
the change. In the first nine months of the changeover period for Firestone, earnings dropped by
$49.4 million because of the change, lowering EPS
by $.87, down to $1.53. Rather stunning drops in
EPS may be difficult for management to explain,
may cause stock prices to fall, may encourage
corporate takeovers, may cause difficulties with
bonus plans, etc. However, in rebuttal, it might be
asked which is a better indication of good management— reporting inflated, false profits or doing
something about reducing false profits, decreasing
tax payments, decreasing borrowing needs, and improving cash flows?
It might be noted parenthetically that another
awkwardness results in the year of LIFO adoption.
Supposedly, the funds flow should improve, but
because of lower inventory balances on the statement of changes in financial position it will appear
that LIFO has caused a worsening of working
capital position. The explanation, of course, is that
the worsening is caused by a bookkeeping effect although the actual cash dollar position has improved.
That is, the usable working capital has improved,
despite the misleading drop in inventory balances.
A possible serious disadvantage may also result from
inopportune LIFO adoption. If the LIFO base is
established when company inventories are high, it
may be necessary to dip into the base inventory

Exhibit 1
FIFO VERSUS LIFO
$1.00)

Cash position, end of period:
Sales
Less purchases
Less income taxes
Cash available
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@

$1.50

LIFO
$100
300
$400

$450

$450

175
$275
132
$143

225
$225
108
$117

$450
(300)
(132)
18

$450
(300)
(108)
42

$

=

+

@

@

Sales (150
$3.00)
Cost of sales
FIFO 100
$1.00 50
LIFO = 150 @ $1.50
Income before Income taxes
Income taxes (48 %)
Net income

FIFO
$100
300
$400

Some Mechanics of a Change to LIFO
When a decision is made to adopt LIFO, the
mechanics of changes are rather easy in one way and
rather complicated in other ways. Basically, no
prior IRS approval is necessary and all that need
be done is to file Form 970 with the tax return for
the current ,year. See Exhibit 2. (An exception is
where wholesalers, retailers, jobbers, and distributors
wish to pool total inventory into one natural business unit pool in the dollar -value LIFO. Here
prior permission of the commissioner is required.
Applications for permission in this case must be
filed on Form 3115.) The decision to change must
be made before year -end statements are issued to
creditors or to stockholders, because, as we already
stated, if LIFO is used for tax purposes, it must
also be used for the books.'
A review of Form 970 will be helpful in obtaining a general grasp of the mechanics of a change
to LIFO. The following comments pertain to
certain specific questions asked on the official Form
970.
QUESTION 4

An election can be made to apply LIFO to only
part of total inventories. It is not necessary to
apply LIFO to all the inventory. This feature is
most important, because if shortages are expected in
a certain raw material or if a downward price trend
is expected for one small part of the total inventory,
1

$

@

Beginning inventory (100
Purchases (200 @ $1.50)
Goods available

when supply shortages develop. Matching current
revenue with early costs may grotesquely bloat profit
figures.
Another disadvantage with LIFO is the increased
clerical work that may be required. Rather obviously, if a store has 1,000 different items, the task
of keeping strict LIFO flow records on all of them
would be laborious, to say the least. Fortunately,
there are procedures, such as dollar -value LIFO,
that ease the bookkeeping burden considerably.
Some people are concerned because once LIFO
is adopted, it must be used continuously unless
approval to go to something else is obtained from
the commissioner. Actually, change permission may
be applied for on Form 3115 and there is some
evidence that permission may not be too difficult
to get.
If LIFO is used for tax purposes, it must be
used for the books and for financial reporting. In
some quarters this tax provision is considered an
undesirable national infringement on corporate freedom, but the provision is present nonetheless, and
conceivably it could have some impact on credit
arrangements or ability to raise equity capital. Taxpayers with low profit margins or operating loss
carryforwards could experience adverse tax effects
too.

Thos e c ons id ering c hanging to LIFO should be aware o f an impo gant, related res tric tion too . In a January 20, 1969 ruling. the
IRS took the position that an affiliated #roup could use FIFO
lo wer o f c o s t o r market in pricing co nsolidated inventories even
though a subs idiary us ed LIFO for tax p urpos es. This position was
reversed in an August 31, 1970 ruling, s o this op tio n u no longer
available.
Also,
sup ties
no t invento
ry in these considerations
and are thus
excluded
froare
m LIFO
elec tion.
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it may be wise to exclude this one part from the
movement to LIFO. The decision to partially elect
should not be taken lightly, because if projections
are in error, the additional tax payments resulting
from non -LIFO flow for the partial inventory may
be costly.

QUESTION 6

There are several possible methods of determining the cost of yearly incremental layers . Acceptable
approaches include using costs of: (I ) most recent
purchases, ( 2) earliest acquisition during the year,
and (3 ) average purchase costs during the year.

year."

DEPA R TMEN T —

INTERNA L

REV ENUE S ER V ICE

TO g EXECUTED
AND FILED
IN TRIPLICATE.

APPLICATION FOR THE ADOPTION AND USE OF THE ELECTIVE
INVENTORY METHOD

voitw 970
(RIY. MAY IM)

need be done
is to file Form
970 with the
tax return for
the current

Exhibit 2
REPORTING A CHANGE TO LIFO
U. S . T R E A S UR Y

"... all that

sEEINSTRUCTIONS
ON REVERSE.

NAME O F TAX PAYER

I D E NTI F YI NG N O.

University Supplies
_

A D O R E M (N o mi a , d .t d ,

ess

00_0000000

r MMe, Sisk)

(P0si d Z IP colt)

44304

71 University Circle, Akron, Ohio

her eby make s appli cati on to ado pt and us e the e le ct ive invento ry m et hod pro vi de d by se ct io n 4 72 o f the Int er nal Revenue Code and t o have
suc h method fi rst applie d as of the c lose of the taxpayer 's t axabl e ye ar endi ng
goo ds whi ch ar e s ubj ect t o i nve nto ry ( use additio nal sheets if necessary):

Dec . 91,

1974

with respect to the following specified

The total inventory of goods for sale which Will be included in six pools
identified by major product line.
The t axpaye r he re by agr ee s to s uc h adjust me nt s Inc ident to t he c hange to t he e le ct ive me thod. or t o t he use of suc h m ethod, or to any to ter
change fr om suc h m ethod, in the inve ntories of prior taxable years or otherwise, as the Di strict Director of Internal Re ve nue upon the e xam ina
tion of the taxpayer 's ret urns for t he ye ars i nvolved may dee m nec essar y in order that the true incom e of the t axpayer wi ll be clearly r eflec ted,
and, in suppo rt of t his appl ic ati on, represents as follows:
1. Natured business

Retailing office and educational supplies to educators and students

FIFO- lo wer o f c o s t o r m a r k e t
2. Invent ory me tho d here tof ore us ed
3. We re any o f the fo re go ing s pe ci fi ed goo ds whi ch wer e o n hand at the be gi nning of the taxabl e ye ar t aken i nt o
the c lo si ng i nve nt or y of t he pr ec eding taxable year at values o ther than c os t?
4. Goods subje ct t o inventory no t to be invento ried pursuant to e lect ive met hod ( use addit ional she ets i f ne cessary):

YES

©

NO

YES

®

NO

None

5. (a) Did the taxpayer iss ue cre dit st ate ments, or re port s to shar ehol ders, part ne rs, or other proprietors, or to
bene fic iar ies, co ver ing the fi rst taxabl e ye ar to whic h t his applic ati on r efe rs?
(b) If "yes, " to whom, and o n what da t e s
(a) Invent or y m et hod us ed in asce rtaining i nco me, profit, or lose for the purpose of such statements.

B. Metho d the taxpayer uses to deter mine the cost of t he go ods in the clo sing inve ntor y in exces s of thos e in the openi ng Invent ory.
(See 8setion 1.471 -1, Income Taz Regulations.)

cost of most recent purchases
7. Method used In valuing LIFO invent orie s U nit met hod ( ); Dollar -value method ( 1D.
The fol lowing infor mation must be fur nished:
a . If pe al s al e us ed, lis t and de sc ribe c ontents of each poo l (use additi onal sheets if necessary):

He re

wo ul d

be a n

explanation of pool identification following the requirements of
Sections 1.472-2 and 1.47Z-3 of the Regulations.)
b. Describe brie fly the cost system used (use additional sheets

if

necessary) :

( He r e wo u l d b e a n e x p l a na t i o n o f

whatever cost system is in use,)
C. Met
_ hod used in c omputi ng LIFO value of doll ar -val ue poo ls -Double extension method (X) ; Ot he r m et ho d (
Justify--see last sentence of instruction 5.)

).

(If other, de s c ri be and
_

- DECLARATION
U nde r pe n al t i e s o f pe r j ur y . I de c l a> " t hat I have e s t ar ni n o d t hi s ap pl i c at i o n (i n c l ud i ng a c c o m p an yi n g s t at e m e nt s) an d t o t he bu t
of m y kno wl e dge and be l i ef i t i s t r ue, co r r e c t , and c o m pl e t e .
Cor8ea1
porate

O

(siorsaiuro d tonpensr)

(SiW -t un d de ew)
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(rule)
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Problem

$17 2,8 00

(6 4 %)

=

$27 0,0 00
250 ,2 50
10 9%

$1.10
1.68
1.12
1.16
5.06

=

(6 5 % )

$.22
.24
.28
.29

=

$16 2,5 00

5 units
7 units
4 units
4 units
20

=

$25 0,0 00
252 ,5 50
105%

January
March
November
December

$

Cost
percent
(6 0 %)
(6 2 %)

Retail
80,000
220 ,0 00
208 ,2 00
102%

$

Cost
48,000
136,400

$

19 X 1
January 1 inventory (bas e)
Purchases
Sales
Price index
19X2
Purchases
Sales
Price index
19x3
Purchases
Sales
Price index

@

Develop dollar -value LIFO inventories for rep orting p urpos es f or three years,
us ing the f o llo wing info rmatio n:

@

Problem

The three methods mentioned above are illustrated in the following problem:
LIFO was adopted for 1974 and the opening
inventory was 10 units at $.20. During 1974, 20
additional units were purchased at the following
prices:

@

DEVELOPING DOLLAR VALUE LIFO

@

Exhibit 3

The ending 1974 inventory was 16 units. Calculate
the value of ending inventory using the three mentioned approaches.

$

Retail
80,000
220,000
$30 0,0 00
208 ,2 00
91 ,8 00

Price
index
100%

Cost
percent
60 %
62 %

100%
102%

60%
62%

Cost
48,000
136,400

1. Most recent purchase costs
10 @ $.20
= $2.00
4 @ .29
= 1.16
2 @ .28
= .56
$3.72
2. Earliest acquisition cost
10
$.20
$2.00
5
.22
1.10
.24
.24
1
$3.34
3. Average purchase cost
10
$.20
$2.00
6
.253`
1.52
$3.52
@

$

Solution
19 X 1
January 1 invento ry
Purchases
Goods availab le at retail
Sales
Ending inventory at retail

$

Solutions:

=

90,000

=

@

=

$

@

=

Ending inventory at retail
base ($91 ,800
1.02)

$ 10,000

=

@

19 X 1 increme ntal laye r at
retail base
($ 9 0 ,0 0 0 - $ 8 0 ,0 0 0 )

$25 0,0 00

65%

$

48,000
6,324
54,324

$

60 %
62 %

$

10 0%
102%

$

$

80 ,0 00
5,0 00
85 ,0 00

$27 0,0 00

48,000
3,1 62
51,162

64%

$17 2,8 00

60 %
62%
64 %

48,000
3,1 62
10,464
61,626

-

+

19x3
Purchases
End ing inventory at retail
($8 9,2 50 beg inning
inventory
$25 0,2 50
purchases
$24 6,0 00
sales)

89,250

$ 85,000

$

19 X 2 ending inve ntory:
Base
19 X 1 layer left

30

80,000
5,000
15,000
$10 0,0 00

100%
102%
10 9%

$

19 X 3 e nding inventory:
Base
19 X 1 layer
19 X 3 layer

$

$1 00 ,0 00

$

$10 9,0 00

End ing inventory at retail
base ($ 1 09 ,00 0 _ 1.0 9 % )

= $.253

Theoretically, the earliest acquisition cost approach is the most acceptable and it will usually
result in maximizing the beneficial effects of LIFO,
but quite often the most recent purchase cost
approach is selected for bookkeeping ease. Once
selected, the method adopted must be used consistently.

-

Ending inventory at retail
base ($ 8 9 ,2 5 0 - 1 .0 5 )

* $ 5 . 0 6-- 20

$16 2,5 00

+

19X2
Purchases
End ing inventory at retail
($9 1,8 00 beg inning
inventory
$25 0,0 00
$25 2,5 50
purchases
sales)

80,000
10,000
90 ,0 00

$

$

$

=

@

19 X 1 ending inve ntory:
Base
19 X 1 layer

QUE S TI O N 7

Accounting for unit LIFO flow can be quite
time - consuming. For example, if a company had
1,000 different inventory items, unit LIFO would
require detailed flow records for each item and the
necessary bookkeeping would become extremely
laborious. To alleviate this difficulty, which can
quickly approach a practical impossibility, the IRS
does allow a simplifying technique called dollar.
value LIFO. This procedure permits the establishment of inventory dollar pools. Inventory flows
are thus accounted for in terms of pools of dollars
rather than in terms of pools of units. If many
different inventory items can be lumped together
into one dollar pool, the bookkeeping is obviously
reduced rather quickly.
Admittedly, some complications are present. For
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1975

example, a unit is always a unit, but, of course,
a dollar is not always a dollar. The dollar is not
constant in terms of its purchasing power and,
therefore, it is not constant in its measuring ability.
It becomes necessary, therefore, in dollar -value
LIFO, to use indexes to adjust the dollar pools
onto a common basis so that comparisons between
beginning and ending inventories can be fairly
made.
Exhibit 3 illustrates basic dollar -value as it
pertains to a retail establishment. It is rather self explanatory except for the 19X1 incremental layer.
The increment measured in common, base dollars
is $10,000. However, these goods were purchased
during the year when prices were higher. Therefore,
we have to adjust this incremental layer upward by
two percent to reflect the higher current costs. This
$10,200 figure must then be multiplied by our
current cost percentage of 62 percent to arrive at
an incremental layer cost figure of $6,324. Total
ending inventory at dollar -value LIFO cost is thus
$54,324.
We now have three lavers to account for, but
rather obviously the bookkeeping is considerably
less than if we tried to keep separate inventory
flow cards on hundreds or thousands of different
items. Perhaps parenthetically we should note that
in retail LIFO, cost percentages are determined by
including markdowns as well as markups (since
lower of cost or market cannot be used with LIFO)
and they exclude beginning inventories (which,
after a few years of LIFO handling, would tend to
unrealistically influence current cost percentages).
QUESTION 7(a)

Various pools are possible. For.a manufacturing
firm, options include two pools (material and
processing costs), three pools (raw materials, labor,
and burden) or (raw material, work -in- process, and
finished goods), and others. According to the regulations, the number of pools identified can depend
on how the business is divided for internal management, whether there are separate and distinct production facilities, and whether separate profit and
loss records are kept. Typically, the IRS will suggest more pools, and the businessman will want
fewer pools, but the Service has not established
any really specific guidelines for pool identification
and usually there is no real difficulty in coming to
of meeting of the minds.
QUESTION 7(c)

The above illustration of basic dollar -value LIFO
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procedures shows the importance of index identification. The method illustrated is the double extension method in which each year's ending inventory, priced at current costs, is completely repriced
at base - dollar costs. Indexes may be internally self generated using an adequate sample (or simply
supportable judgment) as long as the calculation
meets certain standards set forth in Section
1.472 -8(e) (1) of the regulations. The double extension method is the most theoretically acceptable
method, but clerical costs may become disadvantageous and the method is rather impractical when
there is a large number of different product lines
on when the pool item makeup varies considerably.
Other methods are available, such as the direct
index method wherein an index of a representative
portion of each year's ending inventory is calculated.
The portion tested may be selected on a sample or
judgment basis and a ratio is developed using aggregate current cost and base dollar cost of this
representative sample. The index is then applied
to total inventory.
The link -chain method is another method that
has been accepted in situations where the double
extension or direct index methods are not practical or suitable. Basically with this method, ending
inventory priced at current costs is priced at beginning of year costs (not base costs). Again, the
price adjustment can be on total inventory or on a
representative sample. Aggregate end -of -year prices
and beginning -of -year prices are compared to arrive
at an index. The calculation is repeated each year.
A cumulative index for two consecutive years is
arrived at by multiplying the indexes for each of
the two years. This cumulative index is then used
to adjust total ending inventory at current costs
to base dollars and to price the current incremental layer.
As these comments on LIFO mechanics indicate,
the accounting procedures, although seemingly
rather complicated at first, are really rather simple
and should deter no one from serious consideration
of the LIFO method.

"... many
companies not
electing to use
LIFO ... are
electing to pay
higher
taxes ..."

Conclusion
The simple message of this article is that many
companies not electing to use LIFO in an inflationary period are electing to pay higher taxes and
are electing a cash flow inferior to what they could
have if they did elect LIFO. Also, LIFO mechanics are really not that difficult. Although the
majority of firms do not use this inventory method,
perhaps now is the time to switch.
❑
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THE MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTANT:
A BRITISH STUDY
The author traces the emergence of the more senior kind of
management accountant from the cost accountant stage when
industrial accountancy was "the poor relation," a situation which,
he says, did not change until the 1950s.

from a study of editions of Cost Accountant published when the term management accountant was
A study of the origins and emergence of the British first coming into use. To start, however, it is necesmanagement accountant should begin with a job sary to go further back in time.
description. Is the management accountant a high This article is concerned not so much with the
powered financial executive who is a senior member emergence of lesser kinds of management accountof a management team? Is he /she any numerate ant who assist management as with the senior who
assistant who extracts historical financial informa- is part of top management, sharing in decision
tion for management or something in between?
making.
Three recent staff advertisements illustrate the
Probably, the earliest management accountants
point.
were groups of monks called auditores who operThe first called for a director of finance, about ated in some of the large monasteries. From audi£9,000 a vear, to be financial adviser to top man- tores come the word auditor and, when the activiagement and to pioneer development of all the fi- ties of these early auditors are examined, it is the
nancial controls of a major new international ac- management accountant who should have inherited
tivity.
the title and not the auditing branch of accounThe second, perhaps more typical, wanted a tancv.
qualified management accountant, probably over
It was the practice at some of the old monaster30, at £3,750 plus a year. This management ac- ies, which were extensive land owners, to place a
countant would be responsible to the company lay manager in charge of farms and manors with a
financial controller.
supervising steward as general manager. Fach farm
The third advertisement, which was not excep- manager had to render an annual account to the
tional, offered between £1,800 and £2,400 for a monastery and it is here that the auditors come
management accountant, probably be a trainee into the picture.
studying for an unspecified professional qualificaAn audit board usually consisted of senior monks
tion. His duties would be to prepare monthly ac- who had expert advice available on the details of
counts, statistical information and assist the chief agricultural practice. The auditors were concerned
accountant in preparing financial accounts.
not only with means of checking waste and of
effecting economies but also of laying down general
Title 'Unspecific'
policy. If they thought that a farm could support
Can the term or title of management accountant more cattle or sheep, the auditors —not the steward
really cover such a wide band of employment or —gave instructions for more stock to be bought
should the meaning be restricted to one or two of or bred.
the groups of experience indicated by the adverThey kept closely in touch with price fluctuatisements? What is really understood by the de- tions, too, and any farm manager who sold corn
scription "management accountant" and how did it below the market price was in trouble; the auditors
come about that the title should be so unspecific? surcharged him personally with the loss suffered by
These are questions which it is hoped to answer the monastery.
By Kenneth W. Kilvington
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Budgetary Control
It is apparent from the records that the auditors
exercised an effective form of budgetary control.
The crop of each kind of grain was expected to
amount to a certain number of times the quantity
of seed sown; fleeces were expected to average a
certain weight; the total weight of cheese and butter made in the dairy had to show a certain average
weight from each cow and ewe milked; each breeding female of specified classes of animals and poultry were expected to produce a certain number of
young each year.
As stated, each farm manager was responsible
for preparing annual accounts which were essentially management accounts intended to show the
precise financial position as between the monastery
and himself —an early but effective kind of responsibility reporting. The auditors did not have things
all their own way, however. Chaucer wrote of a
reeve, or farm manager: "Well could he keep a
garner and a bin there was no auditor could on
him win."
The system had decayed even before Henry VIII
decided to redistribute monastic wealth and the
kind of management wealth and management accounting practised by the monastic auditors went
into limbo for some four centuries.
The particular significance of the monasteries
is that thev were corporations with, theoretically,
unlimited life spans and self - perpetuating management structures. They were not dependent on, or
limited by, the life of one brilliant or forceful individual and so resembled the modern large scale
corporation.
The monasteries were essentially long term in
their outlook and could, and would, plan many
years ahead. They provided a framework within
which the prototype management accountant could
develop as an integral part of a management team
that was looking beyond the possibilities of tomorrow's profits to the greater gains of the more
distant future.
The monasteries were succeeded by an individual- centered type of enterprise and although other
corporations, such as the East India Company,
came into being they relied on the decisions of
strong individuals rather than guidance by management committees which shared power.
Accountancy in general went on developing but
it was now in the age of the entrepreneur which
did not encourage the disciplines imposed by the
management accountant. Certainly, there were accountants and bookkeepers, many more of them
as the years went by and as trade and industry
developed, but they were servants not masters or
partners.

Along Three Paths
By the time of the industrial revolution in, say,
the later eighteenth century, accountancy had developed along three paths each providing a different kind of accountant and so setting the pattern
for later divisions.
The three accounting systems that evolved were
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those of master and steward (developed mainly in
the administration of large landed estates), mercantile and last, and certainly least in prestige, the
system developed by manufacturers operating the
putting -out method.
The master and steward system was a decadent
version of the old monastic system with a master
and servant relationship which did not exist among
the auditores, the mercantile system arose out of
the practices of the merchant venturers. From these
two versions of accounting practice came the accountancy of the canal and railway companies and
of the City of London counting house and, subsequently, the modern concept of auditing and the
audit firm.
Cost accountancy evolved from the accountancy
of the manufacturers but in spite of pioneer work
by industrialists, like Josiah Wedgwood, in developing rational costing systems, industrial accountancy remained the poor relation, a position that
did not change until the 1950s.
The relatively low status of cost accounting is
shown by the fact that at the international conference of accountants, held in the UK, in 1930,the
then ICWA was not allowed to be joint hosts with
the Chartered Institute and the Incorporated Society. In 1952, they were joint hosts.
Development of the practice of using accounts
as direct aids to management was not one of the
achievements of the industrial revolution. The Victorian entrepreneur did not use accounts to guide
his decisions and attempts to introduce a rational
system of accountancy into industry were never
more than embryonic and abortive at that. Many
methods were tried but no new systematised technique was developed to parallel the new techniques
of the production field.
Management accountancy of today and the management accountant himself were American concepts and it was from America that the UK derived
most of its industrial accounting ideas. It was war
which firmly established industrial accounting in
Britain.

"it was war
which firmly
established
industrial
accounting in
Britain."

Impetus of War
Both world wars gave an impetus to cost accounting and the ICMA can fairly be termed a by -product of war. Its first membership came together as
a result of World War I and it gained strength and
influence as a result of World War 11. This strength
and influence should not be exaggerated, however;
when World War II ended membership, excluding
students, was around 1,800 and that was 50 percent up on 1939.
The relationship between wars and costing lies
particularly in the cost plus basis of awarding
government contracts and in price control. Manufacturers' costs were subject to audit and many
maximum price controls were operated by reference to the cost of individual producers and distributors. The need to make cost audits, particularly during the Second World War, brought many
from the practising side of accountancy into contact with industry.
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Ministry Recruits
As a result, a large number of professional ac1 9 4 9 . . .,, countants was recruited to the staff of one or other
of the Ministries as cost investigators; subsequently,
many joined the staffs of some of the big manufacturers. Here were the beginnings of accountancy's oecumenical movement, with financial accountants starting to take an interest in production
costs and cost accountants retaliating by learning
something more advanced than simple bookkeeping.
For the first two years after World War II, the
terms "management accounting" and "management accountant" were not used although there
was reference in the Cost Accountant and other
professional publications on the relationship of
costing and management.
The concept of costing as a management aid was
being developed, however. A representative paper
given at an ICWA branch meeting said: "Costing
and cost accounting exist primarily as an aid to
management. Costing is not and never can be a
purely independent and complete service in itself,
neither is it a substitute for management but the
responsibility of management cost accounting remains an aid and can as such be considered one of
the stepping stones to higher achievement."
The first reference to something like an introduction to management accounting, and hence to
the management accountant, came from the chartered side, not from the ICWA. In October, 1948,
the London and District Society of Chartered
Accountants arranged a series of lectures on various
aspects of the relationship between management
and the accountant, with some high powered
speakers who included Sir Charles Reynold and Mr.
Lawrence William Robson.
.

during

management
accountancy
was used for
the first time

In those days, the Government did not fully
recognise the ICWA qualifications. Generally speaking, only those qualified to make a statutory company audit could carry out a Ministry cost investigation but, apart from this policy bar, there was
a shortage of qualified cost accountants and employers would not release their costing staff.

First 'Mention'
The tern management accountancy was used for
the first time during the following year, 1949, when
the Cost Accountant announced that a management accountancy team would visit the United
States with the practical objective of studying American know -how on the use and creation of control
figures. Apart from this brief note, nothing more
on management accountancy appeared in the Cost
Accountant that year to suggest that the coming
revolution was foreseen.
The breakthrough came in 1950, a year significant for a number of happenings which showed that
interest in management accounting was growing.
The first was the management recruiting advisory
panel, set up by the British Institute of Management. Its purpose was to act in an advisory consultative capacity to the manager of the BIM financial
and office management division.
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The panel had Mr. Ian Morrow CA, FCWA (now
Sir Ian Morrow and a past President of the Institute) as chairman, and included Harold H. Norcross, F C W A , which suggests that the concept of
the management accountant was beginning to
shape.
That year, the ICWA elected Mr. Lawrence
Robson as President. This was important for the
Institute, which still had fewer than 3,000 members, and for the development of management accountancy. Lawrence Robson was, I believe, the
first president of the Institute who was a chartered
accountant and a management consultant as well
as a member of the Institute.
The first Institute annual Summer School was
held at St. Catharine's College, Cambridge, and it
was notable for a paper presented by Sir Charles
Reynold on management accounts. This paper was
so far ahead of its time that it could be given today
and not seem stale or dated. It deserved fully
Lawrence Robson's summing -up comment that it
was a brilliant case study of the uses of figures in
the control of an organisation. The presentation
was one of the first and certainly one of the best
expositions of management accounting in action
reported in the Cost Accountant.
The Reynolds organisation was a pioneer in
management accounting and in its senior accounting executive, Mr. W. E. (Willie) Walker, President of the Institute in 1937./38, it had a very high
powered management accountant. There were a few
others like Mr. Walker in those days —Mr. John
Lord, comptroller of the Dunlop Company, for
example —but even if they were management accountants neither they nor anyone else knew because the term had still to be invented!
The event which had the greatest impact on
business imagination so far as management accounting was concerned was the publication in November, 1950, of the productivity report by the team
that visited the U.S. earlier in the year.
This team had consisted of members of the
English and Scottish Chartered Institutes, the Incorporated Society, the Association, some civil servants and by no means least, the ICWA. Altogether, there were 11 team members plus the
ICWA director, Mr. Stanley Berger, who acted as
secretarv, and a member of the Institute staff who
was the stenographer.
The ICWA was strongly represented with four
of the team including the leader, Mr. Ian Morrow,
having a CWA qualification as well as membership
of one of the other accounting bodies. In fact, this
team with its dual - qualified members, was one of
the first public demonstrations that the other bodies were getting the message that there was more
to accountancy than the presentation of the trading
results of past years.
A Dynamic Report
The team's report was dynamic. Everyone accepted that there was much to put right in British
industry and here was a set of firm recommendations of what accountants could, and should, do.
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Re- reading this report after 25 years, is to invite
deep depression; here is such a clear case of so
much to do, so little done.
The subject of this article is not management
accounting as such but the management accountant
and although the two have a very close relationship
thcv are not the same. Costing, one of the "parents" of management accounting, has been called
a "tool" of management. A kind of accountancy
was evolving from the stage in which the emphasis
was on the discipline or "tool" to one in which the
attention was focused on the practitioner in that
discipline.
The productivity report showed this clearly. Under the heading of top management control, it described the position in the organisation of those
responsible for finance, accounts and costs and their
relationship to the rest of management. It said:
"The relationship of those who are responsible for
finance, accounts and costing to management generally is of central significance. It is marked by
three special features:
"The desire of management to base its decision on facts and reasoned forecasts and its
consequent insistence on being given the
necessary information and explanations;
"Realisation by management and accountants that the primary purpose of accounts
and cost should be to guide the management
in planning the future and in deciding from
actual results what has to be done to make
the plan work; this is evidenced by the use
[of) the title controller for the person in
charge of the accounting and costing function;
"The fact that the controller, or the person
performing that function, though he does not
have anv executive authority outside his own
department belongs among top management
and is consequently in direct contact with
all their problems."
This top management relationship is made plain
in the report which says that "the fact that the
controller belongs among top management shows
the significance attached to his function and enables him to perform it far more effectively than
he otherwise could. Most controllers are in constant touch with the president and vice - president
of their company and are in a position to know and
understand their current problems." The controller
functions were defined as being to:
Establish, co- ordinate and maintain through
authorised management an integrated plan
for the control of operations;
Measure performance against approved operating plans and standards and to report and
interpret the result of operations to all levels
of management;
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Measure and report on the validity of the
objectives of the business and the effectiveness of its policies, organisation structures
and procedures in attaining those objectives;

"The original
concept of the

Interpret and report on the effect of external influences on the attainment of the
objectives of the business; this function includes the continuous appraisal of economic
and social forces and of government influences as they affect the operations of the
business.

management
accountant
was something
analogous to
the American
controller ..."

Emphasis on Control
The significance of the title "controller" was
stressed, putting as it did the emphasis on the control aspect of accounting and costing rather than on
mere recording. The report also pointed out the
existence in the U.S. of a Controllers' Institute, a
body distinct from the American Institute of Accountants and the National Association of Cost
Accountants.
The original concept of the British management
accountant was something analogous to the American controller, having a correspondingly senior
place in the management team. In the early days
after publication of the report, many ICWA members thought that the cost accountant must develop
to become controller and there were some who
suggested that the Institute should change its
name to incorporate the controller title.

British

Syllabus Revised
This was premature and never materialized but
it is significant that, earlier in 1950 and before
publication of the report, the Institute had revised
its examination syllabus to give it something of a
management content. In the following year the
terms under which a Fellowship was granted were
an effort to make it the recognised qualification
for the management accountant. An editorial in the
Cost Accountant, October, 1951, declared:
While Associate membership has long been
recognised as the appropriate qualification
for the cost accountant and indicates that the
holder possesses a good part of the knowledge
required by the management accountant, no
recognised superior qualification is offered by
any professional body to indicate overall competence and adequate experience to the
senior appointments in management accounting. The award of Fellowship of the ICWA
in management accountancy will provide the
qualification.
This was the first time, I believe, that the term
"management accountant" had been used and now
he was being given professional identity as a Fellow
of the Institute —a far sighted move by the Council.It was also revolutionary in that Fellowship was
opened to members of other accounting organisations provided that they passed a Fellowship examination in those subjects not adequately covered
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by their own examining bodies and that they held
responsible positions in management accountancy.

'Middle, Not Top'

Later in 1952, the subject of the London regional conference was THE MANAGEMENT ACThe move brought into Institute membership a C O U N T A N T IN ACTION. The first paper, presented
number of senior members of the Chartered Insti- by a director and group accountant of a large public
tute. Unfortunately, it meant that there were two company, was about scope and opportunity but,
distinct kinds of Fellow; there were cost and works although the speaker was a controller in everything
accountants of the old school, with little knowledge but name, his paper clearly related to the industrial
of management theory and little more knowledge accountant belonging to middle, and not top, manof accounting generally, and those qualified to call agement.
The second paper, by an eminent industrialist,
themselves management accountants.
asked
WHAT DOES M A N A G E M E N T REQUIRE OF
Without wishing to belittle the old guard in any
A C C O U N T A N T ? It was obvious
way, some were far more technical men than they THE MANAGEMENT
were accountants and the widening of the Fellow- that, in the speaker's mind, the management acship gave them the appearance of having an ex- countant was not part of senior management. He
pertise that they would not have claimed for them- agreed that the management accountant should be
in very close touch with the management and hear
selves.
These days, we think of accountants generally daily conversations —in other words, share a lunch
as being one body, indivisible if disunited. At the table with the personnel manager and head buyer.
period referred to, a substantial body of the Insti- In the speaker's own words, however, "the function
tute's membership had more in common with the of the management accountant is that of translator,
Institution of Production Engineers than with any to explain to management what sort of actions will
have what sort of results in terms of money."
body of accountants other than the ICWA.
The third paper, PRESENTATION OF INFORMAOf and In Management
TION TO MANAGEMENT, kept strictly to the kind
Once the Institute had recognised the manage- of information to be given. If any impression could
ment accountant as a new species it began to give be drawn of the management accountant it would
serious thought to training and the subject of the be that of some kind of paperwork barman dispens23rd National Cost Conference, in 1952, was the ing, say, a ream of old and mild information to the
foreman with something rose -tinted for the sales
training of management accountants.
The main speaker, Mr. Harold Wilmot, an old - manager and something short, with a dash of bittime cost accountant who had climbed to the top ters, for the chairman.
of the management tree, stressed that the management accountant was more than just a useful assis- Job Description
tant; he was of management and in management.
Thus, the concept of the management accounMr. Wilmot emphasised, however, that he was not tant as the universal provider of figures rather than
suggesting that the management accountant should the navigating officer of the company began to take
exercise any part of the directing and motivating a firm hold on the minds of those concerned with
authority of the chief executive; so, perhaps, he was this new development in accountancy and this
visualising something rather less than the American view was the one which became orthodox thinking.
controller.
From 1953, management accounting and the
The qualities of the perfect management ac- management accountant were increasingly the subcountant, as set out by Mr. Wilmot, include those ject of discussion at conferences and of articles in
of being a sympathetic listener, familiar with music, the Cost Accountant as efforts were made to arrive
art, literature, social activities and sport; he should at a generally acceptable job description. A public
have a wide toleration of the idiosyncracies of meeting was held by the Institute in October, 1953,
others, be healthy and vigorous and dress quietly at the request of the Board of Trade to discuss
but well.
what made management accounting effective in the
The reference to dress suggests, again, that Mr. U.S.
Wilmot was not thinking of the management acOne of the four main heads of discussion was
countant as someone near to the top but rather as the influence of the controller and controllership.
a good company servant, keeping in the back- Again, it was stressed in the original productivity
ground. It was significant, however, that at this report, that the controller was the interpreter of
conference one senior member, also a chartered figures and a member of higher management with
accountant, said that management accountant was equal status with other top managers.
only another name for the man who at one time
His job included management of the accountancy
had been called a "cost accountant" and Iater an side — accounts, cash and statistics and accountancy
"industrial accountant."
for management, which included reports for all
This view expressed the trend away from the levels of management from the Board to foremen,
concept of the management accountant as the concerning budgeting, profit planning and control,
equivalent of the controller, a trend which became price policy, etc.
increasingly marked as the productivity report
The controller was an American development;
faded from memory.
he had arrived because of the complexities of mod-

Fellowship Widened
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ern industry and there was need for the development [of] controllership in European industry, for
a man part specialist, part manager, versed in management accountancy with an understanding of
management problems and technical processes.
Helping Management
This spelled out once more the pattern of the
true management accountant as a man who serves
management but also is of management. Controllership was management of the accountancy side of a
business plus accounting for management, plus a
share of corporate management responsibility but
by now many were equating the management accountant with accounting for management alone.
A 1953 article in the Cost Accountant on the
functions of the management accountant defined
him as an accountant who helps all levels of management. The author put forward the view of those
belonging to the accountancy- for - management
school when lie wrote: "The management accountant ... should be in a position to help to indicate
what should be planned to happen and to report
what has happened as compared with what should
have happened."
Co-ordinated System
About the same time as that article appeared,
a papa THE EVOLUTION OF MANAGEMENT Ac.
COUNTS was presented at a regional conference of
the Institute and was published in the Cost Accountant. It supported the concept of a management accountant as a financial controller
The message was that, in a company, there should
be one co- ordinated accountancy system controlled
by a chief accountant or controller, the system being viewed as an integrated whole and designed for
the specific purpose of giving management the information necessary to control the business. The
significance of this call was that, at that time, there
was a situation described as "two autonomous departments, divided by an iron curtain, controlled by
two individuals of equal status, jealous of their independent state and glaring occasionally over the
curtain in resentment at any imagined intrusion on
their preserves."
The two departments were, of course, costs and
financial accounts and, like Tweedledum and
Tweedledee, they were prone to engage in pointless battles to their mutual disadvantage.
Peculiar Position
The next paper published in the Cost Accountant
on the subject concerned, appropriately, THE PECUL IAR POSITION OFTHE MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT which gave another airing to the restirctive
view. This writer said of the management accountant: "It is not, however, his responsibility to make
decisions or to interfere directly with the running of
the business. It is doubtful whether he would act in
the capacity of adviser to the board of directors.
His job is rather to present facts and figures in such
a manner that they reveal clearly the reasons for
past events, present occurrences and future policies
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and developments."
Plainly, this was something very much less than
controllership but by then it was the majority
view.
A year later, in 1955, an article in the Cost
Accountant was published by the Institute as a
pamphlet. The title was MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANCY and the pamphlet made a bold attempt to
explain, if not to resolve, the conflicting views on
the position and the nature of the management accountant. The concluding paragraphs of this article
stated:
"Clearly the management accountant will be
giving expert advice on matters being dealt
with at all levels. It follows that he will be
influencing decisions made at all levels and
his influence is, in the nature of things, the
highest importance bearing in mind the
economic environment in which all industry
operates.

"Controllership was
management
of the
accountancy
side of a
business plus
accounting for
manageme n t . . . "

"Can we really pretend that the accountant has no part in it and can escape responsibility for decisions taken in which his
advice has had a major influence? Can we
separate the decision from the evidence on
which it is founded? If the facts contributed
by the accountant are faulty, he cannot escape
responsibility for the resultant decision being
wrong any more than the engineer who underestimates the cost of a capital project.
"The argument as to the accountant's
place in the management is one of purely
academic interest. He will not be admitted
to the directorate or to the top stratum of
executives in any company on the basis of
theoretical argument but only on the strength
of his own personal qualities. The width of
his knowledge and the vision and imagination
with which he tackles his job will determine
the influence which his advice and opinions
will carry and hence his own status."
That sums up the position so far as the career of
the individual is concerned but it is to be hoped
that any company needing a management accountant to work in the top echelon of management
would make a detailed selection, preferably with
qualified outside help, before filling the appointment.
To recapitulate on the decade after World War
II, the first published reference to management
accountancy in the Cost Accountant was not until
1948; in 1950 the productivity report MANAGE NIENT ACCOUNTING appeared and, in 1951, the Institute introduced its Fellowship in management
accounting.
From 1952 on, arguments were being raised on
the question of the scope and nature of a management accountant's job and attention was being
given to training. Colleges and polytechnics, such
as the Regent Street Polytechnic, Cranfield College
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of Aeronautics and the City of London College
were offering courses in management accounting
and, by 1955, management accountants were pouring off the assembly line.
Enter the Computer
A concurrent event which had a significant effect
in determining the development of management
accounting and the management accountant was
the advent of the computer which had much to do
with the concept of the management accountant
as a universal provider of figures.
A paper was given at the third (or 1952) Summer
School on Electronic Calculating Machines in Industry and Commerce. At that time, an electronic
calculating machine did not mean something the
size of a pocket diary that has now relieved accountants of the need to be able to add or multiply two
by two. It was a great beast of a machine with banks
of valves and drums as big as the contemporary
beer barrels. The computer and the computer in-

dustry evolved quickly, however, and it was soon
apparent that here was a jet - propelled bandwagon
on which the ambitious accountant, costs, management or otherwise specialised, could thumb a
lift.
Further to go?
From then on, management accountants have
been deeply involved with computers and the mass
media of computer output, the result being that
the "informatics" aspect of the management accountant's duties has overshadowed that of the
management aspect.
The management accountant emerged or reemerged some time in the early 1950s but has he
emerged far enough and fast enough and is he what
was expected to emerge following the Anglo- American productivity report?
Does British management have the management
accountants it deserves or does it deserve the man agement accountants that it has?
❑

REACTION TO NYSE WHITE PAPER'S CALL FOR DISCLOSURE
Continued from page 18
for presentation of supplementary information. It
stated that the supplementary information might
include such things as line of business data, between year comparisons, and earnings per share
calculations. This type of information is already
disclosed by several companies under a title such
as "financial Summary." Less than a third ( 30.5
percent) of the respondents agreed with this
recommendation.
Disclosure—Experimental Suggestions
The NYSE referred to its final recommendations as experimental suggestions. These related to
market data and variance analysis. The responses
relating to these recommendations also appear in
Exhibit 3. The Exchange pointed out that since
most readers of annual reports are present or
potential investors they are primarily interested in
market performance of the company's securities.
Although data relating to market performance is
available from various statistical sources, it was the
opinion of the Exchange that the individual investor does not have ready access to this type of
information. Therefore, the Exchange recommended that summary market information be presented in annual reports on an experimental basis.
This information could include such things as stock
price ranges, price earnings ratios, dividends, rate
of payout and return for each year, and year -end
book values. Less than one -third (30.5 percent) of
the respondents agreed with the Exchange's
recommendation. The respondents who disagreed
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seemed to feel that this information is not necessary
because it is readily available elsewhere.
Finally, the Exchange recommended that the
annual report set forth the reason for material
changes in the factors affecting results of operations
of the current year as compared with the immediately preceding year. Again, it was recommended
that listed companies include such presentations
in their annual reports on an experimental basis.
Almost three- fourths (73.2 percent) of the respondents agreed that such a variance analysis
should be presented in the annual report. Some of
the respondents believed such presentations would
become too detailed and excessively complicated.
Conclusion
The New York Stock Exchange white paper indicates that annual reports in the United States
keep investors better informed than their counterparts anywhere in the world. In spite of this, there
have been calls for more disclosure in annual reports. The purpose of this study was to survey
corporate controllers to determine their reactions
to the recommendations contained in the white
paper.
While the respondents seemed to favor more
disclosure, many were truly concerned about the
excessive amounts of required disclosure and particularly of information already available to stockholders from other sources. Thus, it appears that
while corporate managements recognize the need
for improvement they are somewhat reluctant to
endorse several of the proposed increases in disclosure.
❑
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ACCOUNTING FOR
A DRIVE -IN DINER
Selling is the lifeblood of any business, and in the drive -in, it is
also the sole source of cash receipts.

By Sau Lan Chan
The drive -in diner business is highly competitive
and requires a marketing strategy that stresses low
price. Also, the perishable products and inventory of the business pose special problems. In this
particular instance, all food is prepared on the
premises and no food is kept overnight, so there
is no work -in- process or finished -goods inventory.
Another unique consideration is that the only
source of income is from cash sales so that no
accounts receivable are kept. However, because of
the nature of the business, it is not only important
that accurate accounting records be kept, but that a
computerized financial reporting system be utilized
for cost control purposes.
All accounting information and reporting can be
divided into three categories:
1. Operating data
2. Tactical data
3. Strategic data
Operating data are derived from the lowest information level, the transactions which result from
the organization's activities. They provide the basic
record of "what happened." The initiation and
placement of purchase orders, the paying of vendors
and employees, the individual sales; all of these
transactions represent operating data. The appropriate compilation of the data then results in various
reports such as labor distribution, payroll, expense
and cost ledgers and other operating transaction
records.
Tactical data are needed in order to control an
organization's operations. To do this, a summary of
the operating data must be made. Data are summarized into the general ledger account structure
and trial balances are computed. These provide
accounting detail for analysis and an overview of
financial operations. Tactical data highlight problem areas in specific financial reports.
Strategic data are obtained when the financial
analysis is prepared. These data incorporate such
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statistics as the working capital position, non -food
inventory balances, the ratio of current assets to
liabilities, net investment, profit and its associated
detail. Strategic data require minimal management
review and analysis for assessing the situation and
making appropriate decisions.

Functional Procedures
In designing a good computerized financial reporting system, we must examine the data and
information flow as they relate to specific procedures. Whenever there is a substantial volume of
similar operations which reflect essential business
activities, a special procedure evolves as a subsystem within the total system. Examples of such
procedures are cash receipts and disbursements,
cash sales, accounts payable, payroll, and many
others.
CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS
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One of the major subsystems is cash receipts and
disbursements as illustrated in Exhibit 1. From the
various documents and work sheets, the accounting
office can classify the data into different sources
for cash receipts and different types of disbursements. The computer will then account for the
increase or decrease in the cash balance. The details of all receipts and disbursements are first
entered in the "cash receipt /disbursement ledger."
The summarized data are then journalized and
entered in the general ledger.
CASH SALES

Selling is the lifeblood of any business, and in
the drive -in, it is also the sole source of cash receipts. Two basic characteristics of this business's
selling function are that: (1) All sales are cash
sales, so there is no accounts receivable subsystem,
and (2) there is no sales returns and allowance
procedure. Therefore, cash received from customers
requires a specific control procedure. A typical cash received- over -the- counter, procedure is illustrated in
Exhibit 2. A cash register records the cash sale
transaction and the sales receipt becomes the initial
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subsystem is to record liability payment transactions for materials and services purchased and
for other miscellaneous incurred expenses. How
the data are captured and processed is shown in
Exhibit 3. The manager of the drive -in has full
authority, for purchasing. He is the one who prepares the purchase order and sends it to the vendor.
A copy of the purchase order is sent to accounts
payable by the manager to preserve information
for later computer processing. When the purchased material is received, the receiving department makes out a receiving memo and forwards it
to accounts payable department. The information is
input to the system and merged with the purchase
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
order record.
The main function of the accounts payable
Upon receipt of an invoice from the vendor,
accounts payable enters the data directly from the
invoice to the computer. The data are edited,
audited, and merged with the purchase order and
receiving memo files. The purchase order number
on the invoice is matched against the actual purchase order number to determine if such an order
exists. If it matches, the computer will carry on
the mechanical comparison. If it does not match,
the computer will reject the data and call for an
investigation. Material quantities, dollar values, due
dates, terms and unit prices are also compared. If
there are differences after the mechanical comparison, an exception report
be output. The
report will be directed to accounts payable for investigation and correction.
If there are no differences from the mechanical
comparison, a vendor invoice transaction is created
which is used to update the master file and also
to create registers and vendor payment checks. The
vendor master file is entered into the processing
activity in order to provide information (i.e.,
vendor name and address) for the issuance of
checks. The monthly distribution journal is prepared and it in turn provides data for the cost accumulation system and the "general ledger."
When the data processing department receives
the "to pay" list from accounts payable, it will
start the payment processing procedure. The check,
voucher, and the disbursement register will be
produced mechanically. Accounts payable will audit
the checks to the list they submitted for payment
and also to the disbursement register. Variances
will be resubmitted to data processing in the form
of adjustments to the files. After the checks have
been approved, they will be sent back to be processed through a check signer device for signature
imprint, and to an address device which will stuff
the check and print the vendor name and address
on the envelope.
will

procedures."

data source. The manager sends the money together with two deposit slips to the bank. One
validated deposit slip will later go to the accounting
department to serve as a check figure against the
deposit amount stated in the work sheet. The
manager also prepares for the accounting office a
daily work sheet (called the cash register tape and
deposit reconciliation) which reports the amount
of cash received from each cash register and which
has been deposited in the bank. The work sheet
is processed, and the amount passes through the
"cash receipt/ disbursement ledger" into the "general ledger."

PAYROLL

Payroll processing can be one of the more complicated procedures. However, mechanical processing can eleminate errors and save time as well.
The accounting department collects employee time.
clock cards twice a month for payroll processing. The department reconciles the time -clock cards
to the working schedule prepared by the man40
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only inventory kept is for non -food materials. There
is no account for finished goods, or work -in- process
since the perishable food product cannot be kept
overnight.
The amount of material received can be obtained by adding all the receiving memos together;
however, the lack of documentation for the issuance
of material makes it impossible to directly compute
the level of ending inventory. Since materials are
released from the storeroom without any paper
document or record, the ending inventory has to
be determined by physical count. Every Monday,
materials are ordered so as to return the stock to
a fixed pre- determined level. Thus, every Monday,
the manager takes a physical inventory and submits
his count to data processing. The amount of material that needs to be ordered is computed by
substracting the ending inventory from the predetermined level. This amount is output in report

ager of the drive -in to make certain that the employee has worked the number of hours recorded
on the working schedule. The data are input to
the computer together with the employee master
file which contains information like employees'
names, addresses, wage rates, deductions, and tax
tables. After the computer operation, the master file
is updated and the pay checks are generated mechanically. The computer produces a descriptive
check for each employee with all the necessary information like employee's name, total earnings,
federal income tax, state tax, F.I.C.A., etc., printed
on it. The total of the payroll is accumulated in
the direct cost file for later use and the tax data
are stored in the tax file for making tax statements
and for reporting to the Internal Revenue Service.
INVENTORY

In the accounting system for the drive -in, the

"in the
accou nting
system for the
drive -in, the
only inventory
kept is for
non -food
materia ls."

Exhibit 2
ACCOUNTING FOR CASH FLOW
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form to the manager who will then prepare the
purchase orders. Ending inventory is also utilized
to update the inventory master file. Ending inventory of this period will become beginning inventory
of the next period. The update process includes
noting the amount of materials used in the material cost file.
The material cost file, when updated, provides

data for the cost control system. All inventory designated items are catalogued by commodity or
material group and are identified within the group
by a serial number. Transaction data are forwarded
to data processing for file updating.

General Ledger
The basic need for a general ledger system is to
properly establish the account structure that will
satisfy the needs of the organization and provide
flexibility to meet changing requirements. The account structure, however, should be kept simple,
logical, readily understandable and relative to recordkeeping and reporting purposes. In this instance,
all entries into the general ledger are made via
journal vouchers in order to meet the needs of the
detailed expense and cost subsidiary ledger requirements. journal voucher numbers are established to designate the type of transactions (purchases, payables, cash, etc.) .
The general ledger includes the descriptions and
numbers of the accounts, the calendar month of
the data, the journal voucher number, the beginning balance by control and subaccounts, the transaction (journal voucher) activity (either debit
or credit amount), and the ending balance. The
journal voucher number reference is provided to
establish an audit trail back to the journal detail
for verification of the data. The ending general
ledger balances and post- closing adjustments are
summarized to the working trial balance schedule
and the data are balanced. This information is then
used in the preparation of the two prime financial
schedules —the profit and loss statement and the
balance sheet.

Conclusion
The primary objective of this financial accounting system is to provide a capability for summarizing the detailed data into meaningful financial statements in order that an assessment can be
made of performance, costs, and profit for the operating statement and also to determine and evaluate
the status of the balance sheet accounts. The types
of financial reports prepared for the drive -in can be
divided into four categories:
1. Formal financial statements —The computer is
used to produce required financial statements.
1. Budgeting —The computer has proved valuable
in this area. It stores historical statistics and cost volume relationships and computes the budget
figures, as well as interperiod comparisons, as
soon as volume figures are available.
3. Periodic statistical analyses —Many routine analyses which provide the information base for
management decision - making are now available
as by- products of the accounting process. Examples are analyses of sales by product, branch
and inventory status.
4. Special studies —The financial manager is responsible for the numerous special studies which
measure the impact on profits of price changes,
new products, etc.
7
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MEASURING CUSTOMER
PROFITABILITY IN A
COMMERCIAL BANK
The two most important programs a commercial bank can
initiate to monitor profitability are a reliable internal cost analysis
program and customer profitability analysis.

Commercial bankers in recent years have become
much more profit conscious in terms of relationships with their customers, specifically commercial
customers. The major reason for this is that commercial banks (especially larger ones located in
metropolitan centers) have endured unprecedented
pressures on operating profits in recent years. Three
basic trends over the past decade are primarily responsible for this profit squeeze. Briefly stated,
they are:
1. Rising operating costs —This includes labor and
other operating costs which all businesses have
experienced.
2. Upward pressure on interest rates paid for funds
—This results from inflation and competition,
coupled with the increased sophistication of
corporate treasurers in the employment of excess
funds generated by modem cash management
techniques (funds previously available to banks
in the form of demand balances) .
3. Increased competition from outside the banking
industry —In recent years there has been a
rapid growth of retail finance companies, data
processing services, mutual funds, and other
investment mechanisms managed by entities
outside the banking industry. The commercial
Paper market, which completely by- passes the
commercial banking system in providing short term sources and uses of cash for large corporations, has also greatly expanded.
Most commercial banks have taken steps to remain profitable in this changed and changing
business environment. They have increased reliance
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1975

on automation, introduced new products and services, and applied management accounting and
control techniques —one of which is formalized
customer profitability analysis. It is this last technique which will be explored in this article.

Costs and Costing of Commercial Bank Services
Primarily because of the need to develop accurate
costs for pricing purposes, product costing techniques have existed in product- oriented industries
for mam years. Commercial banks did not require
formalized service costing techniques to insure
profitability because the overwhelming majority of
banks operating under state and federal regulations
have been historically profitable. They have not
been exceptionally profitable, but on the other
hand, they have rarely if ever experienced operating
losses. As profitability came under increasing pressure, commercial bankers began to concern themselves with both service profitability and customer
profitability. However, before either of these can
be measured properly, systematic and reliable service costing techniques had to be developed.
Readers who are familiar with customer profitability statements prepared by bankers for commercial bank services rendered may well ask, "If
this is the case, where does my commercial banker
get the service costs shown on my statements ?"
These costs have been determined by commercial
banks using one or more of the following sources:
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1. Federal reserve functional analysis
2. Prices charged by non -bank institutions for performance of similar services
3. Studies and surveys performed by industry associations
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centered
around one
chosen
service . . ."

Service
Short -term loans
Long -term loans
Letters of credit
Data processing srv.
Total

$580,000

Direct
costs
$130,000
100,000
30,000
40,000
$300,000

4. Internal studies and surveys conducted by bank
personnel
A brief explanation will indicate both the conceptual and practical difficulties inherent in each
of these sources.
FEDERAL RESERVE FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

Commercial banks that elect to participate in
this annual program, submit the necessary input
and are provided with a report showing income and
costs by types of service for their specific bank
compared to an average of other banks with similar
characteristics. Usually one or two staff members
devote the necessary time to develop the following
types of inputs: number of accounts, average dollar volumes, income for various functions (services), direct expenses of various functions and
costs of administration, e.g., personnel department,
controller's office, etc. This information is processed by Federal Reserve computers and the report
is delivered to each participating bank several weeks
later.
This annual program for participating banks is
quite informative, but it is difficult to use because
analyses are for broad product line categories rather
than individual types (i.e., private demand deposits
as an entire category rather than commercial versus
retail demand deposits). Because servicing requirements and expenses can be very different for
various kinds of services within the Federal Reserve's broad functional categories, application of
costs so developed is extremely difficult. The other
major problem is that costs developed are shown on
a complete full - absorption basis. This makes it very
difficult to develop unit marginal costs which are
extremely useful for such things as service break even volume and pricing analyses.
PRICES CHARGED BY NON -BANK INSTITUTIONS FOR
PERFORMANCE OF SIMILAR SERVICES

This technique has been used primarily for
costing data processing services. For example, the
price charged for payroll processing by data processing services becomes an important consideration
for the bank in determining its charge. This price,
however, may bear little relationship to the bank's
cost for providing a similar service. Commercial
banks normally provide such services on in -house
computers during night shifts or other low volume
periods. Since data processing facilities are maintained on bank premises primarily to process bank
work, it is logical to cost customer data processing
44

Overhead
G A costs
80,000
70,000
40,000
20,000
$210,000
&

Interest & /or
fee income
$250,000
200,000
80,000
50,000

&

customer
profitability
have...

Exhibit 1
FUNCTIONAL PROFITABILITY

$

"Attempts at
determining

Total
costs
$210,000
170.000
70,000
60,000
$510,000

Net income (loss)
before taxes
$40,000
30,000
10,000
(10,000)
$70,000

services using mostly variable costs. A data processing service's price would have to be high enough
to cover fixed costs which a commercial bank
would not be concerned with to the same degree.
STUDIES AND SURVEYS PERFORMED BY INDUSTRY
ASSOCIATIONS

The primary drawback with this approach is
that service costs so developed are similar to the
Federal Reserve's functional analysis in that they
are expressed for very broad service categories and
only on a full absorption basis.
INTERNAL STUDIES AND SURVEYS CONDUCTED BY
BANK PERSONNEL

Although these surveys (if up-to -date) are relatively reliable, they have limited application because it is not economically feasible to cover more
than several services.
Thus, it is apparent that the "state of the art"
in the commercial banking industry is by no means
advanced. Though most banks today do not have
formalized internal service costing systems, much
time and money is being expended to develop
them. Most such systems use standard and actual
hours as a by- product of clerical work measurement
systems. Since clerical labor is normally spent directly on bank services and the cost of this labor
is known, overhead and administrative expenses
can be absorbed by the services in proportion to
director labor hours. This has proven to be the
easiest way to get reliable cost information for
bank services: an essential ingredient to customer
profitability analysis.

Concept of Customer Profitability Analysis
Attempts at determining customer profitability
have, for the most part, centered around one chosen
service, usually the demand deposit account. This
is obviously an important service, but it is nevertheless only one of several. Since the customer
establishes and maintains a relationship with a
commercial bank through more than one service,
it is logical to look at this total relationship rather
than at isolated individual services.
Rather than merely examining each service as a
separate income producing entity, many banks
today are viewing each commercial customer as a
specific entity producing income for the bank by
using several of many services offered. For example,
assume a hypothetical bank with five commercial
customers using some or all of the following five
services:
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1975

investable balances (gross balance less uncollected "A customer
funds and reserve requirements) by customer account is also sometimes provided. This information, profitability
although important by itself, indicates nothing
analysis system
about profitability for this particular service or any
other services customers are using. Similarly, data requires .. .
Determination and allocation of all costs and processing systems dealing with short -term and
information
income associated with these services results in long -term loans normally provide basic accounting
net income as shown in Exhibit 1 for each bank information concerning balances, interest income, from all basic
service. Once the above information is available, and possibly fee income. By- product reports might
the next question is, how can net income for all include historical information and various listings application
the services be increased? One method is cost con- by industry codes, and so forth.
systems."
trol through responsibility accounting; another is
DEVELOPING A CUSTOMER INFORMATION SYSTEM
customer profitability analysis.
A customer profitability analysis system requires,
Taking the same unit service costs developed
among
other things, information from all basic
for the functional analysis in Exhibit 1, combined
application
systems. Because the application syswith income and volume information by customer
tems
are
usually
separate and distinct from one
account, profitability by customers can be develanother,
a
separate
system is needed which can
oped as shown in Exhibit 2. Total net income or
access
all
the
files
of
the application systems and
profitability remains at $70,000. Exhibit 1 indicates the relative profitability for each of the vari- bring information about all accounts together for
ous functions or services, but it is Exhibit 2, each commercial customer.
Various vendor software packages are available
"Customer Profitability," that indicates which
customer relationships should be carefully exam- to accomplish this task. Some commercial banks,
however, have preferred to develop them themined to effect increased profitability.
selves because available software packages may not
Customer Profitability Analysis
provide enough information, or are prohibitively
No commercial bank has five customers and five expensive. These systems, sometimes termed Cusservices, but the above example does illustrate the tomer Information Systems (CIS), ultimately will
concepts involved. In theory, the profitability of have the ability to display all account information
all customers should agree with the profit and loss concerning a given commercial customer merely by
statement for the bank covering the same time keying a series of alpha and /or numeric characters.
span. Practically speaking, this can never happen The resulting information is extremely useful to
even if all income and cost information were per- commercial bank contact officers, but it is only the
fect (which is never the case) because only me- first step in determining customer profitability.
dium and large commercial customers are con- Additional information concerning unit costs and
sidered, and financial accounting methods for earnings rates must also be supplied. Exhibit 3
statement purposes may be significantly different lists the five basic banking services discussed prefrom accounting methods used for management viously and some examples of the information
needed for each to determine customer profitability.
reporting purposes.
Customer Information Systems as previously
mentioned
will serve as a convenient intermediate
CURRENTEDP SYSTEMS
At any given time it is safe to assume that most step in gathering the necessary data. Information
commercial customers are using two or more ser- dealing with average balances, activity volumes,
vices. This presents a problem for the mechanical fee income and interest income can be retained by
gathering of required input information because CIS. Actual or standard unit costs can be brought
computer based processing systems generally center in separately or retained on CIS files as hardware
around providing information about the services and software considerations warrant.
The best unit cost information is that which is
themselves rather than individual customers. In
developed
by individual formalized service costing
addition, they usually do not contain required unit
cost data and other necessary information. Data systems. These systems develop unit costs which
processing systems are set up primarily to do the utilize actual or budgeted costs for a particular
necessary bookkeeping to properly perform the service for customers. Any other information obtained
is of a by- product nature. For example, the demand
Exhibit 2
deposit accounting system is primarily set up to
CUSTOMER PROFITABILITY
account for funds deposited and funds withdrawn
Total
Balanc ed b as ed
Fee b as ed
pro fitab ility
s ervic es
s ervic es
(in the form of drafts and checks) for each cus9, 6 9 1
$( 9 , 00 0 )
$18, 691
S mith Inc.
tomer, branch and the bank in total. By- product
8, 198
1, 00 0
7,
19
8
Jo
n
es
C
o
m
p
a
ny
information concerning average gross balances and
$

1. Demand deposit services'
2. Loans to supplement short -term working capital
3. Long -term loans including mortgages
4. Letters of credit
S. Data processing services

No net inc ome fo r d emand dep os it o r any o ther fund s pro viding
services would be sho wn in a functio nal p ro fitability analysis. All
costs associated with these functions are totaled and charped to
the fund using categories (loans and inves tments) alo ng with all
other expenses.
1
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Ac me Manufac turing
Ac e C o ntrac to rs
Jo hns o n A s s o c iates
To tals

22, 790
8, 168
10 , 97 6

7, 11 1
2, 030
1, 036

29 , 90 1
10 , 19 8
12 , 01 2

$67, 823

$2, 177

$70, 000
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bank

must buy
those marginal
funds at the
prevailing
rates."

bank which reflect unit service costs resulting from
a particular bank's own internal policies and operating procedures.

mula generated) rates in that it is easily understood. In the customer profitability analysis which
follows, this rate is referred to as the "pool rate."

DETERMINING AND USING AN EARNINGS CREDIT

PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS —THE REPORT

Another area concerning customer profitability
is the earnings credit to use for computing income
earned by the bank from average demand deposit
investable balances., Since the exact employment
of any particular customer's investable balance is
not known, some overall average rate must be applied. Obviously, it is to the customer's advantage
for the bank to use a high rate because the earnings credit against which costs are netted will be
greater. In a customer profitability system similar
to the one outlined here, an earnings credit approximating the bank's overall cost of 30 -day to
two -year money is recommended. The total average
negotiable certificates of deposit rate adjusted for
reserve requirements is the best measure of this. If
a customer or the bank itself does not provide all
the funds it uses, then the bank must buy those
marginal funds at the prevailing rates. Since the
money is used for loans that mature, in most cases,
in 30 days to two years it follows that the cost of
funds used should approximate this period of time.
Conversely, if a customer or the bank supplies
more funds than it uses, this excess amount would
normally be invested in short -term investments such
as commercial paper and municipal securities,
which usually yield tax equivalent income at rates
approximating the negotiable certificate of deposit
rate. In addition, the negotiable certificates of deposit rate has a further advantage over other (forz Only a portion of a customer's total averatte checking account
balance can be invested in loans and securities. Government imposed reserve requirements and that portion of a customer's total
balance which is uncollected must be first deducted.

Exhibit 4 portrays a hypothetical customer
profitability report for a one -year period. The
report is divided into two sections: "Profitability
of Balanced Based Services," and "Profitability of
Fee Based Services." Balanced based services are
those services which provide and use funds (all
deposit and loan services). Fee based services
neither provide nor use funds (e.g., safe deposit,
payroll processing).
The first type of fund based services is demand
deposits. Net balances available for investment purposes are computed and shown. Costs of servicing
and maintaining deposit accounts are detailed in
terms of volume and unit costs. Total costs are
netted against total fee income to determine a net
cost of providing these services ($27,043). To
relate this net cost to the total available balance,
it must be expressed in terms of a required balance
to cover these costs. This is accomplished by
dividing the total cost by the pool rate of 10.05
percent. The resulting amount ($269,084), when
subtracted from the net available balance, results
in "Net Funds Available for Loans and Investments", a positive amount of $90,916.
All funds used by the customer for loan purposes
are totaled and the net funds available for "Loans
and Investments" ($90,916) is subtracted from the
total funds used by customer ($562,000) to arrive
at "Net Funds Provided by the Bank" ($471,084).
This amount is multiplied by the pool rate to deter the net cost of money for all balanced based
services ($47,344).
Continued on page 50
mine

"... the

Exhibit 3
TYPES OF INFORMATION REQUIRED FOR CUSTOMER PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS
Type of information required
Service

Average
balances

Activity
volume

Fee
income

Interest
income

Standard or
actual unit
costs

Demand deposits

Average investable balances

Number of
checks, drafts,
deposits and money
transfers processed

Service
charge income

Require earnings
credit percent.
Applied to net
investable
balances

Full absorption unit
costs to apply
against ac•
tivity volumes

Short -term loans/
Long -term loans

Average loan
balance outstanding

Number of
payments processed, loan
agreements
written

Maintenance fees
for credit lines,
etc.

Interest income earned on
outstanding
balances

Full absorption unit
costs to apply
against activity volumes

Letters of credit

Average acceptance balance (if
issuing bank
purchases accept.
ance)

Number of
letters Issued,
customer payments
processed, etc.

Service charges
for letter of
credit issuance
and other fees

Discount earned
where Issuing
bank purchases
acceptance

Full absorptio n unit
costs to apply
against activity volumes

Number of
items processed,
number of records
and files, hours of
processing time,
etc.

Service charges
for data processing services

Data processing services
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Full absorption unit
costs to apply
against activity volumes
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"All funds

Exhibit 4
CUSTOMER PROFITABILITY ANALYSIS RECORD
Customer name: Smith Inc.
Customer ref. numb er: 135 4 60 73

Period covered:
Contact officer:

used by the
customer for
loan purposes
are totaled ..."

1/1 /7 - 1 2; 31; 74
W. L. Barney

Balanced Based Services
Fund s provid ed b y custom er:
Com mercial che cking ac count 123 3 45 12
Total ave rage gro ss balance
Less: Uncollecte d funds
Reserve requirements
Ne t available balance
Service fee inco me f rom f unds provid ing s ervice s
Less expenses:
Checks processed
Other de bits
Trans it items proce ssed
Money transf ers
Net prof it (co st) funds provided

$ 47 9,58 0
65 ,8 00
53,780
$ 36 0,00 0
$
243 ,7 94
11,572
332 ,0 96
755

@
@
@
@

Balance required to cover costs @ transfer pool rate 1 0 .0 5 %
10.05 °/x ) =
-

.04 108
.06 149
.0 56 38
1.00603
�
-

3,16 8
10,015
71 2
18,724
76 0
(27 ,04 3)

$

($2 7,0 43
- (26 9,08 4)

Ne t f und s availab le fo r loans and investments

$

Funs us e d b y c us to m e r:
Average loan balanc es outstanding
Demand loans , acco unts: 832 1 57
Commercial long-term loans, accounts: 171 6 41
Commercial short-term loans, accounts: 127 351
Commercial mortg ages accounts: 761 3 88
Other f unds ad vanc ed accounts: 355 3 91
To tal fund s used by custom er

$

60 ,0 00
182 ,0 00
100,000
205 ,0 00
15,000
(56 2,00 0)

Ne t fund s provid ed b y c us to me r (b y bank)

$ 47 1,08 4

Pro fit or (c os t) @ trans f er p oo l rate 1 0 .05 % ($ 4 7 1,0 8 4 x 10.0 5 %)

' $

Net inco me p rovid ed by c om mercial loans
Interest inco me @ 1 2 .3 % average (56 2,00 0)
Co m m itm e nt, c re d it & o the r f e e s
Total
Less expenses:
Make cre dit c he ck
Send interest bills
Rece ive & proces s pymts.
Maintain co llato ral
Maintain ac co unt
Other e xpenses
Total expenses

90 ,9 16

$

47,344

69,126
4,083
73,209

10
10
2
2

0
@
.10 573
@
.0 91 30
@ 27.601 34
@ 36 .0 1 49 1
0

$

0
1
1
55
72
43
(17 2)

Net p rof it (los s) balance d based s ervic es

$

25,693

$

1,095

$

95
1,000

$

3,0 73

Fee Based Services
Commercial letters of cre dit: Le tte rs 15 73 1: 15 919
Income:
Dis co unt e arne d o n custome r ac cep tanc es purch.
Is suance & o ther f ee s
Total income
Expenses:
Cred it c heck
Letters issued
Proces s inquiries
Purchase acceptance
Te rm inate letter o f c re dit
Other expenses
Total expenses
Profit (loss) commercial le tters of c re dit
Data proc essing - payroll proc essing, accounts: 817 3 36
Income:
Fees earned
Total income
Expenses:
Record processing
File maintenance
Total expense
Pro fit (los s ) d ata pro ce s sing- payro ll processing
Ne t pro fit (lo ss ) f ee b as e d se rvice s ($1 4,00 0 - $ 1,0 00 ) _
Total prof it (lo ss ) all se rvices
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0
1,095

0
2 @ 32.213 03
4 @
1.90 106
0
1 @ 22.891 39
0

$

$

4,8 95 @
89 6 @

2.7 93 51
3.7 93 50

$

0
64
8
0
25
0

3,0 73

13,674
3,3 99
17,073
$ 14,000
- $ (13 ,00 0)
$

12.693
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ALLOCATING PERSONNEL
DEPARTMENT COSTS
Personnel department costs can and should be allocated to
individual departments using personnel services.
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By George E. Brack

ALLOCATION OF PLACEMENT AND
SEPARATION COSTS

Traditionally, it has been difficult to arrive at a
logical method of allocating personnel department
costs. The methods used range from dividing the
total personnel department costs by the total number of employees to no attempt at all. In this
article, we will show how the various costs can be
allocated to individual departments in direct proportion to the number and type of employees
carried by the department. In that way, top management will know its true costs of doing business;
it will be able to trace every dollar of expense incurred to the responsible party.

As shown in Exhibit 1, the amount for placement and separation costs was $45,968. It was estimated that 90 percent of Typical's expenses in
this category were placement related and ten percent were separation related. It was also the personnel department's experience that the cost of
placing and separating a manager was about five
times that of placing a blue collar or clerical employee.
Based on this information, placement and separation costs were broken down as follows:
Placement costs
Separation costs

Typical Manufacturing: A Case Study
Typical Manufacturing Company has 10,000
employees which includes 6,000 blue collar workers, 3,000 clerks and 1,000 managers. Of that number, Department A has 600 blue collar, 300 clerical
and 100 managerial employees. During the year,
Typical's personnel department which has a full time staff of ten, incurred the following expenses:
Salaries (including payroll taxes and
fringe benefits)
Advertising, publications, and other
recruitment expenses
Rent (or rent equivalent) in office
space occupied
Depreciation on furniture and fixtures
Supplies and miscellaneous
Total department expenses

$140,000
15,000
12,000
1,000
2,000
$170,000

Total

90%
10%

$41,371.20
4,596.80

100%

$45,968.00

We said earlier that Typical has 6,000 blue
collar, 3,000 clerical and 1,000 managerial employees for a total of 10,000. Let us assume that
the past year was a stable one, that the number of
employees at the end of the year was the same as
at the beginning. Let us also assume that during
the year, Typical placed and separated ten percent
of its workforce or 600 blue collar, 300 clerical
and 100 managers. Since we know that placement
and separation costs for managers were five times
those for other employees, we can now calculate
the average or standard cost for each employee
placed or separated:
Let x = Cost to place one non - managerial employee
Then

Based on a study of the department's operations,
it was determined that the department's total expenses could be allocated to six major functions
determined by the amount of employee time spent
on each: placement and separation, labor relations,
benefits, management development, safety, and
wage and salary administration. See Exhibit 1.
Once all personnel department expenses had been
identified by category, the next step was to allocate
the costs to the individual departments to the
extent they used the department services.
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100 (5x) + 900x = $41,371.20
x = $29.55
The cost to place a managerial employee is:
5x = $147.75
The same formula would apply for allocating
separation costs. Since the same number of employees were separated as were hired, or:
x = Cost to separate one non - managerial employee.
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Then

300 clerical and 100 managerial employees, its allocation of benefits related costs would be:

100 (5x) + 900x = $4,596.80
x = $3.28

1,000 x $2.67 = $2,670.00
The cost to separate a managerial employee is:
5x = $16.40

ALLOCATION OF MANAGEMENT
DEVELOPMENT COSTS

Once these standard costs are determined, it is
a simple matter to allocate placement and separation costs to individual departments. For example,
if Department A separated and replaced 60 blue
collar, 30 clerical and 10 managers during the
year, the allocation to that department would be:

These costs are allocated on the basis of the
average number of managers in a department for
the year. Since there is a total of 1,000 managers,
the cost per manager would be:

60 x $ 29.55 = $1,773.00
30 x $ 29.55 =
886.50
10 x $147.75 = 1,477.50
Placement allocation
=
$4,137.00

If Department A had an average of 100 managers
for the year, its management development allocation would be:

3.28 = $ 196.80
3.28 =
98.40
10 x $ 16.40 = $ 164.00
Separation allocation
=

459.20
$4,596.20

separation
Costs to
individual

These costs are estimated to be 90 percent blue
collar related ($13,634.32) and ten percent clerical
and managerial related ($1,514.93). The average
safety cost per blue collar employee would be:
$13,634.32 - 6,000 = $2.27

All of the costs in this category ($19,783.25)
are allocated on the basis of the average number
blue collar employees in a given department for
the year. Since there are 6,000 blue collar employees, the cost per blue collar employee would be:
$19,783.25 _ 6,000 = $3.30

The average safety cost per clerical and managerial
employee would be:
$1,514.93 =4,000 = $ .38
The allocation for Department A would be:

If Department A had an average of 600 blue collar
employees for the year, its allocations of labor relations costs would be:

x

matter to
allocate
placement and

ALLOCATION OF SAFETY RELATED COSTS

ALLOCATION OF LABOR RELATIONS COSTS

600

costs are
determined, it
is a simple

departments."

100 x $33.51 = $3,351.00

60 x $
30 x $

Total allocation

$33,507.25 =1,000 = $33.51

"Once .. .
standard

600
400

x $2.27 = $1,362.00
x $ .38 = 152.00
$1,514.00

$3.30 = $1,980.00

ALLOCATION OF WAGE AND SALARY
ADMINISTRATION COSTS

ALLOCATION OF BENEFITS COSTS

These costs are allocated on the basis of the
average number of employees in a given department for the year. Since there are 10,000 employees, the average cost per employee would be:

These costs are allocated on the basis of the
average number of employees in the department:
$28,940.25 _ 10,000 = $2.89
The allocation for Department A would be:

$26,652.00 _ 10,000 = $2.67
If Department A had an average of 600 blue collar,

1,000 x $2.89 = $ 2,890.00

Exhibit 1
ALLOCATION OF PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT EXPENSES*

S
oo
500
0
$15,000

1

Totals
45,968.00
19,783.25
26,652.00
33,507.25
15,149.25
28,940.25
$170.000.00
$

&

Supplies
Misc.
600
275
745
185
70
125
$2,000
$

Depreciation
168.00
153.25
142.00
182.25
94.25
260.25
$1,000.00
$

Rent
2,400
1,530
1,890
2,640
1 110
2,430
$12,000
$

$

Advertising and
recruitment
$12,800
200
1,000

•

Placement and separation
Labor relations
Benefits
Management development
Safety
Wage and salary administration
Totals
Based on time spent In each category.

Salaries
30,000
17,625
22,875
30,000
13,375
26,125
$140,000
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costs can and
should be
allocated. . ."

Total personnel department costs allocated to Department A:
Placement and separation
Labor relations
Benefits
Management development
Safety
Wage and salary administration
Total

3,266.45
1,980.00
2,670.00
3,351.00
1,514.00
2,890.00
$15,671.45
$

"Personnel
department

Conclusion
Personnel department costs can and should be
allocated to individual departments using personnel
services. A properly constructed and realistic cost
allocation system tells management its true cost
of doing business. This is true whether we refer to
a manufacturing cost system or the costs of running
a personnel department. In the long run, a business
cannot operate optimally unless it knows the true
cost of each of its operations.

MEASURING CUSTOMER PROFITABILITY IN A COMMERCIAL BANK
Continued from page 46
Interest and other income associated with all
loans of $73,209 is then summarized and shown.
Total costs for all loans ($172) is calculated using
volume and unit cost data. The cost of money for
balanced based services is combined with the
previously calculated income and costs of loans to
arrive at a net profit of $25,693 for all balanced
based services.
Income and costs for all fee based services are
determined and shown. After totaling all fee based
services, a total loss ($13,000) for fee based services
is arrived at. When the total profit and loss of both
balanced based and fee based services are combined,
a total profit of $12,693 is reported.
A Word of Caution
Practically speaking, the results of this or any
customer profitability system cannot be interpreted
literally. Bankers will quickly point out that profitability cannot be precise because of assumptions
which must be made in determining costs and
earnings rates (pool rate), the possible future worth
of any customer in terms of future profit potential,
and other aspects of the complete customer relationship which are difficult to measure.
Regardless of how refined the system becomes
the final results can only indicate relative profitability for a given period or when compared to past
performance and /or other customers with similar

so

packages of services— indicate positive or negative
trends. Nevertheless, customer profitability analysis
does provide a direct mechanism through which
ultimate profitability can be influenced.

Conclusion
The two most important programs a commercial
bank can initiate to monitor profitability are a
reliable internal standard cost analysis program and
customer profitability analysis. Knowledge of individual customer profitability coupled with effective
cost control programs will provide the required
input to the profitability equation (income less all
costs) in a format which can be utilized and controlled effectively by the people in the bank most
responsible for profitability— namely the contact
officers— through creation and maintenance of
profitable customer relationships and top management in terms of initiating effective cost control
measures.
In developing a customer profitability reporting
system, those responsible must be careful to build
in enough flexibility to adequately measure costs
and income under changing conditions. At the same
time they should keep the system from becoming
unwieldy in terms of input requirements, processing
alternatives and output volume. If this is done,
customer profitability analysis will become one of
the most useful tools available to commercial bank
management in providing the necessary control over
business operations and ultimate profitability.
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THE COMPANY CAR: A
MANAGEMENT DECISION
Even if there are no tangible savings to justify a company car,
one might be acquired for convenience, prestige, or employee
morale.
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The auto cost assumptions used in the exhibits in this article are
based on actual R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company sales fleet exfertence.
A financial lease is similar to a debt obligation in that the lessee
is contractually obligated to make payments that will total more
than the net cost of the car. The lessee assumes responsibility for
T htise wasooff n uthed
ethe
riskI950o
3
financial leasing became popular. In recent years, financial institutions have become
more sophisticated in their analysis and now usually include capitalized lease payments in debt.
hen

The first decision to make is whether or not
the company should acquire automobiles. This
question must be answered before the relative
merits of various acquisition methods are considered. The investment should be analyzed like any
other investment by discounting the cash purchase
price of the car (s) and all after -tax cash flows resulting from the investment at the company's cost
of capital. For example, assume that a salesman
must drive 20,000 miles annually in making his
calls. The company can buy a new car for $3,200
or pay the salesman $.12 per mile to supply his
own transportation. Assuming the $.12 per mile
allowance is the best alternative to a company car,
the manager must decide if saving the $2,400 in
annual mileage allowance will justify a $3,200 investment. Exhibit 1 shows the detail of the capital
investment analysis. In our example the net present
value of $246 indicates the investment is acceptable
and, given the assumptions, the company should
acquire the car. It should be noted that nonfinancial considerations may play an important role in
this decision. Even if there are no tangible savings
to justify a companv car, one might be acquired
for convenience, prestige, or employee morale.
If it is decided that company cars are desirable,
the next question is what method of acquisition
to use —lease or buy. Long -term auto leases —as
opposed to daily or weekly rental contracts —are
financial leases and because the lease payments represent primarily principal and interest, the lease
vs. buy decision is in reality a financing decision .2

l

Lease Versus Buy

s

The business owner or manager responsible for his
company's auto policy today is faced with a number of difficult policy decisions concerning lease
versus buy, trade -in, tire replacement, and many
others. This article is intended to serve as a guide
a manager can follow in analyzing the various decisions lie faces in formulating a sound, consistent
auto policy.,

Since the financial lease is in effect debt, it is
unfair to compare a cash purchase to the lease
because of the tax benefits from the interest included in the lease payments. To make the two
alternatives comparable, it is necessary to remove
the tax benefits from the interest in the lease payments or to assume that the purchase is financed
by a loan. From experience, the latter alternative
seems to be a more easily understood approach —
particularly when dealing with non - financial managers. Exhibit 2 compares the cost of purchase
(financed by a loan) to the cost of leasing. The
assumptions in Exhibit 2 are the same as in Exhibit 1 except lease terms have been added and
operating costs and savings have been ignored
(the, would be the same under either alternative).
In Exhibit 2, the purchase alternative has a $184
lower net present value cost after taxes and is
therefore the recommended alternative from a financial viewpoint.
As in the case of the original investment decision, there may be considerations that are difficult
to quantify that may affect the lease vs. buy decision. Even though financial leases are similar to
fixed debt obligations, a company may in some
cases be able to obtain funds through financial
leasing that would not be otherwise available
through traditional credit channels.' Financial leasing may also be attractive because of services offered by the leasing company, such as purchasing
and disposal. Even though an analysis similar to
the one shown in Exhibit 2 may indicate that leasing costs more than purchasing, a company, particularly one with a small fleet, may decide that the
services offered by the leasing company outweigh
the added cost.

case

By William F. Clingman, III
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"Leasing will
probably never
be attractive
from a
financial

Exhibit 1
AUTO INVESTMENT ANALYSIS
Assumptions:
New car p urchase price
Trade-in policy
Trade -in value
Depreciation policy

viewpoint to
a large

$3,200
3 years
$8 15
3 year life ; do ub le d eclining balanc e with 112 year take n in first year;
de p re c iate d o wn to 2 5% of co s t
$2 ,4 00 (2 0,00 0 miles @ $.1 2 /mile)
$1,200 (excluding depreciation)
1 0 % af te r taxe s
50%
'.'a of 7 %

Annual savings
Annual operating costs
Co st o f capital
Tax rate
Investment c red it

company , .."

Net p res ent value calculatio n:

—
—

—

—

$6 75
675
675

81 5

—

(8 )

$534
666
Net present value

Net after tax
cash flow
discounted at 10 %'
$(3,12 5)
1,123
1,125
1,123
246
$

Depreciation
tax
shelter

—

Net annual
savings
after tax'

—

Inves tment
tax credit /
tax on gain
$ 75

Purchase/
resale
$(3,20 0)

Year
0
1
2
3

' For f ederal inc o me tax the m axim um d e d uctib le is $ .1 2 per m ile f o r the f irs t 15,000 mile s and $.0 9 the re af ter.
Unde r the mileag e reimburse me nt polic y assume d above, $1 5 0 p er ye ar ($ .03 x 5 ,0 0 0) is no t d e duc tib le .
' Calculated from mo nthly table s ass uming net annual saving s realized m o nthly and othe r c as h f lo ws at year e nd .

Exhibit 2
AUTO PURCHASE VS. LEASE ANALYSIS
Assumptions:
Ne w c ar purchase price
Trade -in policy
Trade -in value
Depreciation policy

$3,200
3 years
$815
3 ye ar life ; double de clining balanc e with 112 ye ar take n in first year;
de prec iate d own to 25 % of c os t
1s t year $ 10 1,6 3 /m o nth
2nd year $97 .3 1 /m onth
3rd year $85 .0 9 /m onth
Lessee absorbs loss or gain on trade-in.
1 2 % (includes allowance f or co mpensating b alances)
1 0 % af te r taxe s
50 %
of 7 %

Lease payme nts'

Borrowing rate
Co s t o f c ap ital
Tax Rate
Inves tme nt tax cre dit
Purchase

—

$1,067
1,333

—

—

80 0

(8)

75
(57 5)
(50 2)
(44 4)

75
(5 68 )
(4 56 )
(3 73 )

—

$(3 33 )
(2 13 )
(7 9)

Net after tax
cash flow
discounted
at 10 %P
$

75

$

$(3,20 0)

After
tax
cash
flow

Depreciation
$

Inves tment
tax cre dit/
tax on gain

—

Purchase/
resale

—

3,2 00
(9 42 )
(1,06 2)
(1,19 6)

Interest
on loan
—

0
1
2
3

$

Year

Obtain loan
and repay
princ ipal

?a

Lease

—

$

Trade -in
adjus tme nt

—

Year
1
2
3

Lease
paym ents
$(1,22 0)
(1,16 8)
(1,02 1)

(8 1)

After
taxes
$(6 10 )
(58 4)
(55 1)

Net p re sent value c os t af ter taxes
Advantage to purchase

$(1,32 2)
Net after tax
cash flow
discounted
at 10 % P
(57 8)
(5 01 )
(4 27 )
$

Net p re se nt value co st after taxes

$(1,50 6)
$

184

1

Bas ed on an actual leas e contract d ate d Aug us t 1 97 3.
'C alc ulate d f ro m m o nthly tab le s ass uming lo an and lease paym ents made mo nthly with all other cash flows at
year end.
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Although each lease vs. buy decision should be
carefully analyzed, there are certain generalizations
that can be made. Leasing will probably never be
attractive from a financial viewpoint to a large
company that may be able to purchase cars at fleet
rates like the leasing company, arrange credit at
rates competitive with the leasing company, and
dispose of cars at various locations to take advantage of higher used car prices in certain areas.
Under these conditions, the financial lease would
always cost more, if only by the amount of the
leasing company's added charges. Conversely, a
small company that cannot enjoy fleet purchase
prices, or that cannot borrow at the prime rate, or
that is located in a depressed used car market like
a northeast metropolitan area, may find a financial
lease attractive from a cost standpoint.

costs. Exhibit 3 shows an analysis of the equivalent
annual costs of auto ownership under various autolife assumptions, and demonstrates that from a financial viewpoint, a company should drive its cars
as long as they are operable because the equivalent
annual cost becomes less the longer the car is
driven.'
The statement that equivalent annual costs will
continue to decline the longer a car is driven is
true only if tire replacement and large maintenance
expenditures are made so that maximum benefit
can be obtained from them. For example, if as in
Exhibit 3, tire replacement at 40,000 miles for a
car to be traded at 50,000 miles is made with
radials rather than with less expensive, lower mileage glass belted tires, the equivalent annual cost
for 50,000 miles would jump to $794 -or almost
the same as the 40,000 mile cost. If a car is to be
driven only 10,000 more miles, it is more logical
to use the less expensive glass belted tires than the
longer -lived radials with a life expectancy of 40,000

Detenmining a Trade -In Policy
After the lease vs. buy decision is made, the
manager is next faced with the problem of determining the optimal auto life. This is a complex
decision that is a function of such factors as trade in values, maintenance, and increased operating

"'if a car is to
be driven only
10,000 more
miles, it is
more logical
to use the less
expensive ...
tires . . . "

Thu means that trade -in values and increased operating costs in
future years never become gnat enough, after discounting, to
justify trading the car.

4

Exhibit 3
AFTER TAX COST OF AUTO OWNERSHIP

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

$(1,9 18 )

$

775

743

(1 23 )
705
48

—
—

(8 7)
498
34
$(2,0 72 )

$

—
—

—
—

$(1,70 9)

$

797

—

—
—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—
—
—
—
—
—

$(1 ,44 0)

$

Equivalent annual co st at 10 %'

—

Purchase
Inv. tax cred it'
12
20,000 Maintenance=
Depr. ( 1/ 2 ye ar)'
24
40,000 Maintenance=
Rep lace 4 tire s'
Depreciation'
Trade -in
Tax on gain'
30
50,000 Mainte nance'
Trade -in
Tax on gain
36
60,000 Mainte nance'
Trade-in
Tax on gain'
42
70 ,0 00 Maintenance'
Trade -in
Tax shelter from loss'
Net p resent value co st pe r auto at 10 %'

Miles driven
40,000
50,000
60,000
70 ,0 00
Actual Present value
Actual Present value
Actual
Present value
Actual Present value
$(3,20 0)
$(3,20 0)
$(3,20 0)
$(3,20 0)
$(3,20 0)
$(3,20 0)
$(3,20 0)
$(3,2 00 )
75
75
75
75
(4 5)
(4 1)
(4 5)
(4 1)
(4 5)
(4 1)
(4 5 )
(4 1)
53 4
483
534
483
534
483
53 4
483
(1 95 )
(1 60 )
(19 5)
(16 0)
(1 95 )
(1 60 )
(1 95 )
(1 60 )
(5 0 )
(4 1)
(1 00 )
(8 3)
(1 00 )
(8 3)
666
54 6
66 6
546
66 6
546
66 6
546
1,475
1,209
(3 38 )
(27 7)
(7 3)
(5 7)
(7 3)
(57)
(7 3)
(57)
1,150
897
(17 5)
(13 6)
(10 8)
(8 0)
(10 8)
(8 0)
815
605
—
—
—
—
(8 )
(6 )

—

Per auto
Mo nths Miles
0
0

704

=

!c; of 7% f or cars o wne d three years or m ore.
Inc lud es all rep airs and maintenanc e abo ve norm al op erating c osts. C umulative co st pe r mile ass um ed to b e:
20 .0 00
40,000
50,000
60 ,0 00
70.000

$.0 045 /m ile
.01 20
.01 25
.01 40
.01 55

Depreciation as in previous schedules assumes double declining balance me tho d, three year life,
dep rec iation taken when bo ok value eq uals 2 5% of cos t.

1/Z

ye ar taken in firs t ye ar, and no m o re

Tax savings at o rd inary rate (as sum ed to b e 5 0 % ) on gain or lo s s o n trad e -in fro m b oo k value o f $ 8 00 (2 5 % of purchase price).
Tire trade -in assumes original eq uip m ent rad ials o n c ars will las t 4 0 ,0 0 0 miles. Cars driven 50,000 assumed to use glass belted replaceme nt tire s (at $ 2 5 e ac h) with an e xp ec te d lif e o f f ro m 10 ,00 0 to 15,000 miles. Cars d riven 60 ,00 0 o r m o re as s um e d to use radials as replace m e nt tire s at $ 5 0 e ac h.
"Calc ulated from mo nthly d is c o unt tab le s as s um ing all c as h f lo ws at year end.
Ne t p re s ent value tim es mo nthly cap ital re c overy f actors time s 12.
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"A trade -in
policy is also
necessary for
the company
that elects to
lease its cars."

miles. The same logic applies to major maintenance
expenditures. If the engine on an auto scheduled
to be traded in after 5,000 miles of additional use
needs a major overhaul, it is better to trade immediately or make the repair and drive indefinitely
than to make the repair and trade as scheduled. If
major maintenance expenditures are made con sistently with trade -in policy, equivalent annual
ownership cost will continue to decline as miles
driven increase.
Although there does not appear to be a financially optimal time to trade as long as a car is
operable, it is doubtful that many companies would
be willing to adopt a policy of driving a car until it
is inoperable. Such considerations as employee
morale, corporate image and prestige, employee
safety, reliability, and driver time lost due to excessive maintenance would rule out this policy for
most companies. Therefore, it would seem that the
manager must make his trade -in decision based on
intangibles or difficult -to- quantify considerations
like those just listed. Perhaps a trade -in policy of
three years or 60,000 miles cannot be justified
financially, but it may be an acceptable compromise
for a company seeking to lower costs and at the
same time wanting its drivers to have a safe, reliable car. Once a trade -in policy is set, the manager must make sure tire replacement and maintenance policies are consistent with trade -in policy

so that maximum possible benefit is obtained from
these expenditures.
A trade-in policy is also necessary for the company that elects to lease its cars. Exhibit 4 outlines
equivalent annual costs under several different
leasing periods. As in the case of ownership, equivalent annual costs of leasing decline the longer a car
is operated (except for the 60,000 mile alternative
when full benefit is not obtained from replacement
of radial tires). Thus, the trade -in decision for a
company planning to lease its cars is the same as for
a company that owns its cars. That is, intangible
factors that argue for a low mileage must be balanced against the costs of leasing that argue for
high mileage. In any case, maximum benefit should
be obtained from tire replacement and maintenance
expenditures. Since there may be a tendency to
trade more frequently when leasing, it should be
recognized that there is a definite financial cost in
choosing a shorter lease contract over a longer one.
5

Other Considerations
Thus far, we have discussed the most important
decisions a manager faces in setting company auto
policy— whether to invest in company cars or not,
whether to acquire company cars by purchase or by
I

The equivalent annual coats shown in Exhibit 4 are lower than
those in Exhibit 3 but this does not mean that in this case leasing
is more favorable because no adjustment has been made for interest
as in Exhibit 2.

$

$

$

$

$

$

—

$

—

70,000
Actual
Present value
(578)
(61 0)
(4 5)
(4 1)
(58 4)
(50 1)
(1 9 5 )
(16 0)
(1 00 )
(8 2)
—

(20 3)
(5 7)

(25 5)
(7 3)

—

—

—

—

(25 5)
(1 08 )
(4 1)

(1 93 )
(8 0)
(3 0)

(19 3)
(8 0)

(2 55 )
(10 8)
—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

(2 03 )
(5 7)
—

(25 5)
(7 3)

—

—

—

—

(20 3)
(5 7)
(5 1)

—

—
—

(25 5)
(7 3 )
(6 5)

—

—

—

—

—

(7 8)

(75 2)

(7 40 )

(74 5)

(70 7)

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—
—

—

$

1

(2 31 )
(1 23 )
97

$

$(1,92 5)

—

$(1,6 32 )

—

$(11358)

(16 7)
(8 7)
68
$(2,08 1)

$

%

(9 5)

$

Equivalent annual c ost at 10

Miles driven
50,000
60 ,0 00
Actual Present value
Actual Present value
(61 0)
(5 78 )
(6 10 )
(57 8)
(4 5)
(4 1 )
(4 5)
(4 1)
(58 4)
(5 01 )
(5 84 )
(5 01 )
(19 5)
(16 0)
(19 5)
(1 6 0 )
(5 0)
(41)
(8 2)
(10 0)

—

Lease payments
Mainte nanc e '
24
40,000 Lease payments'
Mainte nanc e '
Rep lac e 4 tire s'
Trad e -in ad j.'
30
50,000 Lease paym ents'
Mainte nanc e '
Trad e -in ad j.'
36
60 ,0 00 Lease paym ents'
Mainte nanc e '
Trade -in adj.'
42
70 ,0 00 Lease paym ents'
Mainte nanc e '
Trade -in adj.'
Net p rese nt value cost per auto at 1 0 %'

40,000
Actual Present value
(61 0)
(5 78 )
(4 5)
(4 1)
(58 4)
(5 01 )
(19 5)
(1 60 )

—

Per auto
Mo nths Miles
12
20 ,0 00

$

Exhibit 4
AFTER TAX COST OF AUTO LEASING

' Lease paym e nts p er mo nth as p e rc entag e s of cap italize d c os t (f ro m an actual le as e co ntract d ated A ug us t 19 73 ):
Mo nths
1.12
13.24
25 .3 6
37 -42

Per mo nth
3 .1 7 6 %
3 .0 4 1 %
2 .6 5 9 %
2 .4 1 0 %

' S e e f o otno te 2 to E xhib it 3 .
° Se e f o otnote 5 to Exhib it 3. 60 ,00 0 m ile alternative has hig her eq uivale nt annual c o st than 50 ,00 0 b e cause tire rep lac em e nt po lic y re quire s
rad ials b ut o nly half o f rad ial life is re alize d. A nnual c os t res um es its de cline at 70 ,0 00 where rad ials are m o re f ully utilized .
' Lessee pays dif fere nce if trade -in is lo we r than b o o k val ue (am o r tizatio n at 2 % pe r mo nth) o r le s so r p ays dif fe re nce if g ain is realized.
° Calculated fro m m onthly d is c ount tab le s ass uming mo nthly lease payme nts and all o the r c ash f lows at year end.
° Ne t p res e nt value time s m onthly c apital re co very f actor tim es 12 .
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leasing arrangements, and how to determine trade in policy. In addition to these decisions, there are
other considerations that should be mentioned:
SELECTION OF CAR MODEL AND EQUIPMENT

The manager has a wide selection of brands,
models, and styles from which to choose. He
should consider a model that will meet the minimal
needs of the job. For example, a car for a salesman may require a large trunk for storage, necessitating the choice of a full size car, whereas an
intermediate or compact may suffice when a car is
needed only for individual transportation. Once a
model and equipment are selected that will meet
the minimal needs of the job, the manager has the
choice of trading up to more expensive models or
to add additional equipment such as a radio, air
conditioning, and power steering. It is a simple
matter to determine by discounted cash -flow techniques if the added investment in a more expensive model or extra equipment can be justified by
higher trade -in values or operating savings. Even
if there is no financial justification, the manager
may choose a more expensive model or extra
equipment for employee comfort and morale.
PURCHASE AND DISPOSAL COMPANIES

If a company elects to purchase rather than
lease its cars, it has the option of contracting with
an auto purchase and disposal company to handle
the actual mechanics of buying and selling the
company cars. The advantages of such an arrangement nlav include savings in administrative time
and cost, more advantageous purchase prices for
smaller companies, and higher resale values for
smaller companies, especially those trading in depressed used car markets.e
Purchase and disposal companies are set up to
take advantage of these situations where many
companies do not find it worthwhile to purchase
and dispose of their own cars. The manager, again,
should use discounted cash -flow techniques to determine if the cost of this service can be offset by
the savings realized.
PERSONAL USE OF COMPANY CARS

Many companies allow employees to use company cars for personal use either at no cost, or at
a set cost per mile that may or may not cover the
company's costs. This privilege is an employee
benefit rather than an investment decision. The
s Thus point can be particularly important since there are definite
advantages to be gained by moving cats from areas like New York
City where used car prices may be considerably lower than in
certain areas of the South.
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manager setting company car policy should consider the total cost per mile — including depreciation or lease costs —and then determine how
much expense the company is willing to absorb as
an employee benefit. Unless company cars are kept
in company garages or lots (except during business
hours), personal use will be difficult to control.
Summary
This article has presented methods of analysis
for the major decisions facing the business owner
or manager concerned with company auto policy.
Summarized, these are:

"The manager
... should
consider a
model that
will meet the
minimal needs
of the job."

1. The decision to invest in company cars or not
should be determined by discounting at the cost
of capital the after -tax cash flows resulting from
the investment. A positive net present value
would indicate the investment is financially
justified.
2. If it is decided to invest in company cars, the
next decision is to select the method of acquisition: lease or buy. This analysis is also made
using discounted cash -flow techniques. However,
since the ]ease is merely a means of financing,
an adjustment must be made to deduct the tax
benefits provided by interest expense from the
lease, or assume the purchase is financed by a
loan so that both proposals are comparable.
3. The third decision is to select the auto life.
Regardless of whether the car is leased or purchased, a comparison of equivalent annual costs
for various length lives will probably indicate
the car should be driven until it becomes inoperable. Thus, a trade -off must be made between the lower costs of high mileage and intangible arguments for low mileage such as
employee morale, company prestige, and reliability. Tire replacement and major maintenance
policies should be made consistent with trade -in
policies so that full advantage is received from
these expenditures.
4. Other decisions of an investment nature such
as trading up, adding extra equipment, or acquiring services of a purchase and disposal
company should be evaluated using discounted
cash -flow techniques.
All auto decisions should be carefully evaluated
with an open mind. Despite the financial analysis,
it should be recognized that other factors, should
be included in management's purview since they
may be important enough to override the financial
recommendation.
11
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Real estate investment trusts were created by Congress in 1960 when it approved changes to the
1954 Internal Revenue Code (Sections 856 -858
for the tax men among us) giving rise to a new
type of company called a real estate investment
trust. The idea behind the new rules was to:
Create a vehicle which would inject dollars into
the real estate investment field, therefore stimulating the economy, and,
Give relatively "small" investors the opportunity to participate in the rather sizable profits to
be made through real estate financing activity.
Prior to 1960, special tax treatment was afforded
mutual funds under the Investment Company Act
of 1940. Funds which conducted their business
within certain guidelines escaped federal taxation
while distributions of earnings to the shareholders
of the funds were taxed in the normal manner.
Changes to the Code in 1960 afforded similar treatment to unincorporated business trusts who elected
to be taxed as real estate investment trusts, and
who agreed to conduct business under the new set
of guidelines.
By 1968, the construction and housing boom was
in full swing and money began to be exceedingly
difficult to acquire for these purposes from normal
sources. The REITs, therefore, started to become
attractive investment vehicles because they filled
the gap between high demand for and short supply
of construction and development funds. REITs
diverted huge amounts of stock market investment
capital into real estate investment capital.
Guidelines for Operation Under the
Internal Revenue Code
In order to qualify as a real estate investment
trust and, therefore, escape federal taxation, REITs
must operate according to certain guidelines as set
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forth in Internal Revenue Code Sections 856 -858
and the regulations relating thereto. The guidelines
are established to ensure that the REIT is an essentially passive investor in real estate and that it
acts as a conduit for earnings from these investments to shareholders. The guidelines can be
grouped under four major headings:
1. Asset composition
2. Income sources
3. Dividend distributions
4. Passivity
ASSET COMPOSITION

The investments by a REIT must fall into the
categories set forth in the Code. At least 75 percent of the assets must be in the form of investments in real estate or mortgages in real estate, cash
and cash items, and governmental securities. Nor mally this "test" is quite easy to meet and causes
little difficulty.
INCOME SOURCES

Ninety percent of the REIT's gross income must
come from rents from real property, interest on
obligations secured by real property, gains from
sales of real property or real property interests and
a few other minor categories. Other items of income are referred to as "non- qualified" income and
are limited to ten percent of gross income.
Some of the fairly typical income items for a
real estate lender fail into the "ten percent income"
category. For instance, commitment fees earned by
the trust for promising a prospective borrower that
a loan will be made to him if terms of an agreement are kept are classified as "non- qualified" income. Since this is not unusual, part of the bargaining process between borrower and lender, fees of
I
For many years, activity in the trust area was relatively slight.
Many trusts began operations in the early days but only two really
significant trusts were in operation by 1967: Continental Mortgage
Investors and First Mortgage Investors, both headquartered in the
Miami area to take advantage of the growth in construction and
development activity in Florida.
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this type sometimes accumulate and become worrisome to the trust.

The trust must distribute 90 percent of its otherwise taxable income to shareholders in keeping with
the "conduit" principle. It must pay taxes on the
amount it retains at normal rates. Most trusts pay
out all earnings and therefore completely avoid
federal taxation.

ceeds of the first offering. It makes commitments
and closes loans, some of which are disbursed immediately. More commonly, however, the trust
makes loans which are "forward funding "; that is,
they fund in the future.
Since it normally does not take long to fully
invest initial proceeds, the trust must quickly provide for a means of borrowing to fund its commitments. Usually, the initial borrowings of a trust
are made under bank lines of credit.

PASSIVITY

LINE OF CREDIT BORROWING

A trust may not be construed to hold property
for sale in the ordinary course of business in order
to satisfy congressional intent that the trust be a
passive investor. From time to time it may become
necessary to foreclose on a mortgaged property. In
these extraordinary circumstances, the trust will
generally be permitted to sell the foreclosed property without disturbing its passive status.
Since the REIT cannot be engaged in a trade or
business, its affairs are administered by a management or adviser company. This latter company
renders advisory and underwriting services to the
trustees of the trust and takes care of the administrative matters of the trust. For this the trust pays
an advisory fee to the manager.

When REITs borrow under bank lines, they
normally sign notes payable on demand or at a
specified future date to the bank. Typically, the
interest rate on these notes is at or near the prime
rate of interest, but the trust usually must keep
compensating balances with the bank. A typical
arrangement for compensating balances is for the
trust to keep a balance of ten percent of the amount
of the line agreed upon and an additional ten percent when the trust borrows against the line. The
trust negotiates its lines based on its relative
strength and attempts to spread them over several
geographical money markets.

DIVIDEND DISTRIBUTION

Investments by REITs
REITs fall into two broad categories in terms
of their investment objectives. Usually, trusts either
invest in equity positions in real property or in
mortgages secured by real property. Some trusts are
"hybrid" trusts; that is, thev invest in both equity
positions and mortgages.
The mortgage trusts are, by far, the largest and
most popular investment vehicles among the
REITs. A recent survey indicates that more than
80 percent of REIT investments are in mortgage
loans. For this reason, this article will concentrate
on financing for mortgage REITs because the financing activities of equity REITs are often dissimilar.
How a Mortgage REIT Gets Its Money
A mortgage REIT "buys" money at one price
and "sells" it at another, hopefully higher, price.
REIT managements must carefully evaluate and
plan both sides of the balance sheet in order to
balance funds going out with funds coming in, at
the right prices.
BENEFICIAL INTEREST

REITs do not issue stock. Rather, almost identical shares of beneficial interest are issued which entitle holders to much the same rights and limitations of liability as holders of shares of corporate
common stock. Dividends are not "guaranteed," as
in preferred stock, but the holder is fairly well assured of some return because of the dividend distribution requirements placed on the REIT.
After its initial offering of shares (and sometimes
warrants of other accompanying instruments), the
trust gets about the business of investing the proMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1975

"As the trust
matures ... it
frequently will
then issue
commercial
paper notes."

COMMERCIAL PAPER

As the trust matures, gains financial strength
and establishes a reputation in national money market circles, it frequently will then issue commercial
paper notes. These unsecured promissory notes may
have maturities of from two days to 180 days and
may be priced at rates determined by the overall
money market rates in effect and the trust's relative
financial strength. It is, of course, desirable for the
trust to have access to the short -term commercial
paper market but the presence of commercial paper
of various maturities in the capital structure requires
close scrutiny and careful management. Trust managers must at all times have knowledge of maturities
of commercial paper notes, availability of bank lines
of credit, and short -term demands for cash to be
disbursed. This short -term aspect of liability management of the trust is crucial to a smooth function
of money desk activities. Since most of the large
sums of money with which a trust deals move
through wire transfers of funds, skillful day - to-day
cash management is critical.
TERM LOANS

Many trusts in recent years have been able to
borrow from groups of banks on an intermediate
term basis. These term loans may be of relatively
high dollar amount —up to $20450 million —and
are normally tied to the prime rate without compensating balance requirements. It is not unusual
for the terms of these loans to require repayment
in five to seven years.
DEBENTURES

After a trust is established —and if its investment profile warrants it —it may wish to offer
longer -term securities to the public. Many trusts
have debentures (unsecured bonds) in their capital
57

"Many REITs
have taken the
position that
'liability
management'
is the key to
successful,
predictable
operations."

structures. These bonds may be of ten to 25 year
maturities and, quite often, have some additional
feature. It is usual that these bonds are subordinated to senior indebtedness. In the event of bankruptcy, banks and commercial paper holders stand
in line ahead of subordinated debenture ]solders.
Sometimes, in order to sell debentures, "sweeteners" are added to them also. For example, there
have been instances where debentures were issued
with warrants attached. The warrants entitle holders
to convert them into shares of beneficial interest.
Another twist has been to give the debentures a
"currency provision." That is, holders of certain
warrants may surrender the debentures in lieu of
casts when converting warrants into shares.
A fairly widelv used policy in recent years has
been to make the subordinated debentures convertible into shares of beneficial interest. This instrument allows the investor to enjoy a fixed rate
of return for a relatively long term and participate
in capital appreciation of the trust shares if the
share price exceeds the conversion price. For example, if the debentures are convertible into shares
at $20, and the market price of the shares reaches
$25, then debenture holders may convert their
bonds into shares and sell them at the higher price.

ranks above subordinated debentures, but below
bank line and commercial paper debt. Mortgage
debt is structured by degrees of superiorities and
maturities in order to tap all segments of the money
market, and to attempt to match maturities 2 with
the trust's investments.
Summary
Many REITs have taken the position that "liabilitv management" is the key to successful, predictable operations. The coordination of loan production and liability management of a mortgage REIT
is critical to its success. If mortgage REITs have
found themselves in difficulties, much of the blame
can be placed on the poor quality of loans in the
trusts' investment portfolios. A closer examination
shows that problems of liability management have
also contributed significantly to these difficulties.
To sum up, the REIT itself is a passive investor
which acts as a conduit for earnings on real estate
investments to shareholders, After it acquires its
initial capital through a public offering of shares
of beneficial interest, it normally raises additional
capital through the following means:

Since mortgage REITs are large consumers of
money market capital, their money managers are
constantly striving to develop new instruments to
raise monev. Another recent innovation for REITs
is "Senior Subordinated Notes," This type of debt

1. Exercise of outstanding warrants
2. Borrowings under bank lines of credit
3. Issuance of commercial paper promissory notes
4. Negotiation of five to seven year term loans
5. Issuance of ten to 25 year debentures with a
combination of interesting special features
6. Issuance of senior subordinated notes and other
debt instruments

One REIT has the policy of investing all of the money Renerated
by its equity or share offerings in permanent loans or land pyrchase leaseback transactions. Since the equity capital is of mdefinitely long maturity, the trust wishes to match the maturity
with the longest -term investments it considers prudent. If it has
sufficient intermediate term (say, five years) loans, it will try to
issue deb[ obli ations requiring payment m five years. Shorter -term
investments
ideally be matched with shorter -term debt.

The liability management aspect of REIT management is most important to the success of these
companies and the above list of capital sources
available to the money manager of a REIT indicates the challenge which he faces.
❑
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Continued from page 8
indicates that the future value of the firm's employees is
greater than it has been in the past. There is no positive
assurance that good performance this year will continue into
future years.
Mr. Liao recommends that, "... productivity variables be
used as indicators of the value of human resources to the
firm." One of the objectives of a good standard cost system is
to measure productivity based upon preestablished standards
and to isolate any variances. Some of these variances measure
the actual productivity of "humans" as compared with ex-
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pecrations. Thus, it appears that a measure of the productivity
of employees, as desired by Mr. Liao, is available from most
standard cost systems.
Since data are currently available which indicate the productivity of a firm's human resources, management needs to
recognize that the performance of the firm's employees determines the ultimate success or failure of the firm and that decisions should be made with this in mind.
Cale E. Newell
Kalamazoo Chapter
Kalamazoo, Mich.
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Books

FOR THE MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT

OBJECTIVES OF FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

COMPUTER SECURITY, AUDITING AND CONTROLS

Vol. 2, Selected Papers
Compiled and edited by Joe J. Cramer, Jr. and George H
Sorter.

Javier F. Kuong

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 666 Fifth
Ave., New York, N.Y. 1974, 395 pp., paperbound $12.50.
These selected papers contain many of the significant research, reference, and resource materials considered by the
AICPA Study Group on the Objectives of Financial Statements
in forming the conclusions expressed in its report. Many served
as initial drafts for discussion.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT ANALYSIS: A NEW
APPROACH
Baruch Lev
Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 07632, 1974, 262
PP•, clothbound $9.95; paperbound, $4.95.
The purpose of the author in writing this book is to bridge
the gap between traditional financial statement analysis and
modern economic and finance theories. He brings together the
major contributions in finance, accounting and economics related to financial statement analysis.

Text and Readings
Management Advisory Publications, P. O. Box 151, 44 Wash.
ington St., Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181, 1974, 374 pp., clothbound, $28.50.
The author's objective is to cover the whole area of computer
security by combining three subjects: computer security, auditing and controls, and data privacy.
ILLUSTRATIONS OF INTERPERIOD TAX
ALLOCATION: A SURVEY OF APPLICATIONS OF
APB OPINION #S 11, 23, 24, 25 AND SEC RELEASE
# 149
Financial Report Survey 4
Hortense Goodman and Leonard Lorensen
American Inst. of CPAs, 666 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.
100I9, 1974, 132 pp., paperbound, $6.00.
This publication presents excerpts from recently published
financial statements that illustrate the application of inter period tax allocations.
TAXATION WITHOUT REPRESENTATION

ANNUAL STATEMENT STUDIES
1974 Edition

Robert Morris Associates
Robert Morris Associates, Philadelphia Bank Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa. 19107, 1974, 272 pp., paperbound, $10.00.
This publication contains composite financial data on close
to 300 lines of business - manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers,
services and contractors. It includes common size balance
sheets and income statements.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT IN AGRICULTURE

Tax Guide for American Executives in the UK
RobertGurland
The British Book Centre, Inc., 996 Lexington Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10021, 1973, 131 pp., clothbound, $10.00.
For those who must represent American business in the United
Kingdom, this book provides a quick review of applicable tax
provisions as a basis for financial planning. It was, however,
written prior to the expiration of the Interest Equalization Tax.
1985: INTERINDUSTRY FORECASTS OF THE
AMERICAN ECONOMY

John A. Hopkin, Peter J. Barry, and C. B_ Baker

Clopper Almon Jr., Margaret B. Buckler, Lawrence M. Horwitz
and Thomas C. Reimbold

Interstate Printers & Publishers, Inc., Danville, Ill. 61832,
1973, 459 pp., clothbound, $10.75.

Lexington Books, D.C. Heath and Co., 125 Spring St., Lexington, Mass, 02173, 1974, 250 pp., clotIbound, $14.00.

The authors here introduce the reader to principles of financial
management adapted to proprietorships, partnerships and
smaller corporations in agriculture. The focus is on investment
decision and financial control.

This study offers to decision-makers a tool, a model with which
to explore the future of the economy, and uses that model to
forecast to 1985.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF REPORTING THE RESULTS OF
OPERATIONS: A SURVEY OF REPORTING UNDER
APB OPINION #30
Financial Report Survey 3
Hortense Goodman and Leonard Lorensen
American Inst. of CPAs, 666 Fifth Ave. New York, N. Y.
10019, 1974, 101 pp., paperbound, $6.00.
These excerpts from recently published financial statements
present the opinions of independent auditors.
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ACCOUNTANCY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
POLICY
Adolf J. H. Enthoven
American Elsevier Publishing Co. Inc., 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10017,1973, 380 pp., paperbound, $14.00.
This study is oriented towards the process of economic development and the needs of the developing countries;
however, it applies equally to all countries that try to use accountancy as an instrument for equating and enhancing socioeconomic operations.
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Addison - Wesley Publishing Co., Inc., Reading, Mass. 01867,
1972,197 pp., clothbound $10.50.

Much of the material here is based on the author's practical
experience as a restaurant operator and consultant over a thirty five year period. He has compiled and organized an approach to
the art and science of restaurant and institutional food management service.

This book discusses modeling from the decision - makers point
of view. It emphasizes how the manager can recognize, formulate, and use such models in his own setting.

ACCOUNTING INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND
BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS

COMPUTER -AIDED MODELING FOR MANAGERS
Steven C. Wheelwright and Spyros G. Makridakis.

Barry E. Cushing
PROGRAM AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT IN A
MATRIX ORGANIZATION: A CASE STUDY

Addison- Wesley Publishing Co., Reading, Mass. 01867, 1974,
469 pp., clothbound, $12.95.

Andre Delbecq and Alan Filley
Bureau of Business Research and Service, Graduate School of
Business, University of Wisconsin - Madison, Madison, Wis.
53706, 1974,154 pp., paperbound, $5.00.

The author's intent in this book is to integrate coverage of
computer based systems with coverage of accounting applications. A knowledge of financial and managerial accounting is
necessary.

A case study of the administrative system of the Meteorological
Satellite Program viewed through the perspective of the matrix
organizational design. It is one of a series of studies on the
social/economic and technical impact of NASA.

DEVELOPMENTS IN MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
SYSTEMS

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURES
OF U.S. CORPORATIONS
Standard & Poor's Corporation
Standard & Poor's Corp. 345 Hudson St., New York, N. Y.
10014,1974, 8 pp., paperbound, $10.00.
This work is a company -by- company tabulation of the amount
spent on research and development and its percentage to sales
by about 500 companies for the year 1973.
MANAGING MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS
Arvind V. Phatak
Praeger Publishers, II I Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10003,
1974, 337 pp., clothbound, $20.00.
The author outlines the role played by company headquarters
in a multinational company. The focus of the book is on the
basic managerial functions of planning, organizing, staffing,
and controlling which serve as the framework for managerial
decisions.
FOOD SERVICE IN INDUSTRY AND INSTITUTIONS
Second Edition
John W. Stokes
W. C. Brown Co., Dubuque, Iowa 52001, 1973, 260 pp., clothbound, $9.95.
The author's objective is to establish sound management principles and practical operating procedures for the far -flung industrial and institutional food service field. Both physical aspects and record - keeping procedures are covered.
HOW TO MANAGE A RESTAURANT OR
INSTITUTIONAL FOOD SERVICE
Second Edition
John W. Stokes
Wm. C. Brown Co. Publishers, 2460 Kerper Blvd., Dubuque,
Iowa 52001, 1974, clothbound, $13.95.
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RobertH. 'Trent and Thomas L. Wheelen
Dickenson Publishing Co. Inc., 16561 Ventura Blvd., Encino,
Calif. 91316,1974, 498 pp., paperbound, $7.50.
This book of readings brings out the in terelation ships between
systems concepts, the design of systems, and developments in
information technology.
MANAGEMENT PROBLEM SOLVING WITH APL
A Guide to the Solution of Typical Accounting and Finance
Problems Through APL Time- Sharing
John W. Buckley, Mallur R. Nagaraj, Durwin L. Sharp and
James W. Schenck
Melville Publishing Co., Division John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
605 Third Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016, 1974, 374 pp., clothbound, $12.95.
This text is aimed at the time- sharing user who wishes to
solve a variety of typical accounting, financial and managerial
problems.
VERBAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS: A
COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO
WRITING MANUALS
Clyde W. Jackson
Association for Systems Management, 24587 Bagley Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 44138, 1974, 74 pp., paperbound, $5.00.
A how- to -do -it guide to developing manuals, covering aspects
of the project from the decision to have a manual to the distribution and updating of the finished product.
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
Principles and Procedures
Elias M. Awad
Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 07632, 1973, 566
pp., clothbound, $15.95, Members: $11.95.
This comprehensive introductory text has been updated to reflect the greater processing speed, versatility and unique interactive features of the computers of the seventies.
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NATION'S ECONOMY:
MAJOR TOPIC
AT ANAHEIM
Murphy of General Motors, Comptroller General Staats and FASB
Chairman Armstrong are major speakers on Annual Conference program.

The state of the economy and its reflection in the
discipline of accounting will be the major topic for
discussion during the Annual Conference in Anaheim, Calif., June 22 -25.
Not only does the Conference feature national
business and accounting leaders, the technical
program also includes speakers drawn from Southern California's business community. This diversity
is designed to snake the program more interesting
and informative, according to John C. Arme, program chairman for the Conference. Mr. Arme is
partner, Arthur Andersen & Co., Los Angeles, Calif.
Dr. William S. Banowskv, president of Pepper dine University, will deliver the opening address of
the conference when NAA members convene at the
Anaheim Convention Center on Monday morning.
Dr. Banowsky's address is titled "Business and Education—We Need Each Other."
Dr. Banowsky has been president of Pepperdine
since February 1971. Named in Time magazine's
list of America's top 200 leaders of the future, he
writes a regular column in the Los Angeles Herald
Examiner and hosts a weekly television program on
KNBC -TV. He has written three books, It's a
Playboy World, The Mirror of a Movement, and
The Now Generation.
Following his address, NAA President A. P.
Bartholomew, Jr., will call the Annual Meeting to
order. Fourteen national officers and 50 national
directors will be elected for office in the Association
by the members during the meeting. A number of
awards for the year's activities will also be made.
At the keynote luncheon, Thomas A. Murphy,
chairman and chief executive officer of General
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Motors Corporation, will address NAA members.
Mr. Murphy, who was elected chairman and chief
executive officer last December, rose to the top
office in one of the world's largest corporations
through the financial and accounting area.
Immediately following his graduation from the
University o Illinois with a bachelor of science
degree in accounting, he joined GM as a clerk on
the comptroller's staff in Detroit. Fifteen days later,
he was transferred to the financial staff offices in
New York. He was appointed assistant treasurer in
1959; comptroller, 1967; treasurer, 1968; and vice
president and group executive in charge of the
Car and Truck Group in 1970.
President Bartholomew will be chairman of this
session of the technical program. Mr. Bartholomew
is partner in charge of the Eastern District, Ernst
& Ernst, New York, N. Y.
The Monday afternoon sessions feature Marshall
S. Armstrong, chairman of the Financial Accounting Standards Board, Stamford, Conn., and Elmer
B. Staats, comptroller general of the General Accounting Office.
Mr. Armstrong, formerly managing partner of
Geo. S. Olive & Co., was named first chairman of
the FASB, with the responsibility to organize the
rule - making body and begin its work. He will
discuss accounting standards as they pertain to business policy in "Financial Accounting Standards and
Business Decisions —A Vital Partnership."
Comptroller General Staats was named to his
post in 1966 after 26 -years service in the Federal
Government, chiefly with the Bureau of the
Budget. A native of Kansas, he holds an M.A.
f
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Anaheim Convention Center where technical program events will be held.
ment of Your Unique Strengths and Personal Style
—A Workshop." Speaker, Stuart Atkins, president,
Atkins - Kather Associates, Inc., Beverly Hills, Calif.
"Economics of Global Computer Networks."
Speaker, George J. Feeney, vice president, general
manager, Information Services Business Dept., General Electric Corp., Rockville, Md.
"Mechanics of Price -Level Financial Statements."
Speaker, Albert A. Koch, partner, Ernst & Ernst,
Cleveland, Ohio.
During the afternoon, six concurrent sessions
have been scheduled. George J. Feeney and Albert
repeat their presentations on global
A. Koch
computer networks and price -level mechanics. In
addition, four other sessions will be held:
"People Make the Profit Difference," Speaker,
Cathrina Bauby, president, Interpersonal Communications, New York, N. Y.
"Career Advancement — Through Better Management of Your Unique Strengths and Personal Style
—A Workshop," Speaker, Allan Katcher, vice president, Atkins - Katcher Associates, Inc., Beverly Hills,
Calif., will be the instructor for this session, a repeat of the morning's lecture.
"Computer Output Microfilming —A Profit Improvement Tool." Speaker, Truett Airhart, execuConcurrent Sessions
tive vice president, Zytron Corp., Houston, Texas.
"Liquidity Considerations in Management DeA variety of topics will be discussed on Wednesday in the concurrent session format that has cisions and Cash Flow Improvement Techniques
proved popular at past annual conferences. Five in Today's Economy." The three discussion leaders
such sessions will be held in the morning. Topics are Richard K. Behrens, vice president and manager, Money Engineering Division, Union Bank,
of the sessions and speakers are:
"What the Stockholder Wants and Is Entitled Los Angeles; Matthew J. O'Rourke, partner, Price
to from Corporate Management." Speaker, Lewis Waterhouse & Co., Los Angeles, and Herbert H.
D. Gilbert, Corporate Democracy, Inc., is a famed, Seiffert, assistant general controller, Johnson &
peripatetic stockholder who was fighting for stock- Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.
All members should have received the Annual
holder rights long before Ralph Nader.
"People— That's My Business." Speaker, Paulyne Conference packet containing registration materials
Golden, is controller, Screen Actors Guild, Holly- for all events by now. If you have not received this
mailing, write to the Registrar at the NAA office in
wood, Calif.
"Career Advancement — Through Better Manage- New York.
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will

degree from the University of Kansas and a Ph.D.
degree from the University of Minnesota. Dr.
Staats' address is titled "The Federal Budget, The
Economy and Inflation."
Chairmen for these two sessions will be Past
Presidents Colin A. Stillwagen and Robert G.
Chapman, respectively.
Two sessions are scheduled for Tuesday morning. During the afternoon, the entire family will go
to Disneyland for Family Day.
James J. Brice will discuss "The Effect of Inflation on Financial Statements and Business Decisions." Mr. Brice is vice chairman, Arthur Andersen & Co., Chicago, Ill.
Roy E. Moor will discuss "Timing of Financial
Policv." He is director of economic research, Becker
Securities Corp., New York, N. Y. Dudley E.
Browne, member of the Management Accounting
Practices Committee, will be chairman of this session.
The spouses' program for this morning features
an address by Kathleen Freeman, vice president,
Screen Actors Guild. Miss Freeman, an actress,
will describe "How Unglamorous It Is to Be an
Actress."
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Four Join NAA Staff in Research, Data Processing
Four employees recently have joined the NAA staff,
Executive Director W. M. Young, Jr., announced.
The new employees —two of them in the Research
Department and two in the Data Processing and
Membership Records Department — replace personnel who have left the staff or bring the respective
departments to their budgeted complements.

Anthony Gambino
Anthony J. Gambino has joined the Research
Department as a research associate. A CPA, Mr.
Gambino earned his BBA and MBA, both in accounting, from Baruch College. He has taught as
an adjunct professor in accounting on graduate and
undergraduate levels at Fairleigh Dickinson University and at the New York Institute of Technology.
Prior to joining the staff, he was senior financial
analyst at Berkey Photo. He also has been a budget
analyst at the corporate headquarters of Lever
Brothers and an auditor in public accounting.
John R. Palmer
John R. Palmer is also a new research associate.
Mr. Palmer received his B.A. degree from Bard
College and an MBA from Pace University, New
York City.
For the past nine years he has worked on Wall
Street where he was a registered representative. He
come to NAA from Racz Research Group where
he was a vice president handling securities research
and analysis.
He spent two years of military service in Alaska
where he was a writer and designer of war games
on the staff of the commanding general.

James Dederick
James Dederick has joined the Data Processing

GAMBINO

+

DEDERICK

PALMER

�

MELONE

Department as a programmer /analyst. His responsibilities will include systems design, software maintenance and application programming.
Prior to joining the staff, he was employed by
the First National Bank in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
He also has worked as a system /programmer for
IBM Corp., in Poughkeepsie, N.Y.
Pat Melone
Pat Melone will also work as a programmer/
analyst in the Data Processing Department, with
responsibilities for computer design and programming.
Prior to joining the staff, he was a senior Programmer for Coopers and Lybrand. He is a graduate
of the Institute of Commercial Technology,
L'Aquila, Italy.

Reichardt Joins IMA Staff in Ann Arbor
Dr. Karl E. Reichardt has joined the staff of the
Institute of Management Accounting in Ann Arbor,
Mich. His major responsibility will be the preparation of the CMA examination; he will also assist
the director of the Institute, James Bulloch.
Mr. Reichardt earned his Ph.D. in Accountancy
from the University of Missouri in 1971. His BBA
and MSBA were conferred by the University of
Wisconsin - Madison and the University of Denver,
respectively.
Prior to joining the Institute staff, he taught
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accounting at the School of Business Administration, University of South Carolina. He was among
the first group of accountants to be awarded the
Certificate in Management Accounting and was
awarded, in addition, a Certificate of Distinguished
Performance for superior achievement on the first
examination. He also conducted, at the University
of South Carolina, one of the first CMA review
courses to be offered in the country.
He is the author of a recent article published in

REICHARDT
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Chapter/ Member News
. . . WILLIAM H. NIELSEN has joined
F. B. Gardener Co. as controller.
CHARLES M. KROLIDES, Danbury Area,
was promoted to manager— Danbury
region, City National Bank of Connecticut.
Two Des Moines members have been
named at Armstrong Rubber Co. FRANK
D. EBERT was promoted to superintendent of cost accounting, and VIRGIL W.
HILLMAN was named divisional cost aG
countant.... DALE K. HUMISTON Is now
tax manager with Galinsky & Co.
GLENN A. RUPERT, El Paso, has been
promoted to director of the auditing and
control services department, El Paso Natural Gas Co.
At a recent staff awards luncheon, Russell Hardy (c.) was presented
a plaque for his long years of service. Also honored for 10 or
more years of service were Steve Landekich (l.) and James D.
Collier (r.). President A. P. Bartholomew, Jr., and Executive
Director W. M. Young, Jr., flank Mr. Hardy.
Vernon Owens Named
Vernon C. Owens, Jr., national director
from South Birmingham, has been promoted to senior executive vice president
of The Progressive Farmer Co.
Mr. Owens, who has served as president of the Birmingham Chapter and as
national vice president, joined the Progressive Farmer Co. in 1948. He was
named executive vice president in 1973.
Progressive Farmer Co. publishes Southern Living.
Emeritus Life Associates
The designation of Emeritus Life Associate
is made available to retired members who
have had 20 years of active service, or ten
years of active service including five years
as an elected national or chapter officer or
director. Those so designated are relieved
from payment of annual dues. The intent
of this provision of the By -Laws is to recognize the debt which the Association owes to
members of long standing.

JOHN J. BARRANGER, Philadelphia.
HARRY E, REPLAY, Knoxville.
JAMES B. BRIGGS, Los Angeles.
VINCENT A. BUCHERT, Kokomo Area,
past president.
YALE B. EVANS, San Fernando Valley.
MEYER FEINBERG, Las Vegas.
MARSHALL GRANGER, New York, past
national vice president.
HOWARD H. KANE, Toledo.
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VERNON W. KRUEGER, Milwaukee.
MAURICE E. LEROY, Niagara, past president.
DONALD E. MCINTIRE, Akron.
CHESTER D. MAY, Scottsdale Area, past
president. Stuart Cameron McLeod
Society.
RICHARD V. MYERS, Cedar Rapids.
JOHN R. REULING, Baltimore, past president.
OTTO A. RICHTER, Omaha.
HARRY P. ROBBERT, New Orleans.
ALFRED M. SCHUYLER, Hartford,
BERNARD C. TUCKER, Mid- Hudson, past
president. SCMS.
ROBERT R. WHITTALL, Grand Rapids.
ERNEST H. WEINWURM, West Los
Angeles.

ALFRED W. GRANT, Essex County, was
promoted to manager of consolidations
and reporting, Sebering Corp.
ADELAIDE H. JACKSON, Fort Lauderdale,
recently was promoted to treasurer of
Multicon Developments, Inc.
WILLIAM B. NUNN, Louisville, has been
promoted to vice president of finance,
L. Thorn Co.
JOHN J. BOLLES, Madison, recently was
promoted to assistant vice president,
United Bank.. . . ROBERT L. HENSELER
was named customer accounting supervisor at Oscar Mayer & Co.
FREDERICK E. DOSTER, Miami, has been
named controller at Davmor Industries.
J. T. OASTER, Minneapolis Viking, is
now vice president, treasurer, and controller, Schaefer Corp.

Promotions and New Positions
JAMES F. LONG, Austin Area, has been
promoted to corporate cost accountant —
smelting, Alcoa.
NORMAN W. SCHMITZER, Battle Creek,
was promoted to controller at St. Regis
Paper Co.
PETER C. TURSO, Brunswick Area, has
been appointed national cost accountant
in the finance division of Personal Products, affiliate of Johnson & Johnson.
RAYMOND J. CASE, Conejo Valley, is
now controller with Bentley- Nevada, Inc.

BREEDLOVE
Pittsburgh

OWENS
So. Birmingham

WILLIAM J. LULEY, Mohawk Valley, has
been appointed assistant controller of
Faxton Hospital and Children's Hospital
and Rehabilitation Center.
ANTHONY F. MITA, Morristown, has been
promoted to assistant vice president —
assistant controller, Beneficial Management Corp.... ROBERT V. YANASHUSKY
MANAGEM ENT ACCOUNTINGIM AY 1975

is now senior staff accountant, comptroller's department, American Home Assurance Co., subsidiary of American International Group.
ZACK Z. TANNERY, North Texas, has been
elected vice president and controller,
Haggar Co.
DOROTHY A. BILEK, Oakland -East Bay,
has been appointed acting chief accountant of the Bay Area Transit District.
GERRY J. BENDER, Ohio - Western Reserve, recently was named president and
general manager of the MFG Concrete
Form Co.
JAMES E. MOON, Omaha, has been appointed manager of finance, American
Community Stores.
BRUCE J. CANN, Peninsula -Palo Alto, is
now controller with Levi Strauss Corp.'s
international division. . . . WILLIAM
DOUGHERTY was appointed vice president, administration, of the recently
formed BNR Inc., of Palo Alto, a subsidiary of Bell- Northern Research.
HOWELL A. BREEDLOVE, JR., Pittsburgh,
has been promoted to vice president —
finance and administration of Copper weld Corp.. . . JAMES A. SLAMINKo has
been appointed controller of Swindell Dressler Co., division of Pullman, Inc.
ROBERT E. BRITTLE, Richmond, past
president, is now chief executive officer
of Richmond Hotels Co.

can Acceptance Corp., subsidiary of Simmons Co.

KENNETH R. LARSON, Springfield, has
been promoted to vice president —controller, Buttenheim Publishing Corp.
HARRY O. DENGLER, St. LOUIS,recently
was appointed controller of Lindell Hospital of St. Louis.... ROBERT J. GEREAux has been named financial director of
the City of Arnold, Mo.
W. L. WILKINSON, Stockton Area, was
named controller at the Sanitary City
Disposal Co.
G. JOSEPH SEEBER, III, Trenton, has
been named assistant controller of AmeriMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1975

an after
SUlniiner
activity!

ALYCE R. DRESSLER, Wabash Valley, was
promoted to senior accountant at Public
Service of Indiana.
Four Washington members have been
named at the General Accounting Office.
DANIEL P. LEARY is associate director,
transportation and claims division; MORTON A. MYERS, deputy director, procurement and systems acquisition division;
J. DEXTER PEACH, deputy director, office
of special programs, and HAROLD L.
STUGART, associate director for education
programs, manpower, welfare division.
. . . WILLARD M. HILLEGEIST was appointed director of marketing, Biospherics Inc., in addition to his position
as financial officer.
JEROME G. DALY, West Bergen - Passaic
County, has been promoted to senior vice
president and comptroller of the New
Jersey Bank, West Paterson.
WINNIE B. CAMPBELL, Wheeling, was
appointed treasurer and assistant secretary, ANCO Industries, Inc. She was also
appointed to the board of directors....
LAWRENCE J. CANIFF,JR., has been reelected vice president of the Bank of
Wheeling.

MARY S. LOVE, Rochester, has been appointed business manager at St. John's
Home.

BARRY E, NIGH, Spartanburg Area, was
promoted to vice president of finance,
Moreland Chemical Co.

CPA
REVIEW:

CHRIS V. KEMENDO, JR., Tulsa, past national director, has joined the firm of
Daniel and Howard, Inc.

E. WAYNE RAGA, Roanoke, is now vice
president of finance and treasurer of
General Stone and Materials.

STANLEY H. SCHMIDT, San Antonio, has
been named president of San Antonio
Portland Cement Co.

"Summer is for vacations

SLAMINKO
Pittsburgh

BRITTLE
Richmond

Two Wichita members have been named
at Hesston Corp. HOWARD HERSHBERGER
was promoted to vice president —corporate controller, and MELVIN H. VOTH
to vice president and treasurer.
CHARLES W. FOUNTAIN, Worcester, was
promoted to assistant vice president and
assistant auditor by the Framingham
Trust Co.
In Memoriam
LEE C. ANDREWS,60,Chicago, 1956.
R. D. CALDWELL, 55, Minneapolis
Northstar, 1951.
WILLIAM DELEO, 65,Connecticut Gateway, 1961.
CECIL L. EMMONS, 67,Columbus, 1952.
GEORGE F. GOEBEL, 63, Houston, 1950.
Emeritus Life Associate.

Next Fall's CPA exam
is Nov. 5 -7
SO DON'T PANIC into
months of needless
preparation.
• BEGIN W ITH US
SEPT. 2nd
•

LEARN HOW TO PASS
THE CPA EXAM

•

ALL LIVE INSTRUCTION

•

INDIVIDUAL
CONSULTATION
AS NEEDED

•

ALL MATERIAL
SUPPLIED — NOTHING
TO BUY

• UNLIMITED MAKE UP
OPPORTUNITIES
CPA Review Courses offered in the
following cities:
(518) 434 -3917
Albany
Atlanta
(404) 3554758
Baltimore
(301) 3664=0
Boston
(617) 326 -2552
Charlotte
(704) 365 -1585
(312) 726 -0275
Chicago
Cincinnati
(513) 9224149
Harrisburg
(717) 781.8229
Houston
(713) 526-0101
Long Island
(516) 473.8200
(213) 883-4221
Los Angeles
(502) 583.9970
Louisville
(305) 6614OU
Miami
New Haven /Hartford (203) 211111-7052
(516) 4738200
Now York City
Northern Now Jersey (516) 473$200
Orange County, Calif. (714) 452 -1300
Philadelphia
(215) 5670803
Providence
(401) 724 -5851
Rochester
(716) 271-2115
(714) 452 -1300
San Diego
San Francisco
(415) 391 -2683
Syracuse
(315) 472.8803
(301) 6563360
Washington, D.C.
(516) 473 -6200
White Plains

PERSON - WOLINSKY
CPA REVIEW COURSES

PW
ADMIN. OFFICE. 11 Linden PI.
Pt. Jefferson Sta., N.Y. 11776
(516) 4736200

Circle 3 on inquiry card.

CLEMENS P. HAERER, 62, New Orleans,
1950. ELA.
D. A. HESS, 19, Fayetteville Area, 1974.
R. O. HANSON, 67, Western Montana,
1970.
HUBERT C. HAUBERG, 42, Toledo, 1964.
EUGENE S. HAYES, 46, San Joaquin Valley, 1967.
EDWARD J. HLEBICA, 52, Binghamton,
1950.
ROBERT J. JONES, 69, Syracuse, past
president, 1941. Stuart Cameron McLeod
Society. ELA.
CHESTER K. KLEINLEIN, 65, Member -atLarge, USA, 1944. ELA.
GUY C. MADIA, 48, Erie, 1964.
RICHARD C. MCMILLIAN, 53, Kansas
City, 1969.
R. M. NEWKIRK, 53, Lancaster, 1953.
SOPHIA SCHAB, 71, Omaha, 1954. ELA.
JAMES Q. SIKES, 52, Tulsa, 1950.
JOHN STEGEMAN, JR., 45, Toledo, 1971.
CLARENCE E. STENDER, Milwaukee. ELA.
WILLIAM J. STUMPF, 60, Oakland -East
Bay, 1971.
JOHN A. TAYLOR,JR.,61, Reading, 1949.
ZACH T. WHITE, 54, Member -at- Large,
USA, 1948.
JOHN B. T. WHITT, 64, Richmond, 1940.

Time Off

"I work better under stress."

POTENTIAL CPAs:
LOW COST
CPA PRACTICE /THEORY
REVIEW SYSTEM

• Can't meet the price of an expen
sive review course?
• Short of time to organize your
own study?
Try this proven approach, . . . 108
classic Practice and 48 T heo ry problems, including many drawn fro m last
November's exam! Over five pounds
of materials complete with instructio ns and solutio ns shipped prepaid to
you fo r o nly $29.95.
Send check to:
C.P.A. Publications
P.O. Box 5036
Westport, Ct. 06880

The Marital Benefit

Metric Eggs?

December 29, 1974, was a very, very
special day for 'former' LANAA [Los
Angeles Chapter] Director of Membership Acquisition, Caryl Tripp, for
on that day she was married to Everett
Brownell, First Vice President of the
San Diego Chapter of NAA (and now
she's Caryl Brownell) .
It turned out to be 'cupid' Ellen
Storjohann who introduced the newlyweds at the December Technical Session of the San Diego Chapter . . .
and from there on it was just like
lightning struck, apparently] Anyway
it just goes to prove there are lots of
reasons to attend NAA meetings other
than just to learn about accounting
problems, though the NAA home
office has never said anything about
potential marriages in their membership promotional brochures.
—from Los Angeles' Newsletter

Once we change to the metric system, we're likely to run into problems
faced by Australia when it adopted the
system a few years ago. One letter
writer complained to an editor: "Since
eggs went metric they have been pale
in yolk color and lacking in freshness.
This clearly shows that (chickens)
cannot adjust to laying different -size
eggs."

And Who Measures It?
There is an old story about an argument over the age of various professions. The engineer cited Biblical authority to prove that his was the oldest
profession, noting that Genesis says
that God created the earth out of
chaos. Whereupon the politician
spoke up, saying, "And who do you
think created the chaos ?"
—Human Events

Circle 4 on inquiry card.
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NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING
Notice is hereby given to all members of the Association that
the Annual Meeting of the National Association of Accountants will be held at the Anaheim Convention Center in Anaheim, California, on Monday, June 23, at approximately 10:15
a.m., or immediately following the conclusion of the opening
session, to receive the report of the Nominating Committee
and to transact such other business as may properly come before the meeting.
New York
May 1, 1975

William M. Young, Jr.
Executive Director

Nominating Committee Report
To Members of the National Association of Accountants:
It is with great pride that we present
the following men and women for
election to national offices. As the
Constitution and By -Laws of the Association provide, 14 nominees —the
president, 12 vice presidents, and the
treasurer —are presented to serve a
term of one year. Fifty nominees for
national director are also presented to
serve a term of two years, their terms
to overlap with 50 directors elected
the year before.
This report includes nominees for
the Nominating Committee to report
in 1976 who are also elected at the
Annual Meeting.
These members are presented for
election to national offic e at the An-

nual Meeting of the Association to be
held in Anaheim, California, Monday,
June 23, 1975.
Each member has been selected in
accordance with the objectives of the
National Service Development Program. They have served in many positions both at the chapter and national
levels, including in all cases, the presidency of at least one chapter. Their
outstanding performance in past
activities makes us fully confident that
they will carry on the tradition of
leadership excellence that the Association has always enjoyed.
Respectfully Submitted,
Nominating Committee,
1974 -75

Nominating Committee
Chairman — ROBERT G. CHAPMAN, Los Angeles
ETTORE BARBATELLI, Milwaukee
DONALD H. CRAMER, New York
FREDRICK J. DRESSER, Minneapolis Northstar
CARL M. KOONTZ, Knoxville
EDWARD J. KRAL, Detroit
VERNON OWENS, JR., Birmingham
DONALD G. PERRY, San Francisco

ARTHUR A. RAUTIO, Hartford
EDWARD W . RODGERS, Dayton
HERBERT H. SEIFFERT, Raritan Valley
KENNETH M. SIME, Los Angeles
J. DOUGLAS STONE, W ichita
JOHN W . TOW NS, JR., Butler Area
JULIUS G. UNDERW OOD, Harrisburg Area

Honorary Member — ROBERT BEYER, Colorado Springs - Pueblo
MA NA GE ME NT AC C O UN TI NG / M AY 1975
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Nominee for President

LAFE P. FOX
Cleveland (1946). He served in a number
of positions on the chapter board and was
elected chapter President, 1957 -58. As a
National Director, 1958 -59, he served as
a Member of the Committee on Promotion and Public Relations, and was appointed Chairman of the Committee on
Membership, 1966 -67, and served on the
Executive Committee during that year.
Upon completion of a term as Vice President, 1967 -68, he was appointed Chairman of the Committee on Public Relations,
1968 -69, and reappointed for 1969 -70, and
1970 -71. He has been serving as an Appointed Member of the Executive Committee since 1970. He is currently Chairman of the Committee on Finance and is
a member of the Board of Governors of
the Stuart Cameron McLeod Society. He is
President and Chairman of the Board of
PMC Industries, Wickliffe, Ohio.
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Nominees for Vice Presidents
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DONALD J. DiCLEMENTE
Harrisburg Area (1956). He served as National Director, 1972 -74. He is Controller,
Connector & Co m p on ent Pro d ucts Gro u p,
AMP Inc., Harrisburg, Pa.

Central Pennsylvania; Williamsport (1950).
He served as President of Williamsport,
and chairm an of the Organizing Com mittee
and President of Central Pennsylvania. He
served two terms on the Board of Directors,
1959 -60, and 1961 -63. He was a Member,
Committee on Chapters, Committee on
Research and Committee on Grants -in -Aid.
He was on the Committee on Publications,
1972 -75. He is Professor and Head, Department of Accounting and Management
Information Systems, College of Business
Administration, The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pa.

j

BLISS R. FINLAY
Detroit (1951). He served as Chairman,
Operations Committee, 1974 Annual Conference; as National Director, 1971 -73, and
Member, Committee on Chapter Oper ations, 1971 -73, and Committee on Public
Relations, 1974 -75. He is a Partner, Ernst &
Ernst, Detroit, Mich.

DONALD G. KERN
Western Carolinas; Atlanta (1960). He
served as National Director, 1971 -73, and
was a Member of the Committee on Membership, 1973 -74, and the Committee on
Chapter Development, 1974 -75. He is Vice
President and Chief Administrative Officer,
Iselin Jefferson - Woodside Div., Dan River,
Inc., Greenville, S. C.

ALLEN H. SEED, III
Boston; Twin Cities (1974). He served two
terms as National Director, 1962 -63, and
1970 -72. He has been a Mem ber of the
Committee on Research, 1964 -67, and the
Committee on Education, 1968 -70. He was
one of the original appointees to the Board
of Regents for the Institute of Management
Accounting, 1971 -75. He is a Management
Consultant, Arthur D. Little, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.

""
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HARRY L. MORRIS
Kansas City (1957). He served on the
Committee on Education, 1970 -71, and was
National Director, 1970-72. He is Man aging Partner, Kansas City office, Price
Waterhouse & Co., Kansas City, Mo.
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LEO R. SMENTOWSKI
Colorado Springs - Pueblo (1972). He was a
National Director, 1970 -72, and served on
the Committee on Membership, 1970 -71,
and the Committee on Socio- Economic
Programs, 1971 -73. He is a Partner, Touche
Ross & Co., Colorado Springs, Colo.

'

FRANCIS J. MEJSTRICK
Morristown; Newark (1949). He has served
six terms on the Committee on Chapter
Operations, 1969 -75. He was a National
Director, 1968 -70. He is Corporate Treasurer, Suburban Propane Gas Corp., W hippany, N.J.

G. KENNETH NELSON

RODERICK G. TURNER, JR.
<

Atlanta Central; Atlanta (1952). He served
on the Committee on Publications, 1971 -74,
and on the Committee on Membership,
1974 -75. He was a National Director, 1972 74. He is General Accountant, Southern
Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co., Atlanta,
Ga.

LOUIS VLASHO
Dayton (1959). He was a Mem ber of the
Committee on Public Relations, 1972 -73,
and a National Director, 1973-75. He is
Director, Management Information Sys tems, Hobart Corp., Troy, Ohio.
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Nominees for Vice Presidents
VERNON E. ZUMH AGEN

ROBERT F. WEST

Rockford (1953). He was a National Director, 1971 -73, and served on the Committee on Chapter Operations, 1973 -74.
He is Corporate Controller, J. L. Clark
Mfg. Co., Rockford, III.

Seattle (1960). He was a National Director,
1972 -74, and served on the Committee on
Public Relations, 1974 -75. He is Assistant
Director of Finance and Administration,
Port of Seattle, Seattle, Wash.

Nominee for Treasurer
A . T. SAMUELSON
Washington; Chicago (1946): On the Washington board he served as Director of Manuscripts, 1960 -63; Vice President, 1963 -64,
and President, 1964 -65. During his two -year
term as National Director, 1967 -69, he
served on the Committee on Membership
and c ontinued as a Member of the Committee for two more terms. NAA Vice President, 1971 -72. Member, Executive Committee, 1972 -73, and National Treasurer,
1973 -74, and 1974 -75. He has been awarded
a Certificate of Merit for a manuscript
published in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING. Member, Executive Committee, 197173. He is Assistant Comptroller General,
U. S. General Accounting Office, Washington, D.C.

Nominees for Directors
`

MA RTIN J. AMLUNG, J R.
Louisville (1950). He served on the
Committee on Membership, 1972 -73,
and the Committee on Public Relations, 1974 -75. He is a Partner, Ernst &
Ernst, Louisville, Ky.

CARL L. BEGGS

I DENNIS R. BERESFORD

-

Cleveland East; Southwest Los Angeles
(1962). He served on the Committee
on Accounting for Corporate Social
Performance, 1974 -75. A holder of the
Certificate in Management Accounting, he is a Partner, Ernst & Ernst,
Cleveland, Ohio.

'

AMLUNG

BEGGS

BENSON

EDW ARD S. BILZERIAN

St. Louis (1951). He served on the
Committee on Chapter Operations,
1973 -75. He is Corporate Assistant
Controller, Laclede Steel Co., St. Louis,
Mo.

Worcester Area (1960). He served on
the Committee on Publications, 197475. He is Divisional Controller, Bay
State Abrasives, Dresser Industries, Inc.,
Westborough, Mass.
IF
Z_

GILBERT B. BENSON, JR.
Baltimore (1957). He served on the
Committee on Membership, 1974 -75.
He is a Partner, Wooden & Benson,
Baltimore, Md.
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EDW ARD W . BINSHADLER
'

BERESFORD

BILZERIAN

BINSHADLER

New York (1959). He was a Member of
the Committee on Chapter Development, 1974 -75. He is a Partner, Arthur
Young & Co., New York, N.Y.
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Nominees for Directors
FRED BRYEN
South Jersey (1965). He served on the
Co mmittee o n E duca tio n, 1974 -75. He
is Associate Professor, Camden Co l- _
leg e o f A r ts & Sciences, Rutgers U ni -

versity, Camden, N.J.
LLOYD J. BUCKWELL, JR.
Toledo (1963). He served on the Committee on Education, 1974 -75. He is a
Professor, Department of Quantitative
Analysis and Control, Bowling Green
State University, Bowling Green, Ohio.

BRYEN

BUCKWELL

i

Q
BURKE

Cincinnati (1965). He served on the
Committee on Socio- Economic Pro grams, 1974 -75. He is Controller, The
Ohmart Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio.

PATRICIA P. DOUGLAS

LAMAR BURKE
Augusta (1968). He was a member of
the Committee on Socio - Economic
Programs, 1973 -75. He is Plant Controller, Dymo Products Co., Dymo
Industries, A ugusta, Ga.

.

-"

CASTELLO

Western Montana (1970). She has been
a Mem ber of the Com mittee on Research, 1973 -75. She is Director, Continuing Education & Summer Programs,

COTTELEER

COLE

ALBERT P. CASTELLO
Reading (1961). He served on the

Center for Co nti nui ng Educatio n &
Summer P ro grams, University o f M o n -

tana, Missoula, Mont.
MARSHALL E. DUNN

_

Committee on Membership, 1974 -75.
He is Treas urer of Kooly Kupp, Inc.,
Pottstown, Pa.

Orange Count
Los Angeles {1948).
g
y
S
He served on the Committee on Public
} Relations, 1968 -69, and Committee on
Publications, 1974 -75, and as Vice

CHARLES R. COLE
San Antonio (1961). He se rved on the
Committee on Chapter Operations,
1974-75. He is Operations Manager,
Household Goods, Southern Moving

WILLIAM G. DORNA

a

Chairman, Registration Committee, for
the 1975 Annual Conference. He is a
Partner, Booth & Booth, CPAs, Ana -

COXSON

DEININGER

DEL RIO

helm, Calif.

& Storage Co., San Antonio, Tex.

HARVEY C. ECKERT

THOMAS F. COTTELEER

Central Pennsylvania (1968). He served
on the Committee on Chapter Development, 1972 -73. He is Assistant Con troller and Manager— Business Plan ning and Analysis, Standard Steel Div.,
Titanium Metals Corporation of Am erica, Burnham, Pa.

Committee on Membership, 1973 -75.
He is Vice President, Amer -Cal Office
Services, Inc., Arlington Heights, III.

'

RICHARD G. COXSON
Long Beach (1960). He was a Member
of the Committee on Socio- Economic

DORNA

Programs, 1973 -75. He is Corporate
Controller, Daylin, Inc., Los Angeles,
Calif.

DOUGLAS

`n

Member of the Research Committee,
1974 -75. He holds the Certificate in
Management Accounting. He is a Professor, College of Business Administra-

r

CALVIN

tion, University of South Carolina, Co(umbia, S. C.

Philadelphia (1961). He was a Member

of the Committee on Public Relations,
1974 -75; and served as President, Mid Atlantic Council, 1974 -75. He is a
Partner, Management Services, Main
Lafrentz & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

BARBARA A. ELKINS
DUNN

ECKERT

EDWARDS

CARLOS A. DEL RIO
North Alabama; Mobile- Pensacola
(1957). He served on the Committee
of Socio- Economic Programs, 1974 -75,
and on the Committee on International Chapters, 1972 -73; Committee
on Chapter Operations, 1971 -72. He is
Senior Economic Evaluations Analyst,
Textiles, Monsanto Co., Decatur, Ala.
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JAMES B. EDWARDS
Columbia; Nashville (1965). He was a

South Central Indiana (1966). She
served on the Committee on Chapter
Operations, 1974 -75. She is Information Systems Analyst, Financial Services, Cummins Engine Co., Inc., Columbus, Ind.
E. EUGENE ENGLE

`
ELKINS

ENGLE

Calumet; Rockford (1963). He was a
Member of the Committee on Chapter
Operations, 1973 -75. He is Head, Department of Administrative Sciences,
Purdue University, Hammond, Ind.
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Mass. Route 128; Boston (1948). He
served three terms on the Committee
on Socio- Economic Programs, 1970 -72,
and 1974 -75. He is Controller, Massachusetts Turnpike Authority, Boston,
Mass.
mittee on Membership, 1973 -75. He is
Principal, Thomas F. Hart, CPA, Buffalo,
N.Y.

HART

HARMON

HEATH

JOHN HEATH, JR.

LOUIS C. JURGENSEN

PHOTO
NOT
AVAILABLE

.a

Southwest Los Angeles; Los Angeles
(1958). He was a Member of the Committee on Chapter Development,
1973 -75. He is Vice President -Standards, Marshall & Stevens, Inc., Los
Angeles, Calif.
JURGENSEN

KELLER

Florida West Central; Lehigh Valley
(1948). He served on the Committee
on Publications, 1974 -75. He is a Professor and Chairman, Accounting Department, College of Business Administration, University of South Florida,
Tampa, Fla.
KING
KICK

San Diego (1963). He was Chairman,
Southern California Area Council,
1972 -73, and a Member, Committee
on Membership, 1974 -75. He is Administrative Systems Manager, Cubic
Corp., San Diego, Calif.

T

Oklahoma City (1962). He served on
the Committee on Publications, 197475. He is Vice President and Treasurer,
CMI Corp., Oklahoma City, Okla.

DELNO V. PETERSON
W ichita (1960). He was a Member of
the Committee on Public Relations,
1974 -75. He is a Certified Public Accountant, W ichita, Kans.

LEWIS

served on the Com mittee on Chapter
Operations, 1974 -75. He is Controller,
Data Entry Div., NCR Corp., Ithaca,
N. Y.

EARL J. POTTER
Westchester; Detroit (1950). He was a
Member of the Committee on Publications, 1973 -75. He is a Partner, Ernst &
Ernst, White Plains, N. Y.

ALFRED M . KING
Racine- Kenosha (1964). He served on
the Committee on Education, 1972 -73;
Committee on Research, 1973 -75, and
on a MAP Subcommittee, 1974 -75.
Holder of the Certificate in Management Accounting, he is Vice President
- Finance, American Appraisal Associates, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.

Charlotte Blue; Baltimore (1962). He
served on the Committee on Publications, 1974 -75. He is a Partner, Ernst &
Ernst, Charlotte, N. C.

Peninsula -Palo Alto (1965). He served
as a Member of the Committee on
PHOTO
Public Relations, 1972 -74, and of the
NOT
Committee on Chapter Development,
AVAILABLE
1974 -75. He is Finance Manager,
Hewlett- Packard Laboratories, Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto, Calif.
L E M O N J GEORGE E. PEEK

KEN L. KENW ORTHY

THOMAS E. KICK
Ithaca - Cortland: Rochester (1955). He

G. W ILSON MILLER

LEO C. OLSEN

LEONARD E. KELLER
Evansville (1964). He served on the
Committee on Public Relations, 197475. He is a Budget Accountant, Evansvitte Division W hirlpool-Corp., Evansville, Ind.

KENWORTHY

CARROL R. MILLER
Mid- Florida (1963). He served on the
Committee on Membership, 1973 -75.
He is Financial Administrator, Orlando
Div., Martin Marietta Aerospace Corp.,
Orlando, Fla.

W ILLIAM J. RUSSELL, JR.
OLSEN

PEEK

PETERSON

Mobile (1967). He served as a Member of the Committee on Chapter
Operations, 1974 -75. He is a Senior Accountant, Southern Kraft Div., International Paper Co., Mobile, Ala.

JAMES D . LEMON
Scottsdale Area; Phoenix (1964). He
was a Member, Committee on Public
Relations, 1971 -73, and the Committee
on Chapter Development, 1974 -75. He
has his own accounting service in
Phoenix, Ariz.
72

ZAD OK B. ST. JOHN

POTTER

RUSSELL

El
ST. JOHN

Ann Arbor (1962). He served on the
Committee on Membership, 1973 -74,
and 1974 -75. He is a Partner, Velker,
St. John & Raham, CPAs, Ann Arbor,
Mich.
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Nominees for Directors
KAREN L. SCHMITZ

WILLIAM R. TAYLOR

Raleigh - Durham Area (1968). She
served on the Com mittee on Chapter
Operations, 1973 -75, and the Committee on Chapter Development,
1973-75. She is Revenues Manager,
General Office — Revenue Requirements, General Telephone Company
of the Southeast, Durham, N. C.

-

Chattanooga (1957). He served on the
Committee on Socio- Economic Pro grams, 1974 -75. He is Chief Accountant, Ross - Meehan Foundries, Chattanooga, Tenn.

SCHMITZ

SHULTIS

SMITH

ROBERT L. SHULTIS

RICHARD J. THO MAS
Lima; Dayton (1949). He served on the

Committee on Publications, 1974 -75.
He is Corporate Controller, Van Dresser Corp., Norwalk, Ohio.

Morristown (1956). He served on the
Committee on Publications, 1972 -73,
and 1973 -74. He is Vice President and :

,

Corporate Controller, Technicon Corp.,
Tarrytown, N.Y.

f,
r

ROLL1N W. TINSLEY

...r

Williamsport (1955). He served as a
Member, Committee on Public Rela-

JIM A. SMITH
Austin Area (1968). He served as a

tions, 1974 -75. He is Accounting Man Paer, Jet Aircraft, TRW, Inc., Danville,

M em be r, Co m mit tee o n Publicatio ns,

SPULLER

TAYLOR

THOMAS

1972 -73; Committee on Operations,

ROBERT W. VERNON

1973 -75; an d MAP's Sub com mittee o n
Responses to Cost Accounting Standards Board, 1973 -75. He is Vice Presi dent— Finance and Treasurer, Tracor,
Inc., Austin, Texas.

Orange Coast California; Orange
County (1962). He served on the Gommittee on Chapter Operations, 197274, and the Committee on Publications, 1974 -75. He is a Partner, Ernst &

%
1- °+`
^-

EARL E. SPULLER
Niagara (1960). He served as Chairman,
Up s t a t e N e w York Are a C o unc il ,
1974 -75. He is Senior A cco unta nt,
Co ated
Abrasives,
Ca rb o rundum
Corp., Niaga ra Fa lls , N. Y.

i

Ernst, Santa Ana, Calif.

WILLIAM H. WHITTAKER
TINSLEY

VERNON

WHITTAKER

B i ngha mt o n (1969). He s e r v e d o n t he
Co m mit tee o n Socio- Economic Pro grams, 1974 -75. He i s A ud i t M anager,
C o o p e r s & Ly br a nd, B ingha mt o n, N . Y .

Nominees for
NAA Nominating Committee
to Report in 1976
Chairman —A. P. BARTHOLOMEW , JR., New York
ROBERT G. CHAPMAN, Los Angeles

JAMES J. CORBOY, Dallas
BRUCE L. DAVIS, JR., Miami
MICHAEL P. GRANIERI, Akron
JULIAN G. HOFFMAN, St. Louis
THEODORE G. LIES, Philadelphia
CARLYLE O. LIVINGSTON, Columbus

WILLIAM F. NICHOLS, Peninsula -Palo Alto
THOMAS J. O'REILLY, Pittsburgh
VINCENT A. PIUCCI, Worcester Area
JOHN A. RITZENTHALER, Rochester
JAMES E. TAYLOR, Memphis
J. G. UNDERWOOD, Harrisburg Area
ROBERT L. WOOLHEATER, Palos Verdes - Torrance

Honorary Member — ROBERT BEYER, Colorado Springs - Pueblo
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AT SOME OF THE SUBJECTS THEY'RE
GOING TO TALK ABOUT AT ANAHEIM:
■ ME CH AN IC S O F PR IC E -L EV E L FINA NC IA L
STATEMENTS

■ BUSINESS AND EDUCATION— W E NEED
EACH OTHER

■ W HAT THE S TOCKHO LDER W ANTS A ND IS
ENTITL ED TO FROM CORP ORATE
MA NA GE ME NT

■ FINA NC IA L AC CO U NTIN G STAN DA RD S
AND BUSINESS DECISIONS— A VITAL
PARTNERSHIP

IN ECONOMICS OF GLOBAL COMPUTER
NETW ORKS

■ PE OPL E MA KE THE PRO FIT DIF FERE NCE

■ CA RE ER A DV AN CE ME NT THR OU GH B ETTE R
MANA GEM ENT OF YO UR U NIQ UE STR ENG THS
AND PERSONAL STYLE— A W ORKSHOP
■ TH E E F F EC T O F IN F LA TIO N O N F IN A N C IA L
STATEMENTS AND BUSINESS DECISIONS
■ THE F ED ER AL BU DG ET, THE E CO NO MY
A N D IN F L A TIO N

■ C OM PUTER O UTP UT M ICR OF IL MIN G— A
PRO FIT IMPR OV EME NT TO OL
■ P EO PLE IN THE MO TION PICTURE INDU STRY
■ L IQ U ID ITY C O N S ID E RA TIO N S IN
MANAGEMENT DECISIONS AND CASH FLOW
IMPROVE MENT TECHNIQ UES IN
TODAY'S ECONOMY

AND LOOK AT SOME OF THE SPEAKERS:
• T HO MA S A . MUR P HY, C hairm an and C hie f Exe c utive O f fic e r,
General Moto rs Corp.

• K A T HL E E N F R E E MA N, star o f m o tio n p ic ture s , s tag e
and televis ion

• MA R S HA L L S . A R MS T R O NG , C hairm an, F inanc ial
Acc ounting S tandard s B oard

• DR . G EO R GE F E ENE Y, V ice P res ide nt, G ene ral
Ele ctric Co.

• E L MER B . S T A A TS , C om p trolle r G e ne ral o f the
United States

• T R UE T T A I R HA R T , E xe c utive V ic e P re s id e nt,
Zytro n C o rp .

• DR . W I LL IA M S . B ANO W S K Y, P res ide nt, P e pp erd ine
University
• LE W I S D . GI LB ER T , we ll -kno wn s toc khold er and e c onom is t
• JA ME S J . BR IC E, V ice C hairm an, A rthur A nd erse n
& C om p any

• C A T HR I NA B A UB Y, P res id e nt, I nte rp e rs o nal C o m munic atio ns
• S T U A R T A T K I NS an d A L L A N K A T C H E R , A tki ns Katcher A ssociates
• P A UL YNE G O L D E N, C ontro lle r, S c re e n A c to rs G uild
*A L B E R T A . K O C H. P artne r. E rns t & E rns t

"TOP PEOPLE AND TIMELY T OPICS FOR T HESE T OUGH T IMES"

DON'T W AIT
ANY LO NG ER

If

hav e m is p lac e d
yo ur R e g is tratio n

you

and Ho te l F o rm s , write
fo r ano ther o r c all

SIGN UP TODAY!

(212) 759 -3444

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ACCOUNTANTS / 919 THIRD AVENUE i NEW YORK, N.Y, 10022

Management Accounting Examination

Examination for the Certificate in Management Accounting Program given by the Institute of Management Accounting (570 City Center Building, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108), of the National Association
of Accountants (919 Third Avenue, New York, New York 10022).

Examination for Part 4
Periodic Reporting for
Internal and External Purposes
Friday, December 6, 1974; 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 n.
Estimated Time

Section A (All Questions are Required)
Number

............

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Number

............

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '/3

Number

..........

hour
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . % hour

Number

..........

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . % hour

. . . . . . .

. . . . . '/2

hour

Section B (Choose One of the Two Questions)
N u m b e r 5 o r N u m b e r 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 hour
T/2

hours

The time allowance suggested approximates the relative weight assigned each question.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES
1. Place your candidate number at the top of each answer
sheet you submit. Begin each question on a new sheet
of paper. Arrange your answers in the numerical order
of the problems. Number all pages in order. The answer
sheet provided for objective questions is to be considered page 1.

2. Calculations made to support your answers to problem
and analysis questions should be legible and clearly
referenced to your answers.
3. Answers to questions should be well written. Illegible
writing and lack of clear exposition will influence the
evaluation of the examiners.

FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS MAY RESULT IN FAILURE OF WHAT OTHERWISE
MIGHT HAVE BEEN PASSING WORK.
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SECTION A
All questions are required

Plastic

1.0 lbs.
0.3 hrs.

@

Production Labor

@

0.2 lbs.

@

Aluminum

$0.40 per lb,

$0.08

$0.38 per Ib.

0.38

$4.00 per hr.

1.20

Overhead (calculated using 30,000 production
labor hours as normal capacity)
Variable

0.3 hrs.

Fixed

0.3 hrs.

@

$1.60 per hr.

0.48

$1.20 per hr,

0.36

Total $2.50

Sample Item:

Answer Sheet

Aluminum

The Following Data Apply to Items 1 -10.
The Organet Stamping Company manufactures a variety of
products made of plastic and aluminum components. During
the winter months substantially all of the production capacity
is devoted to the production of lawn sprinklers for the following spring and summer season. Other products are manufactured during the remainder of the year. Because a variety of
products are manufactured throughout the year, factory volume is measured by production labor hours rather than units
of product.
Production and sales volume have grown steadily for the
past several years as can be seen from the following schedule
of standard production labor content of annual output:

$0.40 per lb.

760

6000 lbs.
35001bs.

@

Regular Grade
Low Grade"

@

Plastic —
$0.38 per lb.

2,280

$0.38 per lb.

1,330

$4.00 per hr.

9,200

$6.00 per hr.

2,400

Production Labor
Straight time

101. a.:::::::::: b.:::: :::::: c .:: :::: :::: d.:::: ::::.. e.

1900 lbs.

@

Materials Requisitioned for Production

Overtime
Overhead

2300 hrs.
400 hrs,

@

a. property taxes
b. the corporate president's salary
c. the controller's salary
d. interest charges
e, cost of material in a unit of product

During February 1974, 8,500 good sprinklers were manufactured. The following costs were incurred and charged to
production:

@

101. Which of the following costs is the best example of a
variable cost?

$

INSTRUCTIONS: Select the BEST answer for each of the
items below. Your answer is to be marked on the answer
sheet provided. Mark your answer by blackening the appropriate answer space with a soft lead pencil. Mark ONLY ONE
ANSWER for each item. Your grade will be determined by the
total of your correct answers.

Direct Materials

@

QUESTION NUMBER 1—Estimated time '/2 hour

Variable

5,200

Fixed

3,100
Costs Charged to Production $24,270

Material price variations are not charged to production but
to a material price variation account at the time the invoice is
entered. All materials are carried in inventory at standard
prices. Material purchases for February were:
Aluminum

1800 lbs.

@ $0.48 per lb.

Plastic —
Regular Grade
Low Grade"

30001bs.
60001bs.

@ $0.50
@ $0.29

$

864
1,500
1,740

'Due to plastic shortages, the company was forced to
purchase lower grade plastic than called for in the standards.
This increased the number of sprinklers rejected on in-

1973

32,000 hours

spection.

1972

30,000 hours

1971

27,000 hours

Every item below is related to the above facts and should
be answered on the basis of those facts.

1970

28,000 hours

1969

26,000 hours

The company has developed standard costs for its several
products. Standard costs for each year are set in the preceding
October. The standard cost of a sprinkler for 1974 was $2.50,
computed as follows:

76

1, The total variation from standard cost of the costs
charged to production for February 1974 is
a. $3,080 unfavorable.
b. $3,020 unfavorable.
c. $3,140 favorable.
d. $3,020 favorable.
e. some other amount than those enumerated above

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /MAY 1975
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SUN COMPANY
Forecasts of Operating Results

$

...
56,000
13,400
26,800
40,200
15,800

$

Sales
Cost of Sales at Standard
Gross Margin at Standard
Over- (Under -) Absorbed Fixed
Manufacturing Overhead
Actual Gross Margin
Selling Expenses
Administrative Expenses
Total Operating Expenses
Earnings before Tax

Forecasts as of
1/1/74
11/30/74
$268,000
$294,800
212,000 "
233,200
56,000
61,600

$

8. If a variable standard costing system had been used, the
variable overhead budget variation would have been
a. $1,120 unfavorable.
b. $1,220 unfavorable.
c, $1,160 unfavorable.
d. $1,280 unfavorable.
e. none of the above.

Sun Company, a wholly owned subsidiary of Guardian,
Inc., produces and sells three main product lines. The company employs a standard cost accounting system for record
keeping purposes.
At the beginning of 1974, the president of Sun Company
presented the budget to the parent company and accepted a
commitment to contribute $15,800 to Guardian's consolidated
profit in 1974. The president has been confident that the
year's profit would exceed budget target, since the monthly
sales reports that he has been receiving have shown that sales
for the year will exceed budget by 10 percent. The president
is both disturbed and confused when the controller presents an
adjusted forecast as of November 30, 1974 indicating that
profit will be 11 percent under budget. The two forecasts are
presented below:

$

7. The total variation from standard cost of the costs
charged to production if variable standard costing had been
used rather than absorption costing is
a. $3,160 unfavorable.
b. $2,980 unfavorable.
c. $6,080 unfavorable.
d. $1,860 unfavorable.
e. not listed above.

hour

$

6. The manufacturing overhead volume variation is
a. the result of inadequate cost control effort.
b. the result of sales volume exceeding production volume.
c. the result of actual production hours exceeding standard
production hours of output.
d. the result of the over - application of fixed cost to output.
e. not the result of any of the reasons enumerated above.

'/2

$

5. The labor rate (price) variation is
a. $0.
b. $600 unfavorable.
c. $800 unfavorable.
d. $1,400 unfavorable,
e. $2,400 unfavorable.

QUESTION NUMBER 2- Estimated time

$

4. The labor efficiency (quantity) variation is the difference
between standard labor hours of output and
a. 2,300 hours.
b. 2,700 hours.
c. 2,900 hours.
d. 2,500 hours.
e. some other amount not enumerated above.

10. The standard cost system employed by Organet Stamping Company has as its primary benefit
a. cost reduction.
b. cost control,
c. inventory valuation.
d. simplification of bookkeeping.
e. ease of income tax computation.

$

c. zero.
d, not calculable from the problem.
e. not listed above.

$

3. The spending or budget variation for the fixed portion of
the overhead costs is
a. $100 unfavorable.
b. $60 favorable.

9. The variations of material prices from standard would
a. best be reported as materials price variation -$36 favorable.
b. best be reported as materials price variations - aluminum,
$144 unfavorable; plastic, $180 favorable.
c. best be reported as materials price variation - aluminum,
$144 unfavorable; plastic, $360 unfavorable; material
substitution, $540 favorable.
d. best be reported as materials price variation - aluminum,
$144 unfavorable; plastic, $360 unfavorable; price difference due to plastic substitution not reported.
e. not be reported because material prices are uncontrollable.

$

2. The standard material quantities already include an
allowance for acceptable material scrap loss. In this situation
the material use variations would most likely be caused by
a. defective aluminum.
b. improper processing by labor.
c. inadequate allowance for scrap loss.
d. substitute plastic.
e. none of the reasons enumerated above.

<6,000>
55,600
14,740
26,800
41,540
14,060

'Includes fixed manufacturing overhead of $30,000
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There have been no sales price changes or product mix
shifts since the 1/1/74 forecast. The only cost variance on the
income statement is the underabsorbed manufacturing overhead. This arose because the company produced only 16,000

Scent Company
Statement of Operations for
South Atlantic Region
For the Year Ended September 30, 1974

standard machine hours (budgeted machine hours were 20,000)
Net Sales
Costs and Expenses:

Company's finished goods inventory was large enough to fill

Advertising Fees

all sales orders received.

Bad Debt Expense

$900,000

$

during 1974 as a result of a shortage of raw materials while its
principal supplier was closed by a strike. Fortunately Sun

54,700
3,600
460,000

Cost of Sales
Freight -Out

22,600

Insurance
Salaries and Employee Benefits

10,000
81,600

Sales Commissions

36,000

Supplies

12,000

B.
What plan, if any, could Sun Company adopt during
December to improve their reported profit at year end?

Travel and Entertainment

14,100

Wages and Employee Benefits

36,000

Explain your answer.

Warehouse Depreciation

Required:
A.

Analyze and explain why the profit has declined in

spite of increased sales and good control over costs.

Warehouse Operating Costs
C.

Illustrate and explain how Sun Company could adopt

an alternative internal cost reporting procedure which would

8,000
15,000

Total Costs and Expenses

753,600
$146,400

Territory Contribution

avoid the confusing effect of the present procedure.
D.

Would the alternative procedure described in Part C

be acceptable to Guardian, Inc. for financial reporting purposes? Explain.
QUESTION NUMBER 3— Estimated time's hour
The Scent Company sells men's toiletries to retail stores
throughout the United States. For planning and control
purposes the Scent Company is organized into twelve geographic regions with two to six territories within each region.
One salesman is assigned to each territory and has exclusive
rights to all sales made in that territory. Merchandise is shipped
from the manufacturing plant to the twelve regional warehouses, and the sales in each territory are shipped from the
regional warehouse. National headquarters allocates a specific
amount at the beginning of the year for regional advertising.
The net sales for the Scent Company for the year ended
September 30, 1974 totaled $10 million. Costs incurred by
national headquarters for national administration, advertising
and warehousing are summarized as follows:
National administration

$250,000

National advertising

125,000

National warehousing

175,000
$550,000

The results of operations for the South Atlantic Region for
the year ended September 30, 1974 are presented below.
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The South Atlantic Region consists of two territories —
Green and Purple. The salaries and employee benefits consist
of the following items:
Regional vice president
Regional marketing manager
Regional warehouse manager
Salesmen (one for each territory with all
receiving the same salary base)
Employee benefits (20 percent)

$24,000
15,000
13,400
15,600
13,600
$81,600

The salesmen receive a base salary plus a 4 percent commission on all items sold in their territory. Bad debt expense
has averaged 0.4 percent of net sales in the past. Travel and
entertainment costs are incurred by the salesmen calling upon
their customers. Freight -out is a function of the quantity of
goods shipped and the distance shipped. Thirty percent of the
insurance is expended for protection of the inventory while it
is in the regional warehouse, and the remainder is incurred for
the protection of the warehouse. Supplies are used in the ware house for packing the merchandise that is shipped. Wages relate
to the hourly paid employees who fill orders in the warehouse.
The warehouse operating costs account contains such costs as
heat, light, and maintenance.
The following cost analyses and statistics by territory for
the current year are representative of past experience and are
representative of expected future operations.
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Total
$900,000

Cost of Sales

$184,000

$276,000

$460,000

21,800

32,900
7,800

54,700

9,000

$

$

6,300

13,600

$

$

$

&

Travel Entertainment
Freight -Out

$

$

Advertising Fees

14,100
22,600

Units Sold

150,000
210,000

350,000
390,000

500,000

Pounds Shipped

21,600

38,400

60,000

Salesmen Miles Traveled

600,000

The paper has experienced profitable operations as can be
seen from the Income Statement for the Year Ended September
30, 1974 (000 omitted):
Revenue
Newspaper Sales

$2,200

Advertising Sales

1,800

Personnel Costs
Commissions
Carriers

Required
A.
The top management of Scent Company wants the
regional vice presidents to present their operating data in a
more meaningful manner. Therefore, management has requested the regions separate their operating costs into the
fixed and variable components of order - getting, order - filling
and administration. The data are to be presented in the
following format:
Territory Costs
Green
Purple

Regional
Costs

Total
Costs

Order- Getting
Order - Filling
Administration

B.
Suppose the top management of Scent Company is
considering splitting the Purple Territory into two separate
territories (Red and Blue). From the data that has been
presented, identify what data would be relevant to this decision (either for or against) and indicate what other data you
would collect to aid top management in its decision.
C.
If Scent Company keeps its records in accordance
with the classification required in Part A, can standards and
flexible budgets be employed by the company in planning and
controlling marketing costs? Give reasons for your answer.
QUESTION NUMBER 4- Estimated time % hour
The Metropolitan News, a daily newspaper, services a community of 100,000. The paper has a circulation of 40,000,
with 32,000 copies delivered directly to subscribers. The rate
schedule for the paper is:

Single issue price
Weekly subscription
(Includes daily and Sunday)
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292

Sales

73

Advertising

48

Salaries
Administration

250

Advertising

100

Equipment Operators
Newsroom

500
400

Employee Benefits
Newsprint
Other Supplies

195

Daily
$0.15

Sunday
$0.30
$1.00

$1,858
834
417
25

Repairs
Depreciation
Property Taxes

Using management's suggested format, prepare a schedule
which presents the costs for the region by territory with the
costs separated into variable and fixed categories by order getting, order - filling, and administrative functions.

$4,000

Costs and Expenses

$

Purple
$600,000

$

Green
$300,000

$

Sales

180
120
80

Building Rental
Automobile Leases

10
90

Other
Total Costs and Expenses

$3,614

Income Before Income Taxes

$ 386

Income Taxes

154

Net Income

$ 232

The Sunday edition usually has twice as many pages as the
daily editions. Analysis of direct edition variable costs for
1973 -74 is shown in the schedule below.

Paper
Other Supplies
Carrier and Sales Commissions

Cost per Issue
Daily
Sunday
$0.050
$0.100
0.025
0.025

0.050
0.025

$0.100

0.175

Several changes in operations are scheduled for the next
year, in addition to the need to recognize increasing costs.
1. The building lease expired on September 30, 1974 and
has been renewed with a change in the rental fee provisions
from a straight fee to a fixed fee of $60,000 plus 1 percent of
newspaper sales.
2. The advertising department will eliminate the payment
of a 4 percent advertising commission on contracts sold by its
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employees. An average of two - thirds of the advertising has
been sold on a contract basis in the past. The salaries of the
four who solicited advertising will be raised from $7,500 each
to $14,000 each.

6. Advertising revenue is estimated at $1,890,000 with
$1,260,000 from employee solicited contracts.

3. Automobiles will no longer be leased. Employees whose
jobs require automobiles will use their own and be reimbursed
at $0.15 per mile. The leased cars were driven 80,000 miles in
1973 -74, and it is estimated that the employees will drive some
84,000 miles next year on company business.

A.
Prepare a projected income statement for the Metropolitan News for the 1974 -75 fiscal year using a format which

4. Cost increases estimated for next year:
a. Newsprint $0.01 per daily issue and $0.02 for the
Sunday paper
b. Salaries:
(1) Equipment operators
8%
(2) Other employees
6%
c. Employee benefits (From 15% of
5%
personnel costs excluding carrier and
sales commissions to 20%)
5. Circulation increases of 5 percent in newstand and home
delivery are anticipated.
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Required:

shows the total variable costs and total fixed costs for the
newspaper (round calculations to the nearest thousand dollars).
B.
The management of Metropolitan News is contemplating one additional proposal for the 1974 -75 fiscal year —
raising the rates for its newspaper to the following amounts:
Daily
$0.20

Single issue price
Weekly subscription
(includes daily and Sunday)

Sunday
$0.40
$1.25

It is estimated that the newspaper's circulation would decline to 90 percent of the currently anticipated 1974 -75 level
for both newsstand and home delivery sales if this change is
initiated. Calculate the effect on the projected 1974.75 income if this proposed rate change is implemented-
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SECTION B
Answer only one question from Questions 5 and 6.
If both are answered, only the first will be counted.
QUESTION NUMBER 5 (An Alternate to Question Number
6)— Estimated time 1 hour

Income Statement
For the Year Ended December 31
(unaudited)

Playtoy Co. manufactures and sells children's plastic toys.
The company has experienced continued growth over the past
three years and has forecast sales of $3 million for 1974. Playtoy applied to Anderson State Bank for a short -term loan of
$50,000 to cover expanding working capital needs. This is the
first loan application Anderson State Bank has ever received
from Playtoy, and the bank is anxious to develop a lasting
relationship.
The following financial and other information has been
supplied by Playtoy at the bank's request or developed by
bank personnel.

(000 omitted)
Net Sales
Cost of Goods Sold
Gross Margin
Advertising

$ 155

25
70

28

Insurance
Lease Payment

35

Taxes (non- income)
Total Operating Expenses
Earnings before Income Taxes
Income Taxes

1973

Net Income

Current Assets
$

Inventories
Prepaid Items
Total Current Assets
Investments (Cost)
Property, Plant and Equipment (Net)
Total Assets
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$

20

185
13

190

25

25

42
$ 540
$ 210

40
$ 560
$ 140

105
$ 105

$

8

70
70

60

365

20
600
475

40
$1,030

45
$1,200

80

80

590
$1,700

520
$1,800

$

$

520

70
36
8

Supplies

(000 omitted)

Marketable Securities (Cost)
Accounts Receivable (Net)

2,100
S 700

$ 145

Interest

Cash

1,750
$ 750

Bad Debts Estimate
Depreciation

Salaries

1972

1973
$2,800

Operating Expenses:

Playtoy Co.
Statement of Financial Position
December 31
(unaudited)

Assets

1972
$2,500

Equities

Other data:
1. Accounts Receivable. Sales are highly seasonal, with most
sales occurring in the summer and fall for the upcoming
Christmas season. Playtoy allows many customers to wait until January or February to settle their accounts (a common
practice in the industry.)
The allowance for uncollectible accounts had a balance of
$30,000 on December 31, 1972 and $40,000 on December
31, 1973.
The aged accounts receivable balance on December 31,
1973 is shown below:

Current Liabilities
Notes Payable - Trade

90

80

Notes Payable - Officers

100

100

Accounts Payable

190

280

50
$ 430

40
$ 500

420
$ 850

400
$ 900

61.120
121.180

850
$1,700

900
$1,800

Over 181

Accrued Expenses and Taxes
Total Current Liabilities
Long -term Debt, 7%
Total Liabilities
Stockholders' Equity
Total Equities
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Days Past
Due
Not due
1.60

Amount
$340,000
120,000
40,000
7 0, 000
7 0, 000

I ndustry
Collection
Experience
99% collected
97% collected
90% collected
80% collected
50% collected

$640,000
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2- Inventory.
Raw Materials (LI FO)
Work in Process (FIFO)
Finished Goods (FIFO)

1972
$100,000

1973
$100,000

50,000
215,000

300,000
75,000

The raw materials consist primarily of plastic. Plastic prices
rose approximately 10 percent in 1972 and by the same
amount in 1973. Playtoy began its LIFO program on January
1, 1972.
3. Employment Contract. The company president has a
five -year contract at $45,000 per year with three years remaining.
4. Insurance. The company has purchased ordinary life
insurance on its key officers. The policies have accrued a total
of $5,000 cash surrender value.
5, Marketable Securities. The marketable securities were
worth $21,000 at December 31, 1973.
6. Investments. The investments of $80,000 consist of
800 shares of Fisher Co. which is owned in part by several
of Playtoy's Board of Directors. Fisher Co, discontinued one of
its major products as a result of a legal suit concerning product
safety standards. The stock declined to $60 per share following this action.
7. Property, Plant and Equipment. The company uses the
same depreciation methods for book and tax purposes. The
straight line method is used on the plant and the double declining balance method is used on all equipment.
a. A purchase agreement for a parcel of land was signed in
September of 1973. Payment was to be made on January
10, 1974. The check for $10,000 was written on December 27, 1973 and delivered to the seller. The transaction
was not recorded in December.
b. In January 1973 a non - cancellable lease for equipment
was signed by Playtoy. The lease calls for Playtoy to
make annual payments of $8,000 for five years. The
equipment can be purchased at the end of the lease for
$10,000. The purchase price of the equipment was
$40,000. The present value of the lease payments and
the option price at the date the lease was signed was
$40,000 (using a 10 percent rate), and the present value
of the remaining lease payments and option price on
December 31, 1973 is $35,000.

Required:
A.

Calculate the following ratios using the financial state-

ments as presented:
1. Return on total assets
2. Acid test ratio
3. Average collection period for receivables
4- Inventory turnover
5. Times interest earned
B.

Revise the Statement of Financial Position for De-

cember 31, 1973 to make it more useful for the bank's needs.
C.

Prepare an estimated Cash Flow Statement for the

year ending December 31, 1973.
QUESTION NUMBER 6 (An Alternate to Question Number
5)— Estimated time 1 hour
Weston Company manufactures and sells outdoor sporting
and athletic goods. The company is well known throughout
the Midwest for its quality products and aggressive sales organization. Power boats and related equipment have been one of
Weston's stronger lines the past five years. Weston officials
have noticed a hesitancy by consumers to purchase power boats
in the last 18 months. Market statistics have shown that this is
a nationwide occurrence.
While power boat sales have been declining, sailboat sales
have been increasing nationally. Weston has been considering
adding sailboats to its line by purchasing an existing sailboat
company through an exchange of stock. One company under
consideration is Sail -Vu Company.
Sail -Vu Company's manufacturing plant is located in
Michigan. The company's sales have grown 30 percent since
1971. Because there are many lakes in Michigan, sailing has
become a popular means of recreation. In fact, sailboat sales
have been increasing in Michigan for many years, as evidenced
by the following state -wide sales figures for the past three
years:
1971

$3,775,000

1972

4,530,000

1973

5,436,000

8. Notes Payable - Officers. The officers loaned the company $100,000 early in 1971. The notes have been renewed
each year, and it is expected they will be renewed annually for
the next three years. The notes are subordinated to other
notes outstanding.

market outside the state. The company's boats have earned a
reputation among sailors in the area for their high quality.
Sail -Vu Company was organized in 1967 when 40,000

9. Dividends. The company paid dividends of $20,000 to
its stockholders during 1973.

40 percent owned by individuals in the surrounding com-
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Sail -Vu is well known in Michigan but has virtually no

shares of common stock were sold for $100,000. Sixty percent
of the stock is owned by the organizers, with the remaining
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munity. Several of the organizers hold executive positions
within the firm, but the key officers are the production and
finance vice presidents who had held positions in another
similar firm before they were hired by Sail -Vu. The president
and treasurer positions are essentially honorary positions
filled by the two primary organizers of Sail -Vu. Recent
financial statements and selected ratios of Sail -Vu Company
are as follows:

After experiencing a couple of poor years, Sail -Vu's sales
have been increasing. The company increased prices 6 percent
in 1972 and 10 percent in 1973 to cover increased raw material
costs. The increase in production costs had been expected to
be considerably higher than the actual 5 percent increase
which did occur each year. The advertising budget for 1973
was $25,000 which was the second consecutive year that
advertising had been increased 10 percent. Included in the
operating expenses are the following officers' salaries (the
vice president of production's salary is included in cost of
goods sold):

Sail -Vu Company
Balance Sheet
As of December 31
(000 omitted)
1973

10

40

45
110
140

50

25
285
$510

25
265
$560

25
245
$590

25
225
$600

$150

80

130

50

90
45

20

200

200

200

7
$307

11
$341

16
$351

15
$330

65
138
$510

60

55

50

159
$560

184
$590

220
$600

-

-

Notes Payable Trade
Notes Payable Officers
Other Current Liabilities

25
$320

120
150
30
$350

Total Current Liabilities
Long -term Debt
Stockholders' Equity

$

Equities
Accounts Payable

20
$200

90
120
20
$270

$

Total Current Assets
Investments (at cost)
Fixed Assets (net)

70
100

$

Accounts Receivable (net)
Inventory
Other Current Assets

$

1972
$

1971

$

1970
$

Assets
Cash

75
40

Income Statement
For the Year Ended December 31
(000 omitted)
1971
Cost of Sales
Gross Margin

317
$136

350
$154

386
$197

94

104
50

125

$

25
25

$

21

$583

$

Net Income

$

Income Taxes

42
21

$

Operating Expenses
Income before Taxes

$

$453

1972
$504

1973

Sales

72
36
36

Ratio:
Return on sales before taxes
Return on sales after taxes
Pretax operation return on
total assets
Aftertax return on
stockholders' investment
Earnings per share
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9.3%

9.9%

4.6%
7.9%

5.0%
8.7%

12.3%
6.2%
12.1%

14.1% 14.6% 17.8%
$0.525 $0.625 $0.900

President
Treasurer
Vice President Sales
Vice President Finance

1971
$15,000
8,000
12,000
15,000
$50,000

1972

1973

$17,000

$22,000

11,500
14,000
17,500

18,000
20,000
20,000

$60,000

$80,000

The vice presidents of finance and production are the only
officers who were not among the organizers of the firm. The
company's labor force is unionized, but the relations with the
local union have been amicable for the past three years. No
dividends have been paid in the past four years.
Sail -Vu purchased the plant site in 1967 for 550,000- More
land than necessary was purchased in order to have adequate
facilities for expansion. The undeveloped land, which cost
$25,000, is recorded in the investment account; the value of
this property has appreciated 40 percent since acquisition. The
city released Sail -Vu from all real estate taxes for ten years in
order to encourage the firm to build its plant in the city.
The production plant is in excellent condition, and its book
value is representative of its current value although it would
cost about $275,000 to build the same facilities now. Sail -Vu
has purchased high quality equipment which had a cost of
$150,000 and has a book value of $30,000. The equipment
will operate three more years before any significant maintenance cost will be incurred. The equipment is valued at
$70,000 and would cost $180,000 to replace. The firm has
employed accelerated depreciation methods in depreciating
the equipment for book and tax purposes.
Included in the inventory are some hulls which were discontinued in 1970. This model of sailboat did not sell well due
to poor design. The aggregate cost of the hulls amounts to
$30,000.
The notes payable from officers represent one year renewable notes at 5 percent interest. When Sail -Vu was in a poor
cash position near the end of 1970, the president, treasurer,
and some of the other organizers on the board of directors
made loans to the company. Repayment of the loans was not
expected for several years, even though they were evidenced by
annual notes which have been renewed each year.
If Weston acquires Sail -Vu it expects the company to
operate essentially as it now operates except that the sales
function will be assumed by Weston's marketing department,
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and Sail -Vu's financial vice president will become its chief
operating officer.
If Weston Company does acquire Sail -Vu Company, Weston
will exchange its stock for Sail -Vu's stock and the notes pay-

financial statements of Sail -Vu revised to reflect Sail -Vu's
performance as if the changes in operations as proposed by
Weston had been implemented at the start of 1973. Prepare
the revised balance sheet and income statement to present to

able of the officers.

Weston management.

Required:

C.
What characteristics of Sail -Vu Company, exclusive of
acquisition price, make it attractive to Weston Company as a

A.
Prepare a brief report which analyzes the overall
performance of the management of Sail -Vu Company during

potential investment?

the past three years.

D.
What characteristics of Sail -Vu Company, exclusive of
acquisition price, make it unattractive to Weston Company as

B.

Weston management would like to see the 1973

a potential investment?

(END)
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QUESTION NUMBER 1
b
a
c
b

C. Sun Company could adopt direct costing. Under direct
costing, fixed manufacturing costs would be treated as
period costs and would not be assigned to production. Consequently, earnings would not be affected by production
volume but only by sales volume. Statements prepared on
a direct costing basis are illustrated below.

$6,000
1,340

7,340
1,740

B. The basic cause of the lower forecast of profits is low
production. If raw materials can be obtained, and if it is
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$200,200
14,740
$214,940
79,860

30,000
26,800
56,800
15,800

30,000
26,800
56,800
23,060

$

$182,000
13,400
$195,400
72,600

$

Sales
Variable costs
Manufacturing
Selling expenses
Total variable costs
Contribution margin
Fixed costs
Manufacturing
Administration
Total fixed costs
Earnings before taxes

Forecasts as of
1 / 1 / 7 4 11 /3 0 /7 4
$268,000 $294,800

$

$

$26,800
21,200
5,600

$

Increased sales
Increased cost of sales at standard
Increased gross margin at standard
Less:
Volume variance
Increased selling expenses
Decrease in earnings

Sun Company
Forecasts of Operating Results

$

A. Because Sun Company uses absorption costing, the net
income is influenced by both sales volume and production
volume. Sales volume was increased in the 11 /3 0/ 74
forecast, and at standard gross profit rates this would increase earnings before taxes by $5,600. However, during
this same period production volume was below the 1 / 1 /74
forecast, causing an unplanned volume variance of $6,000.
The volume variance and the increased selling expenses
(due to the 10- percent increase in sales) overshadowed the
added profits from sales as shown below:

$

QUESTION NUMBER 2

$

7.
8.
9.
10.

$

4. b
5. c
6. d

$

1. b
2. d
3. a

reasonable in light of expected future sales, Sun Company
could schedule heavy production which would reduce the
volume variance.

D. Direct costing would not be acceptable for financial
reporting purposes because generally accepted accounting
principles seem to require the allocation of some fixed
manufacturing costs to inventory.
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QUESTION NUMBER 3

Administrative
Fixed:
Salary
Employee benefits
Total administrative
Total costs

$
$
$

54,700
14,100
30,600
6,120
$105,520
$145,120

$460,000
22,600
12,000
36,000
3,000
$533,600

$24,000
4,800
$28,800

$

15,000
7,000
8,000
13,400
2,680
46,080
$579,680

$

$15,000
7,000
8,000
13,400
2,680
$46,080
$46,080

$

$
$
$
$

$15,000
3,000
$18,000
$18,000

$276,000
13,600
7,800
23,400
1,800
$322,600

- 0 $322,600

36,000
3,600
39,600

$

-0-

$211,000

$

$
$
$
$

$184,000
9,000
4,200
12,600
1,200
$211,000

32,900
7,800
7,800
1,560
50,060
76,460

$

Fixed:
Warehouse operating costs
Insurance (on warehouse)
Depreciation
Salary
Employee benefits
Total fixed
Total order - filling

21,800
6,300
7,800
1,560
37,460
50,660

24,000
2,400
26,400

$

&

Order - filling
Variable:
Cost of sales
Freight -out
Supplies*
Wages employment benefits*
Insurance (on inventory) **
Total variable

1,200
13,200

$

Fixed:
Advertising fees
Travel and entertainment
Salaries
Employee benefits
Total fixed
Total order - getting

12,000

$

Variable:
Sales commissions
Bad debt
Total variable

Total
Costs

Regional
Cost

$

Territory Costs
Purple
Green

A.
Order - getting

24,000
4,800
28,800

$753,600

* Allocated on basis of pounds shipped.
* * Allocated on basis of cost of goods sold dollars.
B. The data Scent Company should consider collecting to
aid in this decision would include a breakdown of present
sales and salesmen miles traveled of Purple Territory according to the proposed separate territories (i.e., Red and
Blue), a forecast of the sales potential of Red and Blue
Territories, and an estimate of increased costs arising from
the split. In addition, the current territorial data given in
the problem -sales volume, advertising fees, salesmen miles
traveled - provides evidence that the Purple Territory is
quite a bit larger than the Green Territory. The schedule
prepared in A would help confirm that the only increase
86

in cost from the territorial division is the salesmen's salaries
and fringe benefits.
C. Standards and flexible budgets can be used whenever
there is a measurable activity base. Standards and flexible
budgets can be used in conjunction with order - filling activities because there is a measurable activity base (units,
pounds shipped, pounds handled, etc.). It would be difficult to establish standards for order - getting activities because of the nature of the costs and the lack of a measurable activity base; however, a company can still establish
a budget for planning and controlling these costs.
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QUESTION NUMBER 4
Metropolitan News
Projected Income Statement
For the Year Ended September 30, 1975
000 omitted)
(

A.

Revenue:
Newspaper sales (2,200 X 1.05)
Advertising sales
Total revenue

$2,310
1,890
$4,200

384
1,051
438
23

(

$307
77

$

Variable costs:
Commissions:
Carriers (292 X 1.05)
Sales (73 X 1.05)
Newsprint 834 X 1.2 X 1.05)
Other supplies (417 X 1.05)
Building rental (2,310 X .01)
Total variable costs
Contribution margin

1,896
$2,304

$265

$

130
540
424
272 $1,631
25
180
120
60
13
90

$2,079
554
$2,633
2,310
323
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$

$

$

)

$

B. Change in revenue (000 omitted)
Revenue under proposed structure:
Weekly subscriptions (2,310 X .8 X .9 X 1.25)
Newsstand sales (2,310 X .2 X .9 X 1.333)
Total revenue under proposed structure
Revenue under present price structure:
Increased revenue
Changes in costs:
Building rental (323 X .01)
3
Carrier commissions (307 X .10)
(31)
Sales commissions (77 X .10)
(8)
Newsprint (1,051 X .10)
(105
Other supplies (438 X .10)
(44)
Net decreases in costs
Increase in net income before income taxes
Income taxes (40 %)
Increase in net income

2,119
185
74
111

$

(

—

+

Fixed costs:
Salaries:
Administration (250 X 1.06)
Advertising [(4 X 14) [100
(4 X 7.5)] X 1.061
Equipment operators 500 X 1.08)
Newsroom (400 X 1.06)
Employee benefits (1,359 X .2)
Repairs
Depreciation
Property taxes
Building rental
Automobile expenses (84,000 X .15)
Other
Total fixed costs
Net income before income taxes
Net taxes (40 %)
Net income

(185)
508
203
305
87

1. Return on total assets

60 + 2 0 + 600
500
1.36 : 1

3. Average collection period for receivables
Collection period =

365 days
Accounts receivable turnover

Accounts receivable turnover =

Turnover

=

Credit sales
Average accounts
receivable

2,800
520 + 6001
J
2

2,800
560

=

365
5

=

73 days

_

=

2,100
420

5. Times interest earned

_

70 +40 + 70
40
4.5 times

88

$400
100
27
527
935

872
$1,807

Days
Past Due

Receivable
Amount

Percent
Uncollectible

Uncollectible
Amount

not due
1 -60
61 -120
121 -180
over 180

$340,000
120,000
40,000
70,000
70,000

.01
.03
.10
.20
.50

3,400
3,600
4,000
14,000
35,000

Total
Balance per 12/31/73
Amount short

5 times

Net income before interest
and income taxes
Interest charges

408

'

2,100
4751
365

12
_

80
280
40
8

The allowance for uncollectible accounts was understated
by $20,000 as shown below:

4. Inventory turnover
Cost of goods sold
Average inventory

615
$1,807

Stockholder equity
Total equities

5 times
Collection period

+

Long term liabilities:
Long -term debt
Notes payable - officers
Lease obligations=
Total long -term liabilities
Total liabilities

1
_

Equities
Current liabilities:
Notes payable -trade
Accounts payable
Accrued expenses and taxes
Lease obligation (current portion) =
Total current liabilities

530
32

$

_

48
5

$

Monetary assets
Current liabilities

Non - current assets:
Investments (800 X 60)
Cash surrender value of life insurance
Property, plant equipment (net)
(5 2 0 + 1 0 )
Rights to leased equipment (net) 2
Total non - current assets
Total assets

$

2. Acid test ratio

$1,192

$

5.1%

21
580
75] 496
45

$

_

=

+

90
1,750

J

50

&

L

Assets
Current assets:
Cash (60
10)
Marketable securities (at market)
Accounts receivable (net)'
Inventories [(100 X 1.21) 300
Prepaid items
Total current assets
—

70+ (40-20
x1,700
1,800
2
+

Income tax adjusted net
income before interest
Average total assets

=

A.

Playtoy Company
Revised Balance Sheet
December 31, 1972
(000 omitted)

$

B.

QUESTION NUMBER 5

$60,000
40,000
$20,000

' The lease for equipment is non - cancellable and should be
treated as a purchase. The equipment should be recorded
at $40,000 (present value of lease payments and option to
purchase at date the lease was signed) . Depreciation on the
leased equipment would amount to $8,000 for 1974 (a
ten -year life and the double - declining- balance depreciation
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNT ING /MAY 1975
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B.

Sail -Vu Company
Revised Income Statement
For the Year Ended December 31, 1973
( 000 omitted)

Sales
Cost of sales
Gross margin
Operating expenses'
Net income before income taxes
Income taxes (50 %) (36 + 35)'
Net income

$583
386
$197
55
$142
71
71

Sail -Vu Company
Revised Balance Sheet
December 31, 1973
(000 omitted)
Assets
Current assets
Cash (50 70 35)
Accounts receivable
Inventory (150 30)
Other current assets
Investments (25 X 1.4)
Fixed assets
Land (25 X 1.4)
Building (net) (225 25 30)
Equipment (net) (revalued)
Total assets

$

—

Equities
Current liabilities
Accounts payable
Notes payable —trade
Other current liabilities
Long -term debt
Total liabilities
Stockholder equity'
Total equities

$
$

—

—

Supporting Calculations
'Sales and Collections on Accounts
Sales -1973
$2,800
Less: Increase in accounts receivable
Accounts receivable
balance -1972
$550
Less: Accounts written off in 1973
Allowance 12/31/72
$30
1973 Estimate
28
$58
Allowance 12/31/73
40
18
$532
Accounts receivable
balance -1973
640
108
$2,692
'Cost of Sales and Payments on Account
Cost of goods sold
$2,100
Add: Increase in inventories
$110
Decrease in notes
payable —trade
10
120
$2,220
Deduct: Increase in accounts
payable —trade
90
$2,130

A. The data given in the question indicate that Sail -Vu
has made progress in the past three years. All financial
measures have shown improvement; the current ratio, return on sales, return on assets and earnings per share have
all increased.
The progress primarily can be attributed to two aspects
of the operations —price increases and cost control. Prices
were increased in 1972 and in 1973; modest unit sales
growth (5 percent) was also achieved, but this was significantly below market potential (20 percent) despite
the increased advertising effort. If officers' salaries are
deducted, operating costs have declined since 1971, and
increases in cost of sales have been held below expected
levels. In spite of the progress made, the company can be
criticized for not maintaining its share of the market (a
decline from 12 to 10.7 percent) and for the large increase
in officers' salaries, especially the honorary positions, during
a period when no dividends were paid.

—

Playtoy Co.
Estimated Statement of Cash Flow
For the Year Ended December 31, 1973
( 000 omitted)
Cash generated from operations
Sales and collections on account'
$2,692
Less:
Cost of goods sold and payments
on account"
$2,130
Advertising
155
Insurance (plus increase in
prepaids, $5)
41
Salaries
190
Supplies
8
Non - income taxes (plus decrease
in accrued taxes and
expenses, $10)
35
Income taxes
70
Interest payments
40 2,669
$ 23
Cash generated by operations
Other uses of cash
Payment of lease obligation
8
Payment of long -term debt
20
Payment of dividends
20
Purchase of land
10
Total other uses of cash
58
Net decrease in cash
$

C.

QUESTION NUMBER 6

+

method was assumed), making the net value of the leased
equipment $32,000 at 12/31/73. The total liability associated with the lease at 12/31/73 is $35,000 (present value
of lease payments and option to purchase at 12/31/73);
$8,000 of this liability should be classified as a current
liability and the remainder, or $27,000, is a long -term
liability.

85
120
120
30 $355
35
35
170
70

275
665

75
40
15 $130
50
$180
485
89

' The operating expenses will decrease because the following
expenses will be eliminated:
Salaries:
President
$22,000
Treasurer
18,000
Vice President Sales
20,000
Interest on notes payable
— officers ( 200,000 X .05)

$60,000
10,000
$70,000

These discontinued expenses would increase net income
before taxes $70,000 which would increase income taxes
$35,000 (50% tax rate).
The adjustment in stockholder equity is detailed below:
Balance as of 12/31/73 per Sail -Vu's
statements
Additions:
Reclassification of notes payable
— officers as equity
Recognition of increased value
of land (10 -1- 10)
Revaluation of equipment
Increase in net income (70 — 35)
Subtotal
Deduct: Write -off of obsolete inventory
Adjusted balance as of 12/31/73

90

$220

$200
20
40
35

295
$515
30
$485

C. Possible characteristics which make Sail -Vu an attractive investment are.
1. Sail -Vu's product (sailboats) adds to Weston's product
line.
2. Sail -Vu's boats have an excellent reputation as a quality
product throughout their present sales region.
3. It appears that Sail -Vu has excellent and well- operated
production facilities.
4. By exchanging stock for the officers' notes payable and
eliminating some officers' positions, Sail -Vu will have an
excellent current position.
5. Property adjacent to the plant is already owned if expansion is necessary in the future; in addition, there will
be no real estate taxes for four more years.
D. Possible characteristics which make Sail -Vu unattractive
as an investment are
1. Sail -Vu's reputation outside of Michigan is minimal.
Weston will have to devote a considerable amount of
time and expense to improve the marketing.
2. Sail -Vu's productive capacity is unknown and the effects
of increased demand generated by Weston's marketing
efforts and outlets must be analyzed carefully.
3. The liquidity problems experienced in the past should be
thoroughly investigated.
4. Sailboats appeal to a different market than power boats
and require different production and marketing techniques; this might present problems to Weston's management.
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a complete management accounting study program
designed for individual or group participation
Individual Pacing:
The whole idea of our Self -Study
Program (SSP) is to enable individuals to learn more about the role of
Management Acco u nt i ng i n B u si ness Decision - Making in a unique
kind of way. You learn according to
Programs are designed to fit into
you r bus y wo rk sched ul e.

You
Get This:
Your choice of two complete inte-

sionally produced audio programming divided into specific modules
of topic development.
2.104 -Page Workbook
which is integrated with the audio
presentation. It is color - illustrated
with over 100 diagrams, how-to do -i t examp l es , d eci s i o n t rees ,
charts, graphs and tables.
The workbook includes self review questions an d pro blems
an d su gges ted solutions which
lets you ch eck you r p ro gres s as
yo u p r o c e e d t h r o u g h t h e
material.
3. 30 -Page Booklet of An s wer
Sheets
4. Appli cati on for a Certifi cate of
Completion

grated programs in the Managemen t Acco u n t i n g for Bu s i n es s
Decisions series.
SSP #1—A Contemporary Introducyo ur o wn time schedule. And pri- tion lays the essential groundwork
vately. No instructor is needed. You fo r a p p r o a ch i n g t h e f o r mi d a b l e
proceed through the material as rap- problems of management planning,
idly or as slowly as you feel you are reporting, cost behavior analysis,
learning an d your other activities budget ing and many ot hers.
permit. The approach is serious but SSP # 2 —Cost Concepts and Cost
is lightened with humorous touches. Behavior Analysis: Their Impact on
Decision Making, expands many of
those basic concepts presented in
SSP # 1 and focuses on their practical application.
Signifi cant id eas can emerge when
Each program uses a multi -media
yo ur gr o u p p u ts th is easy -to -use approach, including:
Self -Study Program to work ... on
For the mo des t p rice o f $40. 00, it
1. 90- Minute Audio Cassette Tape
your premises. The multiple interwhi ch o perates on an y st an dard mi gh t j u s t pro ve t o b e o n e of t h e
pretati ons and observations add to
cassette player. Not lect ures but s m a r t e s t i n v e s t m e n t s y o u ' v e e v e r
the overall benefit. The Self -Study
clear, concise, interesting, profes- made.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - j - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -i
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SELF-STUDY PROGRAM
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SSP *2

RETURN THIS ORDER FORM TO:
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Spec ial Order Department

919 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022
Please Type or Print Clearly

1
1
1

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
COUNTRY

SETIS) @ $40.00 EACH
SETIS) @ $40.00 EACH
LESS 20% (5 or more sets)
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Extra Workbooks and Answer Sheets
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"You need good accountants more
than you ever needed them before."
As strange as it may seem, there is a current shortage of accountants.
Our Robert Half offices are as busy as ever providing skilled financial talent to meet unusually
challenging business conditions.
The next time you need a competent controller, auditor, accountant or bookkeeper... call a Robert
Half specialist.

ACCOUNTING, FINANCIAL, BANKING & EDP PERSONNEL SPECIALISTS.
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